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TUHINGA HAKARĀPOPOTO 

This thesis probes the dark, occult movements of choreography provoking an 
engagement with concept horrØr and speculative philosophy. Merging expanded 
choreographic studies and post-dance practices, the project applies an artistic 
research methodology generated through transcultural poetics, performance 
writing methods, and a trilogy of experimental dance productions: KARE; kind 
artificial real experience (2016), blackOut (2018), and 5th Body (2018, 2019). 
Distinctions are interposed between nuances of bl ck-space, dark space, and 
darkness revealed through text, choreographic strategies, and live performance. 
Concepts underpinning this research are informed by a range of theorists - notably 
Eugene Thacker, Dylan Trigg, and Reza Negarestani - and absorbed into praxis 
through a choreologics that rethinks bodies as envoided, spectral, unhuman. The 
examined performance blackOut, renders enstranged figures drawn to the edge of 
horrØr’s precipice, unravelling choreographic darkness as a hiddenness that 

compels dance toward anonymity.

Dissimilarly, tangata whenua concepts of Te Pō (Darkness Perpetual, the 

Unknown) recount cosmo-genealogies of a time anterior to the world of light. 
Derived from mātauranga Māori, sequences of appellations unravel multiple 
gradients of Te Pō. Within the performances generated during this study, Pō 
consciousness acquires a choreographic translation and embodiment. Calling into 
question the aesthetic potency of speculative choreography, the artist imagines 
unfoldings of ancestral dark space layered with mystery upon mystery.  

Drawing on the critical theories of André Lepecki, experimentation in international 

dance implicates black-light as a minoritarian force arising out of, and from within, 

neoliberal colonialism and its relentless perpetuation of white enlightenment and 

hyper-vigilant modes of illumination. Relinquishing dances’ parallel obsession with 

the ever-illumined, its obverse is invoked within this study through dark aesthetics 

posited by theorist Martin Welton as threshold states: penumbra, gloaming, gloom, 

shadow. Correspondingly, Natten choreographed by Mårten Spångberg, presents 

a salient international precedent toward the performance analyses advanced by 

this research. The project finds that within the bl ckening choreosphere attendants 

can encounter the alien materialities of an unspecified, collective darkness. 
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‡the§ gloaming** 
                                                
 

§noticing& being curious withdarkness then moving while noticing& being                                                

curious with darkness watching projected videoloop of undulating dark 

oceanwaves at close standing range allowing projected image of undulating 

dark oceanwaves to mesmerise &or psychically infect mind-body unearthing 

through each 5 limbs including face extending beyond limits of meatbody into 

outer space assuming critter-like forms traveling across floor on hands& feet 

feeling feet as hands& creasing deeply into bodily abysses pausing when 

tired& breathing without judgement then continuing stalking forwards around 

perimeter of studio with clear alignment finding a stalking pace neither slow 

nor fast pedestrian nor formal walking up& down studio as if part of funeral 

procession then walking backwards with clear alignment& as if part of funeral 

procession raising arm while walking around perimeter of studio, with clear 

alignment& as if part of funeral procession, with other arm rotated out ever so 

(slightly) changing arms rolling down to floor through spine with ease then 

rolling up through spine with ease feeling vertebrae as string of blackpearls 

staying open across clavicle& sternum connecting movement& timing of tail 

with movement of skull shaking wildly through various parts of meatbody while 

connected to surface finding authenticity of shaking from core of movement's 

desire trying not to fake it closing curtains leaving lights off& absorbing studio 

darkspace allowing dark to become normal as light rolling over large mat 

across low-mid levels from one end to other finding economy in ()body 

organising across floor through spine hips limbs sitbones knees bones of hands 

feet keeping eyes empty as deadgrl grounding extended balances on leg then 

alternating finding polar tension through ether limbs including face orbiting on 

axis with feet together clockwise& anticlockwise orbiting on axis with feet 

together& raising arm to sky holding mobile phone in other hand at same time 

with torch function ON maintaining clear orbits increasing speed expanding 

eyebones& releasing while orbiting around axis lying on back& dreaming into 

darkness not knowing what's next& not caring feeling meatpain& doing 

nothing but feeling 



introductions 
choreologics of artistic research 

During the writing of this document, I sift& troll through debris (choreo-scraps, 

flotsam) dragged in by neuropep tides, remembered as performances - inscribed 

as movements. Alluding to the sensation of a hidden movement, we render 

nonvisible, dark materialities collaborating within choreographic practice. These 

dark movements occur independently of reflective and critical observances, 

deepening the layers of what it is possible to re)discover. How might such 

instances be emplaced upon these pages as portals toward ‘new knowledge,’ 

particularly if the new of neo-liberalism is often just a permissible alternative or 

upgrade of what is already? This is not a question that is entirely satisfied by this 

research but will be continually addressed through the crude restrictions and 
assemblages of language.  

Performance embeds within the software of this thesis and refracts the artist’s 
attempt to activate a slippery translation of a dark unknowing, while also tracing 
one’s acquired ways of knowing. These inscriptions may appear to certain readers 
as bugs or glitches - to others they may be features. Encountering this study 
through the polyvocal positioning of embrained writer, *mbodied performer, 
complicit witness, and artist-choreographer necessitates a shifty perspective. 
Multiple roles are precariously negotiated during research activities undertaken 
during this study: performance-oriented laboratories (p. labs), pre-production 
tasks††, post-production editing and archiving, collegial art gatherings, national 

†† set-up computer& projector screens then set-up audio device (laptop?) 

light & diffuse incense stick around space ensure window open

plug in Tibetan salt-lamp   

lay out things body styling materials& objects somehwere      

play some music  

lights out  
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darkrystal  

style J in teal blue dress & matching bob-length wig / stand inside blue, plastic 

cocoon / open at back / move within & play with form & tension against 

fabric / laugh 

t^sks   

wrap mobile phone in r hand with torch function on / rotate arm to diminish - 

increase directional light intensity  

stand tree-like feetskin together & orbit planet-like / test different extremes of 

pace orbit within limits of cocoon matter 

nervously raise opposite arm to sky negotiating blue cocoon on way up / 

keep orbiting stay alive inside by driving internal speed 3 x faster than 

exterior meat      

[soundtest: Station by Lapsley / Human by Sevdaliza  

reach gingerly & peel down head covering  / keep eyes lowered & body 

orbiting / let fabric fall casually activate Siri on iPhone & communicate clearly 

[soundtest: live script "welcome" / "welcome to the sh*w" / "please be 

seated" / "turn off all recording devices" 

test sequence from beginning with sound 

[soundtest: T translating through megaphone voice changer after J speaks / T 

translating after Siri responds  

t^sks 

create ways of sensitising feet & hands across floor / develop strategies for 

placing hooves, claws, nippers, on surface while transporting  

develop lamby shakes & mo(ve)ments of vulnerable bestiality bounce, leap& 

jump continuoulsy keeping skins connected / find ways of retrieving skins if it 

falls  



conferences, live performances, online mining, reading, writing, whakaaro huna, 
blackouts.  

The research project exists in its own duration within a given set of circumstances 
that are always underway. Readers are also presumed to be responding to this 
project in their own duration and within a given set of circumstances that are 
always underway. In other words, the relations among researcher (artist and writer), 
project (writing and performances), and reception (readers and audiences) are part 
of the implications of the project: the unpredictable spaces of thinking opened at 
every point in those relations are integral to the dimensions of this study. Initiated 
out of a gnawing penchant for the dark side, this thesis unfolds like an origamic 
map proposing a logic of possibilities - a choreologics.  

artistic research 

This doctoral study proposes a multidimensionyl inquiry into choreographic 
darkness, whereby concepts of dark space, bl ckness, and bl ck-space are 
artistically, critically, philosophically and intuitively attended to. My whakaaro 
(speculative thinking) extends toward recent experimental choreographies and 
other precedents in the field, advancing a performance-oriented research 
imperative. Theoretically framed within the broad territory of Artistic Research 
(Barrett & Bolt, 2013; Biggs & Karlsson, 2010; Borgdorff, 2012; Lilja, 2015; Wilson & 
van Ruiten, 2013), the project comprises of University of Auckland (UoA) 
recognised creative practice components. These artistic works include choreo-
poetic lecture Writing with darkness & other poems (August 2017) and four group 
dance productions: KARE; kind artificial real experience (June 2016), blackOut 
(February 2018), 5th Body (August 2018), and 5th Body: xorcsm (February 2019).

lamby jumps  

crawl in creepy way / become deeply sinister / perch on wall / bird pose 

map out variegated lambalien terrain 

[image: star-paddocks, slimefields, corpse craters etc 

[soundtest: T vocalising through megaphone voice changer: "baaaaah!"  

"arrrkkkg!" "krkrrkkrkrrk!" "fuck ewe all!" 
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The required video documentation enclosed within supplements an examination 
performance for one of these works namely, blackOut.  

The digital recording has been produced by Auckland videographer Kim Annan and 
serves to archive the contents of a full-length production with a distinct design 
concept developed in and with the dark. The lighting design was conceptualised 
with, and operated by, NZ choreographer and designer Sean Curham. The 
performance was developed during night-time studio laboratories with NZ dancers 
Anja Packham and Jesse Quaid, and performance artist Forest Kapo who was 
living in Australia at the time. Original photography pertaining to this examination 
performance has been generously provided by NZ event photographer Peter 
Jennings.  

The documentation of this work, whilst necessary as trace, cannot be considered 
an accurate account of the exigencies of the live event or an audience's encounter 
with it. For this choreographer, even a moving-image artifact is utterly impotent in 
its capacity to translate crucial elements and qualities regarding choreographic 
movements, intensity, gloom, uncertainty, anonymity, thingness, contingency, ihi, 
mauri...................... Art theorist Julian Klein (2017) reminds us: "The knowledge for 
which artistic research strives is a felt knowledge" (n. p.), and it is toward such 
intelligences that this project keenly urges.  

Artistic research is an approach to scholarly research that progresses and 
undergirds the practices, methods, and interests of the artist. It can be  
characterised by the integration of artistic experimentation with new research and 
knowledge from related fields, and a process of critical reflection within a particular 
body of work. For this project, the disciplinary practices of choreography and 
performance orient toward a dark tone, style, and aesthetic. The written document 
presents graphic scores, poetry, studio gleanings and artist’s pages within the 
bound thesis alongside, or layered between, what is more recognisably theoretical, 
reflexive, or explanatory text. In this way, the thesis evidences both artistic 
outcomes and practice-led methodologies inside the body of the document, not as 
a separate addendum. In saying this, the thesis does not propose a book of sleek 
graphic design as prescribed by visual arts aesthetics, but inscribes a 
choreological performativity that augments the page.  



All documentary photographs, unless individually cited, remain the sole copyright 
of the author-artist. Excerpts of texts within the thesis if previously published have 
been cited accordingly, while certain photographic archives from self-produced 
performances remain unexplained. Here, the right to conceal is observed, allowing 
for pages of inscrutability where further elucidation is deemed unnecessary. This is 
induced by darkness manifesting as whakaaro huna (hidden thought), or as the 
obfuscated, unidentifiable aspect of things that can be seen. This attention to the 
hidden pervades the thesis in its desire to thwart more explicit commentary and 
totalising discourse. 

All written materials accrue to under 60,000 words as stipulated in PhD with 
Creative Practice (PhD CP) regulations. Such factors, while mandatory, exert 
influence over the construction of this thesis and overall scope of its study. At 
every point, the dark choreologics of the project are simultaneously constricted, 
conscripted, and enabled within the boundaries of the degree. UoA doctoral 
candidates who pursue a PhD CP are not permitted to submit a thesis based solely 
upon their artistic productions as is the case in some other tertiary creative PhD 
programs. UoA policy stipulates neither an exegesis accompanying a corpus of 
works produced by an artist, nor a doctoral study consisting entirely of art 
productions:  

The presentation of a corpus of creative work allows for a particular 
theme to be investigated through more than one creative output. The 
creative work and the written thesis are expected to be distinct yet 
interdependent, presenting an integrated and reflective approach to 
the research topic. (The University of Auckland, 2016, p. 25) 

This provision and its emphasis on “theme” is worth noting in regard to the 

positioning of the choreographic project within its particular research institute, and 
how it attempts to assemble a corpus of live art works, theoretical knowledge, and 
performance writings co-worked amongst the discursive texts, concepts, and art 
productions of relevant choreographers, philosophers, writers, and theorists. I 
present a concept-driven approach to the significant sections of this thesis - a 
trilogy of chapters that weft in the numerous strands that comprise a scholarly text. 
Furthermore, choreographic strategies are warped into the fabric of this document 
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and considered another component of what is ‘creative work.’ This thesis is archive 
more than exposition, even as it archives its reasons for being. 

Writing as a technology for thinking as making as performing is ever porous, 
transmutable, and prone to positive decay within this study. I extend my 
professional arts practice to the emerging terrortories of dance scholarship, which 
must also carefully consider its readership. Who will become the recipients of this 
artistic research in choreography and how might I extend such efforts into a wider 
audience beyond this specialist field? The Artistic Research Working Group of 
Performance Studies International (2018) describes artistic research as  

an umbrella concept that includes a range of approaches that use 
art, creative practice or performance as a primary means 
and method of inquiry. These include the distinct approaches 
‘performance as research’ (PAR), ‘practice as research’ (PaR), 
‘practice-based research’ (PBR), ‘practice-led research, ‘creative 
arts research’, ‘research creation’, ‘arts-based research’, and 
numerous other associated approaches. In many cases, the 
subject of study is artistic practice itself, as in ‘artistic inquiry.’ (n. p.) 

Within this wide array of terminological emphases, the parameters of my artistic 
inquiry are infiltrated by POR - performance-oriented research - methods that 
privilege choreographic performance, performance writing, and experimentation in 
dance as the subject/s and methods of study. Like all theses, it does not present a 
total topical coverage. Evidence of artistic research conducted across multiple 
spaces of performance reveals idiosyncrasies that attest to a singular, material 
practice forged through risk-taking and experimentation. My expectation is that 
despite the peculiarities of my interests, this project will contribute to local and 
international fields of dance, choreography, and performance in both 
unforeseeable and more explicit ways.  

Alongside the speculative and creative cross-stitchings of this thesis, I attempt to 
refract non-conceptual observances generated through practice before they 
become an art product or useful research material (put through the grind of critical 
analysis). These observances particularly relate to intuitions and aesthetic 
experiences that live performance practice enables. Neither reflexive, nor 



philosophical, these pre-critical and sensate knowledges are considered equally 

indispensable to choreographic research in situ. Attempting to later decipher such 

evidences onto the page requires that I stray through the forest and choose either 

the path of pins or the path of needles. Stylistically and conceptually then, my 

approach toward this study allows for cosmoses of ambiguity and waywardness 

within the “dark ground of clarity” (Mika, 2015b, p. 62). This approach can be 

considered key to the methodological and artistic strategies employed during this 

research. The knowledges and residues accrued through artistic methodologies 

are part of what distinguishes choreographic research in its distinct contribution to 

scholarship, whereby the terms practice-led, practice-based, art-based, practice 

as (research) and aforesaid aliases mangle. The effective collation of the material-

embodied, affective-pre-reflective, artistic-performative, and theoretical-discursive 
elements of this project becomes this practitioner’s formidable undertaking.   

Focused on choreographic experimentation and live performance within the wider 
field of Dance Studies and toward the advancement of a more expanded 
Choreographic Studies, I observe how relations between choreography and 
academic research have been examined for over twenty years. Within the 
academy, Dance Studies is still considered a relatively “new species of 
research” (Barrett & Bolt, 2010, p.1) and understandably so. The term species 
carries sinister undertones for those practitioners within doctoral dance 
programmes who, along with an alien sense of displacement amongst the general 
academic populace, can find few departmental peers engaged in artistic research 
per se. On the other hand, one can consider the terrain to be ripe for whatever 
innovations arise without the monster shadow of decades of exemplars, as can be 
found across other subjects within the fine arts, humanities, and social sciences. 

Aotearoa - like much of the global community engaged in critical dance studies - 
maintains a fluid connection between professional practitioners and the academy, 
finding this exchange to be volatile, discordant, and mutually beneficial. While 
approaching dance scholarship as a “contested territory" that does not "sit 
comfortably with accepted norms of research” (Stock, 2009, p. 1), the 
choreographer encounters further sets of challenges and anomalies. These 
challenges can be seen, in part, as a continuum of colonialist pedagogies toward 
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choreography from early training programmes to tertiary study, as Larry Lavender 
and Caitlin Spencer (2011) note: 
 
 Hierarchical, law-enforcing orientations to teaching choreography are 
 common across dance departments and programs from A to Z. Ironically, in 
 spite of the rhetoric of personal empowerment in which they conceal 
 themselves, such orientations are fundamentally theological in their 
 orientations to power, and easily subjugate choreography by reducing all 
 discourses around choreography (and dancing) to the terms of Western 
 classical music and/or visual aesthetics-based design. This reductive 
 discourse effectively wards off the emergence of works that question 
 received ideas about, for example, which bodies may move, how bodies 
 may move (and be free from having to move) and how so-called “audience” 
 bodies may mobilize in, with, or around a work. (p. 104) 
 
Having rejected such training systems many years ago, I still negotiate 
contradictory disciplinary behaviours across institutionalized performance venues, 
the dance ‘industry,’ and independent artist communities. One example is the 
refusal of a local theatre (Basement Theatre Studio) to set-up an unseated 
audience format based on technical specifications that I had been requested to 
provide well in advance of Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa 2019. This echoes a 

later query when invited by Tempo Dance Festival NZ director Cat Ruka to present 
a work within Q-Theatre Loft. After discovering that management wouldn’t allow a 
no seating arrangement due to “health and safety” reasons I then requested 
seating in the round as a compromise, which also found resistance. Oddly, both 
Auckland venues boast a penchant for bold, experimental works along with the 
intentional design capacity to adapt to various spatial and audience formats. 
Clearly, there were assumptions already at play regarding how bodies might 
mobilise in, with, and around the intended choreographies. Theatres and festivals, 
as institutions and administrative bodies that have historically housed 
choreographic works, are challenged by this project to meet the vision and 
expanded practices of the choreographer in Aotearoa. 
 
This research project proves no exception to such inconsistencies and recognises 
that an established career in dance, choreography, and performance does not 



presuppose an easy compatibility within academia. In saying this, making the 
transition from a practice-based engagement with the arts to a critical engagement 
with their historical and contemporary implications, and a theoretical engagement 
with their cultural constructions, has led me on a journey of discovery that enriches 
the depth of sphere within which I work. Conversely, the incongruities of artistic 
taste and academic institutional requirements can become oppressive and 
problematic.  

On these occasions, I find it useful to resist a David & Goliath pitting of artistic vs 
academic, intuitive vs critical, despite the “often contradictory processes of 
knowledge production” (Longley, 2015, p. 30) and “bewilderingly mixed 
messages” (p. 32) encountered through artistic research within the academy. A 
way of negotiating this frequent problem experienced by choreographers, entails 
inclining one’s focus toward practices of freedom. I draw on art theorist Elizabeth 
Grosz (2010) who, after Bergson, describes a concept of freedom “linked to the 
body’s capacity for movement, and thus its multiple possibilities of action” (p. 152). 
These materialist drives de-emphasise the psychical dilemma encountered by the 
choreographer, favouring instead the pursuit of ‘free acts’ that might both express 
and transform how the project is becoming. These free acts are desire-driven and 
cannot occur under any duress from supervisors, colleagues, or one’s institution. A 
key motivation for seeking out a viable problem-solving theory is to make the three 
to four years of doctoral candidature bearable given the numerous other financial 
and/or personal hardships to be encountered. The artistic investment can be as 
incapacitating as it is freeing and requires conscious management at all levels. 

Conflicting values are not uncommon for choreographers with a performance-

oriented research focus at UoA. Associate Professors of Dance Studies Nicholas 

Rowe and Ralph Buck (2013) have asserted, “Ultimately, we do not consider 

research degrees to be the most effective location for identifying artistic merit” (p. 

12). I can understand their argument in terms of what the research degree 

traditionally prioritises, and such a concern is particularly germane for dance 

research with foci in education, therapy, or ethnic groups. Choreographic artists 

entering the academy with a limited grasp of the tenets of academic research, 

along with years of conditioning within their specialist discipline, may expect to 

face incompatibilities. What intensifies this further is a personal expectation, shared 
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also amongst my community of peers, to generate artistic works of merit 
irrespective of whether they are part of a research degree.  
 
Professional dance works (whether explicitly stated or not, and whether performed 
within or outside of a university venue) are expected to be of a high standard for 
public attendance. This aspiration is a direct outcome of conservatory dance 
training and international performance standards. I propose that such personal, 
artistic, or disciplinary values are just as significant to this project, its performers, 
and its potential audiences as the expressed aims of doctoral research regarding 
critical rigor and original contributions to the international field. Artistic merit is not, 
in my estimation, incidental. What is at stake in this debate is summarised in part 
by arts theorist Annette Arlander (2010). 
 
 Is it the originality or conceptual rigour, or some quality of the artwork as 
 artwork which makes it a research outcome? or is it rather the research 
 question, the explanation of working procedures, the theorizing 
 commentary or perhaps the contextualization of the work, or all of these 
 together? (p. 328) 
 
When engaging choreographic research, the dance artist is generally encouraged 
to think through tensions in the embodied and intuitive processes of making and 
doing, not simply “by rote or in the abstract” (Pakes, 2009, p. 12). Intersecting a 
speculative philosophical inquiry with performative research paradigms is a useful 
strategy in this respect, affirming art making as a valid way of knowing, theorising 
and problem solving (Haseman, 2010; Leavy, 2009; Nelson, 2013; Smith & Dean, 
2009). These discipline-specific ways of thinking within choreographic and 
performance research generate an interesting dynamic alongside the concept-

creation processes at work within philosophical inquiry. Perhaps one of the most 
important benefits is a productive dialogue with a dedicated community of dance, 
performance, literary, and choreographic artists who express varying degrees of 
experiential and speculative insight. Within artistic research there is space for these 
dialogics to operate in/on diverse terms and forms. I enter concentric perspectives 
with which to consider this project; or find rhizomes to get tangled up in.  
 
 
 



xpanded choreography 

I navigate the polyorientations of this choreographic project drawing on my 
decades of practice working within a range of artforms. Those most relevant to the 
project include Aotearoan performance art, creative writing, performance-based 
visual art, contemporary dance, and choreography. Countering concerns over 
higher arts degrees, as previously mentioned, hypotheses and praxes are 
developed through decisive action, problem dis)solving, intuitive attention, and 
intellectual curiosity. Throughout the course of this research the tears in my 
distending loyalties generate a pliable, holey fabric, and customary dance roots 
unground within an enlivening, rank bl ckness. The realisations of this project in 
terms of choreographic darkness are a direct result of putting practice, like a 
litmus, into the liquid of critical context, speculative imagination, and potentiality. 

Questioning darkness’s positive presence within choreographic thinking, I consider 
the Western ‘ethics of kinetics’ (Sloterdijk, 2009) in choreography that has 
historically involved a highly illumined spectacle of dancing bodies. Most of these 
dances can be traced back to early company pioneers whose spirit of discovery in 
their day was a radical force. These movements have since been catalogued into 
fixed ‘techniques’ by successive generations and thus propagated into schools of 
dance as well as company structures that can be described as “archaic” 
(Koroneho & Brown, 2018, p. 109). Furthermore, approaches to choreography that 
disrupt the umbilical “bind between dance and movement” (Lepecki, 2006, p. 1) 
have caused anxiety for audiences and practitioners unaccustomed to alterity. For, 
despite choreography's recognition across diverse theatrical, social, and cultural 
platforms, a recurrence of archaic structures and modernist dance values prevails. 
So too is the profiling of shiny, lit bodies on new media and digital platforms, 
drawing us into predominantly visual fields.  

This self-propagating system has been tackled by dance theorists (Lepecki, 2006; 
Sabisch, 2011) who have identified dance’s ontological foundation as the pursuit of 
a kind of hypermobility drawn into alignment with modernity’s propulsion towards 
and for movement. Dancing bodies shadow a neo-liberal labour force that insists 
on speed, duplication, and mass reproduction. Movement per se is not being 
critiqued here, in fact it is a more expanded approach toward movement that this 
project advances:  
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 If you don’t know how to be upside down, then how are you going to 
 understand your relationship to space, if you are always going to be on your 
 feet? If you don’t crawl or roll on the ground, then you are not going to 
 understand the transition between bipedal action to quadrupedal, or how to 
 shift your front and your back. To be practitioner and creative–centric, you 
 have to prepare for your work. It is not about being a dancer, it is about 
 being a mobile, imaginative, fully cognisant human in space and that means 
 you have got to move. (Koroneho & Brown, 2018, p. 107) 
  
What my observations within New Zealand’s self-designated ‘contemporary’ dance 
scene reveal, is that when experimentation in choreography strays from the 
normative movements on which dance is predicated, we encounter its 
marginalisation (not celebration) as “experimental,” accusations of being 
performance art, or the work’s reception as “a betrayal of dance’s very essence 
and nature” (Lepecki, 2006, p. 1). From these historical precedents there lingers a 
colonialist, modernist narrative that posits real dance as continuous movement of 

an acceptable variety, and choreography as a process of creating acceptable (or 
recognisable) dances with acceptable dancing bodies. These predicaments have 
been critiqued within the international field and seem to be a far-reaching 
disciplinary concern.  
 
Dance educator Larry Lavender (2017) draws on over thirty years of experience in 
the field. He takes note of the pervasive rejection of non-modernist, non-formalist 
approaches to dance and choreography: 
 
 Often these are labelled by colleagues as ‘not real dance’ in an 
 effort to dismiss such works, or labelled as ‘experimental’ and 
 ‘alternative’ as a way to try to assimilate the subversive works to a 
 marginal category that is ‘owned’ by the dominant strand of thought 
 in dance. Such dismissive labelling is, of course, a tried and true way 
 of taming and caging the wild. Another common way to perform this 
 taming and caging, at least in academia, is to situate the alien work 
 in a known category such as  ‘happenings’ or ‘Dada’ or ‘performance 
 art’ or some other recognised style or genre around which the 



discipline has erected its own boundaries to protect whatever it 
refers to as ‘real dance’. (pp. 74-75) 

The initial performance laboratories and research activities for this project 
commenced in February 2016 shortly after my official enrollment into the UoA 
doctoral programme. The labs were generated at the Auckland Old Folks 
Association (OFA), which in recent times has provided an artist facilitated 
community venue for hire. This hall, located on the back streets of Auckland’s 
underbelly, has since proven instrumental to local independent dance production 
and is a welcome antithesis to the pristine, over-priced studios of Auckland CBD. 
The modest heritage building (est.1945) is decidedly grimy and prone to ghostly 
hauntings. These site-specificities affect the choreographic process in terms of the 
invisible, felt ecologies of place. As a highly sensitive practitioner, I draw on the 
energies of such sites and attend to their nonhuman presences with curiosity. This 
is always done, however, with a vision toward the forthcoming performance event 
(in the most fortunate situations the work space is also the intended performance 
venue). 

The first p. labs generated at the OFA were developed toward the group 

choreography KARE; kind artificial real experience produced for the Undisciplining 

Dance Symposium (2016) in Auckland. The choreography was the premiere of a 

trilogy of group works (trilogies being my thing and something to do with horrØr) to 

be produced throughout my three and a half-year candidature. This trilogy 

effectively comprises the corpus of performances toward my doctoral research and 

constitutes the Creative Practice component of this project. As previously 

mentioned, only one of these productions would be permitted as the officially 

examined PhD performance, which occurred in February 2018.  

The performances are imagined as a series of crime-scenes or choreographic 
substrates – provisional surfaces on which dark things might dwell for a duration 
before leaking into other forms. The choreographies bleed out sequentially as live 
encounters for public reception and evidence for future archives.  My early p. labs 
involved solo work, vocal and sound experiments, pre-production tasking, and 
performance styling well before introducing other dancers. Compelling ideas later 
developed with local practitioners who were invited to perform, and/or specifically 
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contribute toward design concepts. Choreography evolved from one-on-one 
sessions with dancers concentrating on specific tasks and practices toward a 
group performance. This decisiveness acts as a prelude to tangential entities that 
will undoubtedly emerge in the studio-at-large. By studio-at-large, I invoke a range 
of environments where this research has been actively embodied or attended to 
beyond the studio proper. My feeling is that while the conventional dance studio 
offers privacy, some useful technologies, and protective incubation for dancers, it 
is an outdated cultural environment for my work. I therefore chose to supplement 
with other spaces (such as OFA, my backyard and lounge, a coastal cave etc), 
relegating the UoA dance studios to a need-only basis. 

‡‡ Each live event presented during my candidacy was constructed through an 

incorporating of sourced, gifted, and found materials, dirty technologies, and a 

‡‡ condom wrapper outside hall door / forgot code look-up iPhone contacts  

65wz 

lay things out on floor / group stuff together by colour by kind  

make obstacle course / perform a range of exercises for unknown duration at 

each station / or here is brown ocean with little islands about the place / what 

happens here & there & / here 

DIY karaoke machine / construct with iPhone YouTube Wi-Fi Bluetooth UE 

miniboom speaker extension cord &  

sing borderline pitchy / 3 semi-lovely moments no-one hears 

machete with rubber blade cover / gigantic yellow bag / more brown paper / 

pink cancer bag / 4kg dumb-bell / grass-skirt / Tongan fan / Libra pad 

wrapper / pad wrapper facts (odd spots) 

read text aloud through megaphone speaker 

sing song sitting on padded brown bleacher, try idling about & standing 

dance a breathing task on back with slow bicycle legs / dance a breathing 

task with ant legs & arms co-ordinating opposites 

dance a floor dance plank pose endurance test with breathing machine / 

collapse 



promiscuous assemblage of choreographic strategies, embodiments and 
movements. Dirty technologies can be understood to include primitive methods 
and machines that corrupt normative spatial design aesthetics. This styling 
concept is central to all the choreographies produced during this research. Norah 
Campbell and Mike Saren (2010) discuss such aesthetics in relation to the visual 
culture of horrØr within art and technology: 

Dirty technology works by implying that technology is not a sterile, 
inanimate instrument that the human has mastery over. Rather, the dirt and 
dampness of dirty technology suggest an animate, sweating, breathing life-

 force – a concept which disrupts our normative, humanistically-inherited 
and instrumental perspective of technology by forcing us to consider 
technology as life. Dirty technology is an aesthetic which combines the 

sterile, pristine and inorganic efficiency of technology with the visceral, 
leaking decaying disorganisation of animal life. This induces horror because 
it shows technology covered in its own dirt, which implies life, which in turn 
implies disorganisation, which implies a disintegration of borders between 
‘us’ (bounded) and ‘them’ (unbounded), which implies loss of control. 
Because this technology is soiled, damp and leaking, it disrupts our linear 
perspective of technology as an inherently progressive phenomenon.  

[image: glue sniffers, oxygen masks on plane, in hospital barely dead, post-

apocalyptic toxic gas emissions 

coccyx hurt like fuk, stuff wig &rabbit fur underneath / paper under skull 

floor dirty as all hell 

sweep floor uuuuuuuuuuuup & dooooooooown up & down / love sweep the 

floor, brush & shovel dirty bits into icky, gapey trash bin 

memory = forgetness? 

pack everything into suitcase, worry about spills& to & fro with hordes of stuff 

/ how to transport all this crap to black box 

do machete& gun dance for length of hip-hop song / pūkana eyes & slicing 

gesture to neck 

remember forgot to remember to bring blood  
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          (p. 167) 
 
The integration of conceptual lighting, DIY sound design, personal devices, 
household items, animal skins, fake blood, sweating nude bodies, and plant-based 
food and objects - in close proximity to audiences - is one example of how dirty 
technologies emerge and function within my choreographies. I also consider the 
atmospherics of place, resonating with art theorist Janine Randerson (2018). She 
observes how “technologies, when positioned as co-performers, foreground the 
inseparability of the body from the particulate fluxes of our surroundings” (p. 212). 
 
Choreography thus becomes a way to facilitate encounters and processes of co-
performance and contagion among people, places, and nonhuman things, whereby 
events both organised and unintended might occur. Recalling choreographic 
theorist Petra Sabisch (2011), I consider her “concept of contamination in its 
positivity [....] contamination as that which forces the body to open up to other 
bodies, to enter different relations and to change qualitatively” (p. 19). Un)human 
bodies contaminate and conspire irrespective of, as well as in response to, the 
desires of a choreographer. Within this study, the dark materialities of humans, 
nonhumans, and performance locations balance between the intuitively 
choreographed, the conceptually driven, and the contingently arising. 
 
A negotiation between the constructed and the contingently arising is crucial to the 
new knowledge explored in this thesis in relation to the expanded field of 
choreography and post-dance practices. I relate Foucault’s concept of genealogy 
to my crisscrossing choreographic histories summoned through a “discontinuous 
recurrence of disciplines and practices” (Pollock, 2010, p. 127). Some of the traces 
of movement within my works resonate within Western theatrical dance, Aotearoan 

performance art, contemporary partnering, live art, and Body Weather practice. 
These traces are, however, ingredients for mongrel recipes and assemblages. 
Much of the studio work ends up in the scrap-heap for future recycling or 
immediate composting. These stylistic traits of my ongoing practice, while singular, 
participate in dialogue with a cherry go hop in the expanded field, as dance 
educators note: 
 



It is clear within academic discourses on contemporary art and 
culture, and in professional art practices, that nowadays the term 
“choreography” reaches beyond historical conceptions of dance, 
referring to many processes and products quite distinct from dance. 

       (Lavender & Spencer, 2011, p. 103) 

Expanded choreography is the idea that we can use and conceive systems 
and practices of choreography in less traditional situations or 
understandings; that choreography is not necessarily dependent on the 

body and on dance. (Ellis, 2018, p. 38) 

While these internationally recognised facts arrive as familiar news to 
choreographic research and practitioners already working across expanded dance 
or post-dance practices, awareness of the extreme openness of the field of 
choreography is not a given within the New Zealand dance industry. This, in turn, 
impacts my work and its reception by mainstream dance audiences. Lavender 
makes a significant point in relation to what this project proposes as choreographic 
and conceptualises as dance, in both theory and practice. Throughout this 
continuum of practice construed as 'the expanded field', we can observe 
choreography stuttering into a spectrum of artistic, political, and cultural 
enunciations that trouble dance with “an endless array of possibilities: organised 
temporal acts, events or physical behaviours performed through time” (Harvey, 
2011, p. 23).  

In his interrogation of performance art choreography, dance theorist Mark Harvey 
unpacks a prevalence of physical behaviours such as endurance tests, crawling 
performances, durational events, and choreographic idiocy - all quite distinct from 
dance, yet ever implicated within dance’s trajectory. In addition to these bodily and 
socio-political momentums, choreographer Efrosini Protopapa (2012) notes that 
“choreography has expanded to include a wide range of conceptual tools, 
materials and strategies” (p. 105) that unsettle colonialist understandings of dance 
performance. However, moving through and beyond these conventional 
understandings does not necessarily involve resistance or an outright negation. I 
simply propose that the choreographer be given equitable license to express and 
claim as choreography (or dance performance), whatever modes, materials, 
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strategies, events, physical behaviours and temporal acts are being generated in 
their current practice. 

post-dance 

Focused on the implications of choreographic practice within the early twenty-first 
century, this research is primarily stimulated by dialogue emerging around post- 
dance. To provide an insight into this fledgling term, which is still underway and by 
no means defined, I draw on recent international discussions. In October 2015, a 
conference entitled Post Dance was curated by André Lepecki, Danjel Andersson 
and Gabriel Smeets at MDT in Stockholm. The three-day gathering and its critical 
discussions culminated in an edited book of proceedings (Post-dance, 2017). While 
the publication surfaces free of charge at predominantly European dance events, it 
remains unavailable for purchase on the market. Key discussions therein include 
the shifting needs and exigencies of choreography from the 1960’s to present 
times, as Spångberg (2017) wryly elucidates: 

Post-dance is a dance that acknowledges that times change, that 
dance is not the same in a crumbling welfare state, that a liberal 
understanding of art sucks, that collateral damage is important, that 
dance and art is not marginal to society but an economy as any 
other, that there is no dance today that doesn’t resonate of the 

Internet, that its history is changing because dance is made available 
via the Internet, that dance history is written by the wrong people, 
that acknowledges that high and low is interchangeable, post-
colonialism, performance studies, artistic research, the messy mix-
up between practice and theory, Beyoncé and technology, and does 
it all through an emerging epistemology of dance. (p. 390) 

Post-dance discourses have emerged with nothing to proffer in the way of 
authoritative categories and can be taken to include cogent perspectives from 
within the international culture of dance making, theorising, and curating. Selected 
insights from Spångberg (2017) and colleagues become useful in unravelling how 
dance, choreography, and performance might be observed and theorised as 
distinct practices whose terms of engagement are not mutually exclusive, at least 
not in the conventional sense in which they have historically been considered. 
Post-dance as a critical proposition reaffirms dance’s mana alongside any other 



validated, self-described art-form, and involves a rethinking of dance’s specificity, 
political force, and aesthetic value: 

Post-dance signals a return of dance and dancing [....] post-dance is 
when dance and choreography reclaim, and successfully, their 
autonomy and in a totally new way. Post-dance, therefore, offers 
dance to detach from being about something, having application—
thus functioning as a vehicle for some other discourse or attitude—
and instead allows dance to produce politics on its own terms, 
through its own discursive apparatus. (p. 391) 

Such provocations that contribute to the container of thought around post-dance 
have controversial implications for contemporary dance in Aotearoa.  

Firstly, the branding system that promotes its dancers and choreographers is all 
too often about the striated intersubjectivity of those relations, that is, the 
hierarchies that dictate which dancers work with which choreographers, toward 
which specific audiences and commercial outcomes. Secondly, there is an 
increasing pressure on choreographers to adopt viable business models that will 
appeal to government funding agencies and potential “stakeholders.” Furthermore, 
in NZ dance, we are often dealing with gender, race, or identity politics, or, as 
Spångberg (2017) indicates, providing a backdrop for some other discourse, 
discipline, health issue, music video.  

Part of the appeal, for choreographic darkness, is its emancipating potential to 

deface identities and bodies allowing for other potentialities to come to the fore. 

Anonymity as a kind of unhuman alterity can be taken as a crucial aspect of the 

speculative choreographies explored within this study, as Spångberg also notes: 

Dance is not, first of all, a matter of subjectivity. Dance is a subject 
performing form. It is subjects or identities performing but their 
responsibility is not to issue subjectivity but instead to, so to say, 
become vehicles for the dance, to become anonymous.              

(pp. 374 - 375) 
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In my studio practice, I often work one≈one in performance labs and utilise the 
dirty technologies of choreography. This is also evident in the style and poetics of 
the thesis. Forms of embodiment such as dance enable a strange awareness of the 
(multiple kinds of) bodies in the room. By strange, I argue that participants are 
more likely to ‘lose face’ or become another part of the intentional materials of 
performance, not necessarily the authoritative subjects driving it. It means that the 
people who dance within the choreographies generated during this project; Jesse, 
Anja, Vicky, Mary, Geoff, Sean C, Sarah, val, Nancy, Kosta, Sean M, David, or Tru 
are as necessary as the nonhuman performing bodies, though not always more 
important. They differ in form, degree, duration, energy, force, intensity, vibration, 
DNA. Anonymity allows things to thrive alongside and within what Lepecki posits 
as a ‘depersonalised, collective darkness’. This depersonalisation occurs through 
the conversion chamber of darkness whereby all bodies gain potential to become 
other. 

Performance maintains and strengthens agency in the subject but 

only in respect of already elaborated grids of power. Dance carries 
the opportunity to pass agency from the subject to dance itself. To 
dance in this respect implies the possibility to learn from dance, 
instead of learning how to dance or how to be one’s self.   

(Spångberg, 2017, p. 375) 

This uncommon approach to group choreography, while laborious, becomes more 
conducive to abstraction. It explores ways “of extending the concept of creative 
collaboration to include non-human collaborators” (Cull Ó Maoilearca, 2016, p. 
105). Again, the balance between the planned choreographic and the contingently 
arising displaces normative agentive positioning. The labour of making within the 
studio renders choreographic structures, bodies, and/or materials as infinitely 
unpredictable even when we have named them or accorded them a function. 
Negarestani (2011) elucidates some thoughts on what motivates such contingent 
making: 

As its criminal connotations indicate, complicity is an extreme form 

of speculation, one that grasps the work from the perspective of its 
contingent materials – it simply sees from the other side, that is, from 
the intrusive perspective of contingencies. Instead of providing the 



artist with an opportunity to make new things by reflecting on her 
materials (the modernist thought – human superstition – of the new 
and novelty), complicity gives the artist the speculative opportunity 
to see the work as the reflection of contingent materials on 
themselves, their secret collusions, conspiracies, antagonisms, 
indifferent attitudes, and their weird twists in and out of the 
possibilities they bring about. (p. 2) 

This notion of contingency requires much intellectual grappling when coming from 

conventional dance training that privileges both the construction and control of 

human and nonhuman environments in order to both illuminate dancing subjects 

and produce dances. In light of this disciplinary tendency, choreographic research 

methodologies developed during this project have been conceived within, and out 

of, community halls, nonhuman environments (such as dark forests, a cave), murky 

dance studios, and urban dark-rooms. I am curious as to how these various 

spaces may have antagonised the choreographic process, and consider a 

multiplicity of work sites to be integral to the studio-at-large methodology that this 

research necessitates. 

Participating in the conflicting domains of dance, choreography, performance, 
philosophy, and concept horrØr, the artist straddles the edges of interdisciplinary 
miscegenation. This deleterious term is employed with its race trauma histories 
intact, denoting how an interbreeding of theories, cultures, and art practices do not 
necessarily imply a compatible exchange or willing union. Conversely, I note 
Lepecki's (2016a) affirmation of the theoretical task pertinent to critical dance 
studies as that of "assembling works with works" (p. 18), and promoting 
"improbable, unexpected encounters [...] between discourses, disciplines, 
methods, ideas, notions, and modes of expression" (p. 19). I assume that 
something monstrous or exquisite is ever possible when things that should never 
go together are mangled - or simply placed beside each other. 

The perfusive superaddition of dark attention further complicates this collision 
among post-dance practices, experimental choreographic strategies, the 
contingently arising, and the suspension of normative agency within the persons, 
things and sites of practice within this project. One contemplates what darkness 
can do contextualized within this attitude of conspiracy. Here, darkness (and light) 
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is neither a production element to be hastily added in the final days preceding 
'showtime,' nor simply applied to conceal the untidy transitions and dirty 
technologies of production. Conversely, darkness becomes a performer, an 
aesthetic, a materiality, a force to be considered throughout the research.  
This speculative approach privileges the work ethic, proclivities, and curiosity of 
this artist regarding bl ckout methodologies conducted at night time. Speculative 
choreographies of darkness satiate a relentless urge to burrow, envoid, blacken, 
turn off the lights, snuff it out. And in thinking toward darkness I can consider, as 
with other nonhuman phenomena, those aspects that appear to exist, and those 
that are not present to my immediate perception. Philosopher of horror Eugene 
Thacker (2015b) extends his thinking on this conundrum where darkness appears 
as a negative that also presents itself as a positive: 
 

From a philosophical perspective, darkness exists, but its existence 
is always tenuous, the stuff of shadows, night, and tenebrous 
clouds. Darkness “is” but also “is not” - and, in a way, this “is not” 
also “is” darkness. Put simply, the concept of darkness invites us to 
think about this basic philosophical dilemma of a nothing that is 
something. (pp. 17-18) 
 

I deepen my experience of this oscillating enigma of darkness, partly, through 
extensive periods of working both in the dark, and within endarkened spaces. 
Obliterative scores and poems invoke cosmic bl cknesses and a re-membering of 
blackout wānanga from genealogies of customary practices that I unpack within 
this study. Composed in zero dark, poetics arise out of, or independently of, live 
works. Enfleshed acts of occlusion are traced, implicating dark space as a potency 
within choreography that is murkily extracted through performance.  
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    e moe 

: (Paraha, 2018c, pp. 51-52)



Experimentation in dance in Aotearoa New Zealand has developed since the late 
nineties and includes post-dance practices that have particularly thrived during the 
twenty-first century. Considering our fast-changing and tumultuous political 
climate, this evolution has been defined by a number of stylistic and conceptual 
features: the breaking of conventions within contemporary dance training, a 
movement away from Eurocentric modernism, interdisciplinary collaboration 
across art forms, somatic movement training, and theoretical research drives 
(Wilson, 2019). Global politics, speculative philosophy, indigenous and Moanan 
cultural practices, and decolonial discourses have also influenced experimentation 
in dance, predominantly instigated by independent choreographers working 
outside of company models and commercial branding.  

Reflecting an international trend in contemporary dance, the inclusive social and 
artistic movement of experimental choreography and expanded dance in New 
Zealand was celebrated through the inaugural Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa 
(2019) curated by Alexa Wilson. The event ran from February 4 – 9 at The 
Basement Theatre in Auckland and featured a number of associated satellite and 
offsite events within the Auckland central district. With a programme of 
performances from twenty-five artists, workshops, and panel-led discussions, 
Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa highlighted a diverse community of 
established and new practitioners. The publication Te Ao Live (Wilson, 2019) was 
launched during the festival to mark twenty years of this choreographic 
advancement. As an unprecedented project in New Zealand dance history, it 
achieved support from national agencies Dance Aotearoa New Zealand and 
Creative New Zealand.  

Artists involved in the live art event and/or associated publication include Sean 

Curham, Tru Paraha, Tallulah Holly-Massey, Claire O’Neil, Joshua Rutter, Alana 

Yee, Cat Ruka, Zahra Killeen-Chance, Cathy Livermore, Christina Houghton, Vicky 

Kapo, Dance Plant Collective, val smith, Mark Harvey, Julia Harvie, Josie Archer, 

Kosta Bogoievski, Aloalii Tapu, Rachel Ruckstuhl-Mann, Alys Longley, Kyah Dove, 

Sophie Gargan, Joanne Hobern, Alexa Wilson, Oliver Connew, Sarah Bleasdale, 

Olive Bieringa, David Hall, Anna Bate, and Kelly Nash. 

The final group choreographic work during my candidature (5th Body: xorcsm, 
2019) premiered on the opening night of the festival as part of a mixed-bill 
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programme entitled, Darkness. The return to the conventional (and spatially 
confined) studio theatre was fraught with cultural and technical challenges that 
further emphasised why choreographic work struggles to thrive there. Inadequate 
venue support, financial hardship, and lack of access to appropriate production 
personnel continues to plague independent choreographers despite peer esteem 
and critical acclaim for our works across disciplinary microcosms. 

In their overview of the festival and its iterations of experimentation in dance, art 
critic Victoria Wynne-Jones (2019) highlights what they perceive as over-arching 
foci and influences driving the various works: 

Resonating throughout all of these works was a sense of immanent 
collapse. Each performance seemed to be alluding to structures and 
environments that are either treacherous or in peril. A time of climate 
destabilisation requiring safety clothing and evacuations, an inherited 
economic system that seems untenable, a city in which service and 
assistance seem foreign, a series of delicate ecologies teetering towards     
imbalance, a world of discarded and wasted objects, planning and 
architecture that seems to dictate heteronormativity, the ubiquity of war, a 
nation deeply wounded by colonisation and a slowly dying planet. (n. p.) 

While quietly grim in its outlook, the immanent collapse proposed by Wynne-Jones 
equally suggests the obverse - a planetary revolution of alternate voices, 
structures, powers, ecologies and economies arising out of the dark ruins of our 
present-future. 

minor reo 

The minorising of language as a critical practice occurs throughout this thesis and 
may disrupt the certainty of readership and normative expectations of academic 
scholarship. The importance of uncertainty as a kind of violence that brings 
pleasure (not harm) and encourages readership as play, is key here. By assaulting 
the bodies of words - splicing into them to autopsy them a little - we discover new 
possibilities for meaning. These words become the little monsters of the thesis 
through intentional processes of erasure, bl cknesses, misspelling, and code-
switching.  



Working choreographically across endarkened spaces, and within a physical 
privation of light undoubtedly inspires writing practices toward the inscribing of a 
dark thesis. How might I reveal the subcutaneous flesh of the text that my bl ck-
thought is experiencing? What is it that the thesis is wanting me to think? And how 
might I voice the unsayable? Neologisms surface in relation to such questions 
where words refract a kind of double crossing, bilingual blind spot, or darknote. 
The creation of theoretical language around performance also materialises as 
intentional texts whose glossary finds meaning through acts of translation. Text 
can become infected by a choreological syncing with peers (theorists, artists, 
authors) along with strategies of translanguaging.   

Darkness conduits flows of bl ck-thought conceptually linking with Negarestani’s 
(2008) theory of Hidden Writing, where “shifting voices, veering authorial 
perspectives, inconsistent punctuations and rhetorical divergences bespeak a 
crowd at work, one author multiplied into many” (p. 76). It is here too, where I 
encounter the plot-hole: 

In Hidden Writings the act of reading and writing is conducted through 
those plot holes rejected by most interpreters as misleading obscurities. For 
hermeneutical explorations, plot holes are tricks, they are ill-timed and ill-
spaced coordinates within the text — leak holes which must be plugged. 
But doesn't blocking the leak shift the pressure to another region, forcing 
out another hole? (p. 77) 

Within this project, the ill-timed and ill-spaced co-ordinates of choreographic 
darkness and its leakages spill into both the written text and the performed works. 

Lepecki’s notion of darkness as a ‘minor light’, following Gilles Deleuze and Felix 
Guatarri’s (1986) concept of a minor language, becomes critically relevant here. A 
review of the three distinguishing characteristics of the minor can be considered 
with both Hidden Writings and choreographic darkness in mind. The first, is that 
language has been driven to new intensities through processes of 
“deterritorialisation” (p. 16). This disruptive force could open perceptual spaces, 
multiplicities of meaning, or “send the major language racing” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1987, p. 105) through its shifts in syntax and troubling of major vocabularies and 
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their instructional uses. Choreo-graphically, we see how performance and writing 
are disrupted by darknesses through their ability to strip the reader/audience of 
sighted clarity, I-centredness, and the prescribed behaviours that illumination 
enables. Furthermore, dark movement as a destabilising putrefaction pushes 
performance and writing into embodied modes of encounter. The body-mind 
remains ever mysterious as it unfolds into the world and recomposes. 

We need to bear in mind that a minor in the Deleuze-Guattari sense is not simply 
one of lesser importance or of a relative numerical smallness, but is recognised by 
the degree to which it is subjugated by the identity-laden values of a majority. This 
abstract notion of majority would be the normative standard by which all “others” 
might be measured. A minor language, however, is not simply conceived by virtue 
of its association with a minority group. Through a minor treatment of language, 
new perforations are created within the major. Thus, the minor is always in a 
process of differentiation without a fixed or stable identity. 

A minor literature harbors the potential of profound deterritorialising 
dynamics within the “usual” closed social and political space marked by the 
major language. The minor literature becomes a cancerous cell in the flesh 
of the major language. (de Kock, 2003, p. 168) 

12/06/06 
Allblack 



The second feature of Deleuze & Guatarri’s minor literature is its political force. The 
concerns of the minor resonate beyond that of an individual subject, interacting 
across global terrortories and various socio-cultural dynamics in which one (who is 
many) is situated. Furthermore, a becoming-minor does not appeal to who we 
already are, but to what we might become. In a choreographic sense, the activities 
of the minor can often be construed as transgressive:  

It is the minor’s potentially transgressive movement across political, 
theoretical, and discursive limits that makes investigation into the specific 
characteristics of the minor literature important. (de Kock, 2003, p. 167)  

This applies to the third characteristic of a minor literature, which is its “collective 
assemblage of enunciation” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1986, p. 18). This collectivity 
does not entail a uniformity of thought, but more openly suggests that any 
performer slash choreographer slash writer might engage in co-presence with, or 
alongside, the disparate workings of other _____ / _____ / ______. Co-presence 
could manifest within a community of artists connected through a “minority 
consciousness” (Deleuze, 1997, p. 254) who refute the notion of a masterpiece or 
exceptional talent. Such a community might engage in distinct practices “based on 
the principle of becoming rather than identity, self-difference rather than 
consensus” (Cull & Daddario, 2013, p. 7). Rather than being an undesirable trait, 
dissonance arises as a force of variety that resists “against the ordering, coding, 
and overcoding of the society” (de Kock, 2003, p. 169). The minor light of 
choreography, then, can be seen to embody practices that not only prevail against 
neo-liberal, colonialist codings, but more importantly, thrive in and of themselves. 

Situating this thesis as both choreographic and choreo-graphic it generates a 

writing methodology that considers how a thesis might perform. Transcultur@l 
writing and translanguage considers the heterogeneous genealogies and 

languages subscribed to, embodied by, and of influence to the artist. Transcultural 

text also addresses this author’s perception of multiple, unknown selves. It arises 

from suspicions regarding the existence of a wholly-constituted selfhood known as 

capital ‘I’, implicating a curiosity toward the other (reader, world, deceased, 

creature, thing, body). Furthermore, the project finds coherence as a creative-

critical document (in both practice and theory), that concurrently acts as a 
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decolonising resistance to master discourses of academic scholarship. But more 
than an attempt to oppose, challenge, or even resist, it is for this writer a truthful 
and desirable approach in the context of the complexity of artistic reality. Within, 
across, and through the visual page, I work toward a new model. This approach 
does not presume doctoral writing to be inscribed with an authoritative clarity 
that is best understood in a universally accepted, predetermined way. Within 
artistic research such universality has already been widely contested: 

Practice-led researchers are developing a new, hybrid genre of 
writing  around creative practice, which combines a dual orientation 
and multiple perspectives, as well as a polyphony of voices [....] The 
claims for new knowledge and how they are presented, as well as 
the situated position, orientation and voice of the practitioner-

 researcher, are crucial considerations.  

         (Hamilton & Jaaniste, 2010, p. 42) 

This study can be seen to arise out of orientations within Aotearoa which, situated 
within the global diaspora, provides a critical context for New Zealand dance and 
choreography. Tangata whenua concepts and other Moana philosophies (such as 
the indigenous tā-vā notion of time-space) are inscribed within this project. 
Translations, where provided, are contextualised within contemporary art practice 
and are in no way definitive nor indicative of a pan-iwi consensus in the usage of 
certain terms. The English interpretations generally appear in parentheses within 
the body of the text insofar as they don’t disrupt the flow and aesthetic of the text. 
Nuanced interpretations may accompany a single kupu as it reappears within the 
thesis. Alternatively, I direct the reader toward mātauranga Māori scholars (Sadler, 
2007) or Kaupapa Māori theorists (Hoskins & Jones, 2017) whose expertise 
advances certain concepts beyond the scope of this project.  

The reader is encouraged to use a dictionary of the Māori language or to refer to a 
te reo Māori online source (such as https://maoridictionary.co.nz/) if desired. The 
provision of a separate glossary or formal translations of kupu Māori within the 
thesis document is deemed both undesirable and unnecessary given the wide 
availability of Māori language resources. Furthermore, te reo Māori is the first 



nation language of Aotearoa and officially recognised by the New Zealand 
government alongside English and New Zealand sign language. I resist the othering 
of te reo Māori by treating it as a non-English - and therefore foreign - language 
within the context of this research and its location within Aotearoa. For this reason, 
I also deem it unnecessary to italicize kupu Māori beyond what would occur as a 
matter of emphasis for any concepts articulated within this study.  

nga kupu a gunk up

ranginui a ruining

papa a pap

tangaroa nag aorta

moana a moan

wahine a whine

tangata a tan tag

tane a net

mokopuna a moon kup

ae marika! i am a rake!

nga mihi xo mini hag ox

mauri ora air armour

tena koe! eat keno!
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Tangata whenua researchers whom I have read differ in their perspectives toward 
written te reo Māori, and these can also be taken as culturally valid and politically 
informed. Some provide extensive glossaries; others choose to write with double 
vowels or with no emphasis on the phonetic stressing of vowel sounds. Herein, for 
the most part, I have adopted the use of macrons following what appears to be 
current academic practice amongst scholars.  

transpacific xpoetics 

xero dark scribing becomes another research activity developed during this study. 

The process does not produce cohesive thought-sentences during this phase in the 

thesis writing experiment, but accesses energies and acuities associated with Te 

Pō. I describe this approach to artistic practice as Pō consciousness. In pragmatic 

terms, Pō consciousness redresses the imperative toward daytime, illumined modes 

of rational thinking such as critique, analysis, citation, and masculinist logic. These 

tenets of critical research, while not entirely undesirable, can dominate a writer’s 

embrainment and conditioning to their detriment, and is less conducive to my 

stylistic, cultural, and aesthetic sensibilities.  

During this study, I write during the witching hours, streams of slow-consciousness 

uncoiling into 3:00 am fogs. I watch horrØr movies after sessions of hand-scribing 

and fall asleep with the laptop screaming. Daytimes blur as I configure the 

illegibility of my pages. This occultist practice has developed into the construction 

of nocturnal poems. I wanted to tap into a mystery that I am convinced only exists 

during te pō (the night). The texts are forwarded as an extension of a performance 

practice that seeks “To write in the dark. To write of the dark. To write from the 

dark. To write with the dark” (Schmidt, 2017, p. 46). 

Having reviewed relevant exemplars experimenting with poetic text, I encounter a 
range of thought-provoking authors, including several based in Aotearoa New 
Zealand and originating from other islands of the Moana: Māori linguist David 
Kārena-Holmes (2002), Taipei-born New Zealander Ya-Wen Ho (2017), Guåhan 
native Craig Santos Perez (2008) and Auckland based writer of Hawaiian, Fijian, 
and Scottish descendant Melanie Rands (2017). Each provide creative works that 
radically augment the visual page and exemplify the liquid flows of transcultural 
writing within a distinctly Moana context. 



Kārena-Holmes imparts the epic book-length poem From the Antipodes. The work 
is imbued with references to Te Pō and other cosmic examinations that historically 
loop “back to the blackness of a beginning” (p. 72). Essayist Lisa Samuels (2015) 
notes how Kārena-Holmes assembles “myths of Māori origin and hemispheric 
placement alongside myths and orientations of occidental ‘sacred’ text” (p. 14). 
Restrained by a precise line scheme throughout (14 syllable lines), the poem lures 
the bewildered reader into a cryptic world of poetic bl ck-space and semantic 
obscurities.  

Blackenings appear as acts of occlusion in a “relentlessly over-inked” (Samuels, 

2017, p. 7) poem by Ho (2017) taken from the digitally rendered work “All the 
identity answers.” Ho places words upon words and bl cks out segments of 
accumulating lists as if to expel these stuttered identities into visual oblivion. 
Aesthetically compelling in its graphic inking, exactitude of typeset and 
emboldened font, the text-work resonates with a choreographic compulsion to 
layer, performing as both a concealing and a re-membering of indecipherable 
scores. 

Rands’ (2017) “South of the line (“Aloha Activities”)” inscribes an oceanic imaginary 
where the reader encounters the visual page as various mappings or what appears 
as “staggered typeface, drifting page area, text-holes” (Samuels, 2017, p. 6). 
Rand’s translingual poetics speaks strongly of a Pacific diaspora, its sea 
genealogies resurfaced with image and scatter-worked ‘ships logs’. The 
intertextuality of this work allows for multiple dimensions of meaning and form. 

Further international precedents of interest comprise a range of conceptual poets 
(Bergvall et al, 2012; Bok, 2015; Shearer, 2009) including artist Yedda Morrison 
(2012) whose book-length poem of erasure Darkness, re-versions James Conrad’s 

Heart of Darkness into a ‘nonhuman, biocentric pictoverse’. Morrison (2018) has 
reworked selected passages from Darkness into a framed tetraptych, blurring the 
edges between conceptual literature and painting. She describes how this “re-
working in which all traces of “the human” are erased” allows her to “activate the 
backdrop or scenery upon which this story of colonial horror unfolds, and in doing 
so to attend to the latent narratives of any organic, non-human remains” (n. p.).  

Here, I might pause 
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and ponder what latent narratives are to be attended to from the nonhuman 
remains of choreographic darkness, and how 1 could inscribe these into the 
scholarly demands of a thesis. While neither drawing nor painting the dark writing-
movement of this research attempts to unbind what is bound, to unground that 
which hovers on the edge of what I know 
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: (Paraha, 2018a, pp. 12-20) 

From methodologies of writing in, of, from, and with darkness, selected texts 

arising out of my practice become a choreo-poetic reading. “Writing with darkness 

& other poems” (Paraha, 2017a) was presented as a key lecture at the Performance 

Writing Symposium in Auckland. The preceding xero dark poem entitled 

“Darknyss” found its first iteration at the symposium and later within a bilingual 

chapbook featuring seven wāhine Māori poets in translation. Due to my absence 



from the official book launch at The International Writers Festival in Wellington, 
the attending poets and translators performed a group reading of both the original 
English version and one translated into te reo Māori. This trail of events provides 
an example of transcultural writing expanded through practices of translation and 
dispersed authorship. 

During the Performance Writing Symposium, inside a darkened lecture room I 

applied choreographic strategies to PowerPoint generated texts, amplified live 

readings, a hair-cutting ritual, and dances enacted solo or duo with New Zealand 

performer val smith. For me, this was not satisfying as an embodied performance 

or choreographic encounter with an audience given the clunky institutional set-up 

of the lecture room. It did, however, receive responses from attendees including 

UoA Dance Studies colleague Tia Reihana (2018). Written responses to my 

research are included within this thesis as part of the intertextual approach to the 

documents’ articulations, and toward an understanding of its implications within 

local community microcosms: 

It began in the beginning of the business building. Lights out, lights out 
dancer enters moves off centre to assume place in the oven of observation. 
Apple in mouth and rotation of slowed motion… s  l  o  w  e  d  m  o  t  I  o  
n. 

Slow motion in circle ‘baked out’ apple a rotisery of thought to bake not fake 
as undercooked could kill. 

Moving cycle apple to wehi 
Moving cycle apple in wehi 
Waaa haaa ha 

And you say? 
ki tua 
ki hea 

I am head further from here towards you 
Some holy grail 
Moving cycle apple in waha.. biting on it. Words in dribble rhythm. 
Apple cycle slowed to see shared core. Apple core?  

This translations – how do they occur 
How do you occur in your dialogue (     ) 
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Dialogue from over there. 

Go right over there 

What is voice and volume and jittering between bolding beats whilst you bite 
the apple.  

Or was it a pear 
Or was it a grape 
A bigger one 

Was the grape rolling like words? 
Take the words down 

To left side 
Written girl 

She deserves separation. 
Safety if girl removing from story.. the story pressing ‘storms’ 

(personal email communications) 

The Performance Writing Symposium included keynote lectures from John Hall and 
Kelly Malone as well as an introductory text by facilitator Lisa Samuels. Performing 
a choreo-poetic reading within this forum provided a space for my whakaaro huna 
to extend into and extrude out of conceptual spaces between live performance and 
the visual screen/page. As research material, it opened further questions regarding 
the ways that writing might perform and language might move within the 
incongruities of academic scholarship and artistic practice. It is perhaps of note 
that I did not present further artistic research material through the lecture format, 
which I felt was unfitting for my practice. Performance lectures within an academic 
environment that I have witnessed done remarkably well include presentations by 
Brent Harris (Undisciplining Dance Symposium, 2016), Alys Longley (Votive Poetics 

Workshop, 2018), and Mark Harvey (AUT Performance Series, 2013). For my 
project, it became clear that the choreographic strategies and concepts that I was 
employing required environments that could attend to its speculative spatiality as 
well as an aesthetic preference for the round. 



mappings 

Profound and productive consonance as well as difference arises between the 

corpus of choreographic studies examined during this research and the practices 

of whakaaro huna carried out for the artistic components of the thesis. With an 

unwavering emphasis on darkness and its corresponding dark aesthetics, 

movement, and materialities, a body of integrated yet distinct performance works 

becomes indispensable to my research query. Key questions underpinning this 

study entangle with or loop out of each other while ultimately addressing 

specificities of a) research interests and underpinning performance philosophies, e) 

artistic orientations and positionings within the field, i) choreographic practice and 

live performance events, o) performance writing methodologies and poetry as 

research, u) aims and implications of artistic research for future audiences and 

readers.

Dark aesthetics in dance and choreographic gloom are interrogated through a 
selection of discursive, artistic, and academic sources found online, in books, 
through collegial dialogue, and during live encounters in performance. In practice, I 
am not simply seeking to create perceptual or sensorial immersions within dark 
spaces, viewing such affective experiences as one outcome of a more extensive 
project. In other words, the project does not seek to obscure normative vision in 
order to privilege ‘higher’ senses, for darkness, both in its positivity and as a 
performer, is acutely visible. It is also not for me to impose a particular sensation 
upon my audiences or to assume to know the responsiveness of the reader.  

The research is primarily concerned with what can be discovered through 

choreographic darkness in its multiple impressions within group choreographies 

performed live and attended by audiences. Unlike other practice-led dance theses, 

the project, while invested in studio work along with solo embodied practice, does 

not privilege either as the primary location of inquiry. In fact, it explicitly realigns its 

focus in favour of ensemble formats oriented toward live events. The thesis posits 

a movement toward darknesses and the spectra of unknowing as a desirable 

trajectory for speculative choreographic practice. The realm of the Unknown that 

this study emphasises, also known as Te Pō, collides with concept horrØr and 

provokes a culturally specific inquiry into cosmic dark space. 
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Mapping out the terrortories of this document, its construction comprises three 
core parts following this introduction. The extended introduction intends to guide 
the reader toward the ensuing sections in their specific foci by providing the 
necessary research contexts, provocations, and parameters with which to 
approach them. I assemble artistic, archival, theoretical, critical, and reflective 
content in the following sections including those elements that would 
conventionally appear within as interdependent chapters. In UoA Dance Studies, 
postgraduate teaching of research methodologies follows a social sciences model, 
which is what I was taught and encouraged to adopt. Discrete chapters would 
normally comprise an introduction, literature review, methodologies chapter, data/
findings, concluding chapter, and - somewhere toward the end - a separate 
section adapting to the recent introduction of ‘creative practice’. What I have opted 
for instead is a tunneling and twisting of these assigned components within the 
thick substance of the text material. The delineated parts harvest conceptual 
spores that carry the significant attributes of the research. In this way, I invite the 
reader toward a synthesised mapping, which in turn encourages a dimensional, 
nonlinear perusing. 

Part 1. black ranbow  
The naming of this section occurred by accident during the 2018 performance labs 
for blackOut. I used the image of a black rainbow to describe a movement to 
dancers Anja Packham and Jesse Quaid. The black rainbow corrupts a vertical 
suspension into a backwards arch and onto a horizontal surface. I describe the 
heart sighing as the backbrain releases and lungs wrap around to buoy the fall. 
‘black ranbow’ is later written in error during shared online notes, and when we 
meet again we laugh at how it reminds us of Rambo. Several such foibles and 
glitches encountered through practice find their way into this thesis. 

In Part 1, I unpack recent speculative philosophy and concept horrØr that provides 
key conceptual drives for this project, which have propelled my choreographic 
research to a significant extent. While in themselves considerably broad and 
intersecting fields of inquiry, I focus specifically on concepts that engage cosmic 
darkness, anonymity, as well as notions of the unhuman developed in Dylan Trigg’s 
(2013) alien phenomenology of the body: 



 

 horror concerns as much the structure of the human becoming unhuman as 
 it does the thematic experience of this transformation. Indeed, without 
 horror, alien materiality and the unhuman would resist conceptualization 
 altogether. (p. 116) 
 
Concept horrØr informs, and is in turn informed by, the dark aesthetics of 
choreography with an inclination toward the supernatural, the alien, and the occult. 
My penchant for horrØr and speculative sci-fi, and the weird darknesses of these 
genres, finds critical relevance through a philosophical lens that has expanded 
considerably during the twenty-first century. Theorist of the occult George J. Sieg 
(2008) forwards a self-referential regard for horrØr claiming “The capability to 
experience, appreciate, and even cultivate horror only increases with the skill of 

rational, conceptual, critical thought” (p. 31). This affirmation of horrØr as a 
conceptual project that necessitates a deep critical engagement troubles prevailing 
attitudes that would dismiss it as mere entertainment, a low art form, or fear-based 
phenomena.  
 
I propose, through the theories and performances forwarded within this project, 
that dark attention might reanimate choreographic practice toward its more 
unsettling, unexplored realms - what I have termed horrØrChor. Encapsulated 
within this neologism are the hidden whakaaro infusing this research. Visually and 
phonetically we might intone threads of connectivity with artistic mediums of 
horrorcore music, film, literature, and underground subcultures dedicated to the 
dark side. While nodding to these more familiar cultural domains, this research 
attempts a fresh take on the singular entanglement of horrØr, speculative 

choreography, and Te Pō. Speculative choreographies such as Spångberg’s 

Natten and my examined choreography blackOut are key to the analyses 
forwarded within this project in their capacity to evoke imagination toward such 
darknesses.  
 
Part 2. Po-xero  
Tangata whenua concepts of Te Pō (Darkness Perpetual) are examined through a 
comparative study of hakapapa genealogies and indigenous concepts of darkness, 
night, and the realm of ātua. An iwi Māori cosmo-genealogy of darkness evokes 
parallel dimensions within choreographic performances developed during this 
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research. In these ensemble works, dark aesthetics and bl ckout processes are 
engineered through a range of choreographic strategies and embodiments. If one 
assumes ancestral descent from Te Pō or would claim that darkness is where we 
all came from in a cosmo-embryonic and hakapapa sense, then, it can be 
reasoned that we correspondingly constitute, or at least might comport toward, the 
living, dancing embodiment of this same dark matter today. This study attempts to 
further such a notion, oriented toward vast stretches of the imagination and 
speculative choreographies, as the title of this thesis suggests.  

Rather than professing the quantifiable proof of a Pō-tangata (Darkness Perpetual-

human) ontology, I meditate upon it as a provocation for modes of performance 

research in a futured Aotearoa. Pursuant to this, culturally specific processes are 

developed and entangled within this study such as xero dark waananga inspired by 

traditional ‘blackout waananga’ conducted during the night. In addition, a 

contemporary notion of Pō consciousness is advanced as an approach to 

speculative choreographic practice and the production of dark aesthetics in 

performance. In choreographic terms, Pō consciousness includes a deepening 

awareness and application of Te Pō in its multiple gradients and modes of 

translation. 

Part 3. minor light 
This chapter generates a discursive dialogue alongside the critical dance theories 

of André Lepecki, and in specific relation to his investigations of darkness, black 

space, blackness, and dark space presenting within experimental choreography of 
the early twenty-first century. His attention to darkness in dance also reveals a 
startling absence of commentary within the field, thus providing a theoretical 
surface for this study to edge against. Lepecki (2016b) shows us that what is of 
import for choreography is not the emergence of darkness as some novel theatrical 
device, but its necessity and visibility as a performative presence, mode of 
resistance, and sphere for speculative imagination:  

If choreography offers us darkness, it is to offer us nothing other than 
darkness as such—experiences that only darkness can bring, the activation 
of repressed dark matters. (p. 73) 



This resonates with my earlier comments about the imperative to be with darkness 
in its own substance and isness. Consequently, this research engages darkness for 
darkness’s sake - not as a manipulation toward heightened sensory experiences 
enabled by “a momentary fake blindness” (p. 73).  

The following are provocations that guide this thesis journey into darkness: 

what can be discovered through speculative choreographies of darkness? 

how might dance be de)composed with speculative imagination toward 
cosmic darkness, dark space, bl ckness, & bl ckspace? 

what can dark aesthetics do entangled within choreographic praxes of 
performance? 

what might concept horrØr bring to choreographic attention that we have 
yet to unknow?  

An assemblage of dancer, theorist, critic, and audience testimonies feature within 
my discussion of choreographic gloom, providing insights into the experience of 
performing, attending, and collectively gathering in the blackening choreosphere. 
Darkness is proposed as a thriving condition for uncommon modes of feeling, 
embodying, thinking, and engaging. The dancer’s ‘darknotes’ are presented as 
fledging, yet substantial accounts of re-embodiment and alterities produced and 
performed within such conditions. Dark aesthetics find critical intrigue for 
contemporary performance theorists Liam Jarvis and Martin Welton, who have 
identified the endarkened theatre as a transformative threshold where one is 
privy to an alien experience enabled by gloom, gloaming, penumbra, shadow, 

shade, dimming, blackout. 
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speculative choreography 

One of the most alluring yet under-researched aspects of choreography is not only 

the affective physicality of dancing bodies but the im)material aspects of its 

performance that retain a certain obscurity. If to speculate is, in part, to 

philosophically attend to the unlived, the Unknown, and the extinct, then it is 

toward such ruminations that this speculative choreography strategises its 

inceptions. Speculative choreographic works can compel their practitioners and 

audiences to correspondingly unmoor, have visions, or immerse in imaginative 

experience alongside what is possible, present, or expressed. Part of this 

imaginary seems reliant upon a consciousness of the world both beyond and 
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without humans. It necessitates a perception of the body as more than human, 
inhuman, and unhuman in its volatile materialities and genealogies. By stressing 
this, I mean to question dance and choreography’s preoccupation with lived bodily 
narratives, however stirring, and to propose something vastly more enstranged for 
the field. 

Responding to this project’s preoccupation with the strange and creepy, I 
encounter a resurgence of philosophers whose predilections toward horrØr and/or 

darkness inspire this research. The shifting theoretical platelets of this thesis infuse 
with recent speculative philosophies that have largely emerged since the 
Speculative Turn instigated by Quentin Meillassoux’s (2008) After Finitude. 
Following the original 2006 publication, the first Speculative Realism event was 
held in April 2007 at Goldsmiths College in London bringing together Ray Brassier, 
Iain Hamilton Grant, Graham Harman, and Meillassoux. Of significance to these 
and ensuing adherents of speculative philosophy is an interrogation beyond the 
linguistic turn and textual critique with a renewed focus on reality itself. This would 
include notions of the Absolute, or what Meillassoux curiously posits as Hyper-
chaos.  

One of the key features of the Speculative Turn is precisely that the 

move toward realism is not a move toward the stuffy limitations of 
common sense, but quite often a turn toward the downright bizarre. 

(Bryant, Srnicek & Harman, 2011, p. 17) 

The continued advent of speculative philosophy and its divergent exponents has 
been effectively aided by online blog sites, open access publishing, and peer-
reviewed journals dedicated to a broad dissemination of theorists and artists 
working both within and outside of academic institutions. The dead white guys of 
philosophy past find a new breed of horrØrfied offspring who span the globe and 

embody diasporic nationalities, languages, and genealogies of philosophical 
thought. Further pop-up gatherings and conferences have abounded since the 
Speculative Realism conference of 2007 including the Weaponising Speculation 
Conference and Exhibition in 2013, hosted by art/theory collective DUST - Dublin 
Unit for Speculative Thought: 



DUST interests itself in and opens itself to the widest possible spectrum of 
thought: continental realism, accelerationism, post-continental thought, 
weird fiction, Object Oriented Ontology, posthumanism, new materialisms, 
transcendental materialism, actor network theory, non-philosophy, 
eliminativism, dark vitalism, assemblage theory, transcendental nihilism, 
dark or xeno-phenomenology (the list could go on...).  

(O’ Rourke, 2014, p. 3) 

We can infer from these divergent strains of speculative thought pulsing through 

artistic and discursive bodies that there is much to be gleaned toward 

contemporary choreographic practice. A practice which, in my estimation, is mired 

in cultural waste products from a colonialist dance history. While empirical 

experience, self-reflective explorations of the subject, and social-issues narratives 

are considered of great importance to Dance Studies, I find their artistic and 

philosophical scope decidedly stunted. Such cloistered foci appear unable or 

unwilling to account for the nonhuman, the extinct, the hidden, or the alien in 

dance.  

Choreographies of darkness, as presented by this research, critically address this 
chasm. Its propositions and performances might equally offer the writhing body of 
speculative philosophy another vein through which to feed its theories. The 
embodied events of my practice swarm and attach to the thinking-spores of 
authors such as Thacker (2011, 2015b), Woodard (2013), Trigg (2014), Negarestani 
(2008), Harman (2008, 2013) and Meillassoux (2008). Each to varying degrees, and 
in relation to their philosophical theses, espouse intriguing concepts regarding 
bodily, cosmic, or unhuman darknesses and co-extensive notions of horrØr.   

Darkness comes to define a notion of the divine that is highly ambivalent, 
contradictory, and radically non-human - and remarkably resonant with the 
ambivalent, contradictory, and non-human aspects of darkness in the 
horror genre. (Thacker, 2015b, p. 19) 

Following Georges Bataille’s conception of a general economy, Thacker’s horror of 
philosophy posits darkness as an excess, “a mysticism of the unhuman” (p. 21) 
that does not attempt to exclude the human but ever impels it toward its material 
limits. His book-length analyses of darkness venture through historically located 
theological, mystical, literary, and artistic terrain and present an ongoing point of 
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reference for this study. Of great interest is his notion of a cosmic horrØr that 
exudes from the limits of human consciousness toward a ‘world-in-itself,’ and even 
more bewildering notions of a ‘world-without-us.’ Within this conceptual terrain, 
the human must contemplate itself alongside - not hierarchically above - the 
Natural world as perceived and experienced by us. To imagine our Selves as less 
significant or even insignificant within choreography, however perplexing a 
thought, might open bodily spaces for other modes of becoming and performing. 
Intriguing also is Thacker’s examination of a divine darkness - a dark dynamism 
that “cuts across self and world, the human and the non-human - not by virtue of a 
bountiful, vitalistic life-force, but by way of an emptying and a darkening” (p. 36).  

This darkening finds expression during a performance of blackOut where an 
installation of emplaced things and bodies becomes increasingly disheveled and 
intensified, with each performer shedding skins and swallowing space as in a 
vacuum. The movement of bodies is ambivalent and contradictory in these 
choreographies that oscillate among darknesses. While speculative theory might 
scare thought, shocking it out of articulation into a blown shell of the possibility of 
thought, speculative choreography induces dark attention that can be emotionally 
intuited, psychically transmitted and physically transformative. Dancing bodies 
immersed in the gloom are themselves part of, and created by, this intrepid 
darkening. They compel the question of where interiority ends and exteriority 
begins. These bodies are not merely submerged without agency but can summon 
and dissolve the dark through a choreographic rupturing of space and time.  

Woodard’s (2009) slimy geophilosophy unleashes a horrØr theory that seeks to 

distinguish between darknesses envoided across multiple spheres of space-time 
and within the ungrounded, teeming dark-life on earth. His dark vitalism posits 
"The limit or non-limit of darkness is its terrifying feature [...] the possibility of a 
darkness within darkness" (n. p.). Here, too, the limits of performing bodies are 
unknown and perpetually hidden, enabled in part by the obscurity of dark 
movement. Unidentified subjects in endarkened performances harvest multiple 
bodies and alien expressions. Such weirdnesses bring notions of horrØr into 

question. Woodard’s work draws on and finds a mutual resonance, with 
Negarestani’s watershed horrØr novel of the Middle East Cyclonopedia. In 
Negarestani, the researcher encounters a text of radical experimentation and 



 

atheist occultism arising out of a contested part of the world; a Persian theory-
fiction of decay, black suns, tellurian oil, exhumed corpses.  

Querying the necessity of a perceiving human, Harman (2008) maintains, “Unless 
your philosophy unlocks some new squid-like or fungoid monster, then you do not 
yet sufficiently realise that the world is a very weird place” (p. 234). A primary 
author on speculative materialism, he argues for a darker materiality that, as 
philosopher Sean Braune (2015) notes, “attempts to seek out the lethal, spooky, 
and mysterious qualities of objects” (p. 8). Objects in this sense are not to be 
reduced to the concrete or inanimate and extend to all realms of the nonhuman. 

Yet, beyond acknowledging the nonhuman as extant in anthropocentric terms, 
Harman (2008) implores: 
 
 Namely, we should ask of any philosophy, “Does it allow us to say anything 
 about the interaction of two non-human objects when no humans are 
 monitoring it?” [….] Even if you say that world and human cannot exist in 
 isolation but always come together as a pair, why is it that people must 
 always be one of the two ingredients of the world? (p. 222) 
 
The question must also be broached to dance in consideration of its obsessive 
peoplings and inclinations toward human-centric storytelling. Why must the dancer 
be limited to, or foreground, their personhood when capable of releasing an 
exobody - the dark echo that becomes an uncontrollable force exceeding, 
unfolding into, and inspiring its human host?  
 
There is much to glean from these divergent speculative philosophers and their 
nuanced theories, who also conceptually align with Meillassoux (2008) in his 
critique of the overriding emphasis in continental philosophy on correlationism. As 

argued here, correlationism proposes parallel implications for choreographic 
research. A key concern is the propensity for our sensible perceptions of the 
nonhuman (glacier, creature, thing) to eliminate any real capability of contemplating 
it ‘in and of itself,’ or even at all. Meillassoux proposes that we consider the 
nonhuman world with attention to its primary characteristics (those that would 
precede anthropocentric life). We continue, it would seem, to compose artificial 
laws, givens, and biases in response to such realities – a view to a world with 
distinctly humanist parameters. While this survival technique has been deemed 
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inevitable given our dominating habitation on the planet, it is hardly incumbent 
upon the artist to continue to ration the body and imagination with such notions. 
My drive within this artistic research is to activate the crude limits of what I already 
know toward that which remains bewildering and ineffable. I grope in the dark and 
re-enchant my own experience in the first instance. 

Meillassoux’s concept of ancestrality cryptically addresses pre-terrestrial life 

anterior to human consciousness. Embedded with mathematical formalism and 

scientific research, his thesis argues that evidence of ancestral events preceding 

the existence of humanity disrupts the correlationist stance in contemporary 

philosophy along with our human-world co-dependencies. The speculative realist 

notion of an Absolute 'great outdoors' is key here. Contemplating the time of 

existence before the formation of the earth brings us to the horizon of philosophical 

thought, a conundrum that broaches the unthinkable. While ancestrality as a term 

would readily evoke notions of human ancestors, both living and deceased, within 

the context of this study it locates an unfoldment of darknesses - a cosmic 

hakapapa, layered with mystery upon mystery.  

Cosmic speculation can be found in the atmospheric choreography of Finnish artist 
Simo Kellokumpu (2019) whose artistic research portfolio includes choreographic 
work designed for performance on Mars. In online accounts of their interplanetary 
practice and outdoor research activities, they overview a training system for the 
terrestrial body through hybrid exercises that hazard the gravity, toxicity, and 
“im/possible embodiment of the choreographies and movements that form the 
Martian sphere” (n. p.). This im/possible embodiment pushes the frontiers of 
choreographic imagination and challenges the dancer toward bodily excess - the 
dance that will never be danced. Such excess, as we have already glimpsed 
through Thacker, is itself a kind of darkness siphoning the body’s alien materiality 
and emptying into the space-world of its performance. 

The inter-special and planetary have also featured within the performances of New 

Zealand choreographer Anna Bate, whose simulated choreography explores Sci-fi 

inspired virtual(real)ities informed by Deleuzean concepts of the rhizome and 

simulacra. In her solo work Project B: the fic, Bate presents a puzzling world of 

becoming(s)human, who in their implied presence are both t/here and now/here. 



She creates a magic mountain out of nothingness, yet we sense its deadly 
radiation. Her spacesuit, furry-coat, and helmet protect against a viscous 
atmosphere rendering her an uns(ui)table dancer. An omnipotent sounding voice 
narrates in guttural language, yet she knows how to speak calmly back to it. 
Earthed irregularities emit from this (s)tumbling, quivering noBody. Clusters of oral 
fiction de-scribe a community of absent dancers evoking an uncanny imaginary. 

To varying degrees the choreographers, and most certainly the authors, introduced 
within this chapter fissure into realms of concept horrØr (Ligotti, 2010, 2011; 
Mackay, 2009). This burgeoning field of theory-fictions and discursive-artistic 
works advance notions of horrØr beyond genre-based tropes or anthropocentricity. 
It can be noted that current methods for critiquing horrØr - particularly within film 
and literature - often reduce its features to representations of the social, the 
political, the psychological, or the linguistic. In performance and live art, bodily 
fluids, extremes of physical endurance, and/or graphic sexuality have featured 
strongly in expressions of body-horror. While I remain interested in these body-
based performances and socio-political discourses, within the scope of this study 
horrØr is explored through the speculative realms of the material and the 
nonhuman. It is also ever conscious of its implications for the dancing body and 
enfleshed thing. Hence, I propose that we peer through the bl ck at the 
philosophical potency of horrØr with curiosity toward Te Pō, the Unknown, the 
superNatural, alien, and hidden.  

Questioning perceptual thresholds for such darknesses, this project privileges 
artistic, philosophical, and theoretical horrØr discourses that immerse in the horizon 
of what we are left with, connected as by a parallel thread of difference, in 
encountering the affect of fear. Philosopher Mario Perniola (2004) describes this 

after affect as “a kind of standstill, a suspension of subjective feeling [….] as if we 
did not feel in the first person but only in the indeterminable and porous thing that 
we have become” (p. 77). This is not a zone of catharsis but one of deep alterity. 
The dark movement and unhumanness that are central to theory and practice in 
this thesis work to structure alterity into an implicative echo chamber, into an 
ongoingness of force that undoes power precisely because it does not structure or 
aim for the telos of catharsis. Darkness as vision does not resolve lineaments; it 
positions them in question. 
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As we peer into the gloom of choreographic darkness the question of horrØr arises. 
Cosmic horrØr, for example, exposes a restless exterior beyond familiar motifs or 
aesthetics, without rejecting such iterations. The choreographies produced and 
examined within this study can be seen to echo motifs from the affective cinemas 
of horrØr, yet cosmic horrØr theorises a broader field of inquiry than common 
associations with genre-horror suggest. Moreover, a resonance with these mutable 
categories of moving image does not denote a personal propensity for, or 
theoretical interest in, horrorism (horrific human events and ‘real’ terror). Instead, 
the nuanced horrØr aspects of this research seek to access sensory, aesthetic, and 
ideational modes of cosmic darkness. 

The mention of horrØr within Dance Studies can raise scepticism regarding its 
critical scope and/or artistic research value. I posit that these misgivings are largely 
influenced by spectacles of graphic violence or blood-soaked gore propagated 
through entertainment conventions of genre-horror (such as the Auckland horror 
theme-park “Spookers”). While an avid enthusiast of the extreme spectrum of 
horrØr expressed in literary art (Bataille, 1979; Brite, 1996; Ligotti, 2011; Sade, 
1964), film, visual art, and other mediums, this study resists an unpacking of 
horrØr-violence. It does this to avoid the humanist foci that such interpersonal 
violence conveys, and because they are untenable and abject materials to 
incorporate within the physicality of dance (not least of all for dancers). 

Successful examples of the representation of genre-horror in dance can be found 
in works such as Jakop Ahlbom’s (2017) Horror, which makes a sophisticated 
homage to cinematic horrØr, incorporating physical theatre, magic, intricate set-
design and choreography within the proscenium arch theatre. Having attended a 
performance of this season of work in Auckland in 2017, I note that a crucial 
difference between my work with horrØr - both in terms of what the research seeks 
to theorise and what the practice performs - and typical genre-horrØr is that the 
former is conceptually driven, attentive to the nonhuman, and committed to direct 
feeling. This feeling can be experienced within immersive, live performances that 
blur the edges of audience and performer. The moving image is well-known for 
separating us from the very directness it seems to scopically confront. The 
proscenium arch, in the case of Horror, can be seen to duplicate this audience 
format and emphasis on ocularity. Philosopher Claire Colebrook’s (2006) reading of 



cinema asks, “Is not cinema the power to feel fear, desire, tragedy or melancholy 
without oneself being afraid, desirous, afflicted or depressed” (p. 63)? 

While I can appreciate the resonances with the staging of visual or theatrical horrØr 
genres, this speculative choreography is entirely lifted away from the telos and 
separated distance of commercial framings of horrØr and depictions of human 
carnage. This project is also pushed outside of the choreographic chambers of 
repose in self-subjectivity explored through gendered body-horrØr toward 
something more searchingly opaque. HorrØrChor, as the term that assembles my 
dark aesthetic inclinations and research interests, is developed with, and is a 
specific embodied choreographic extension of, theorisations of the ideational 
power of horrØr. In the words of horrØr critic Jesse Stommel (2014):

We often fail to fully devour images of horror, fail to approach them 
with any (analytical or critical) voraciousness, fail even to let them 
approach us, sitting back instead in passive amusement or 
reprobation. (p. 333) 

A review of speculative theory reveals the scale of thought contributing to the new 
field of concept horrØr. This discursive field of inquiry exposes the slippery 
interstices of the occult, the inhuman, along with nebulous zones of the 
supernatural. HorrØr theorist Brad Tabas (2015) draws on Harman’s notion of 
horrØr as a weird realism that insists 

there is a reality outside and beyond the senses, while at the same 
time claiming that this reality can, in occult and incomprehensible 
ways, interfere with and challenge our reality, altering it and 
transforming it in sometimes inscrutable, contingent, or weirdly 

super-Natural ways. (p. 3) 

HorrØr, therefore, is not unnatural but rather an intensification of the nonhuman into 
realms of discomfiting exaggeration and correlative attention. Notions of the 
supernatural push choreography to the edges of movement and material practice, 
where darkness becomes both a negative and positive power. HorrØr theorist Fred 
Botting (2012) observes how concept horrØr has been significantly advanced in 
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relation to literary notions of the ‘Thing’, drawing links between speculative 
materialist philosophy and the writings of H. P. Lovecraft.  
 

In their extravagant speculations, fiction and philosophy interrogate 
what lies beyond the conventions that sustain the realities of their 
times; they invoke worlds and dimensions at the outer reaches of 
scientific thinking or imagination [….] they bring questions of the 
Thing into difficult visibility and thereby broach the matter of horror. 
        (p. 283) 

 

Inducing horrØrChoreography within this artistic inquiry, I construct spaces of 
encounter where sentient and spectral bodies might collude more darkly, bizarrely, 
and with feeling. In dark attention, knowing’s unknowing has a skin of brain that 

feels and knows even more directly for not being self-permitted to know in and as 
the scopic. In this context, movement itself becomes another order within the 
economies of humans, the nonhuman, and performance spaces. And again, this 
movement is both choreographically structured, and contingently arising. It is also 
conceived as becoming-separate from the apparent agencies that initiate it. In 
other words, though dark movement may be framed within the conditions between 
human bodies, nonhuman entities, and performance productions, that movement 
is not human per se. It becomes a force operating amidst and upon the multi-
dimensional agencies in which the choreography strategises its inception.  
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dark movement 

Dark movement as force is conceptually linked with Foucault’s notion of power as 
forces operating in culture. But the concept of movement as force means to resist 
the hubristic telos of power’s force, in Foucault’s terms. Moreover, such movement 
possesses an autonomous quality. It acts as a process of decay, where, as 
Negarestani notes, a “peaceful (non-annihilative) assault on the ground of power 
formations is effectuated as a concrete sabotage against the very definition of 
power” (2008, p. 188). So, darkness’s force, while not concrete, is an undoing 
within hegemonic power - a putrefaction. And part of that undoing is an attention 
to choreographic darkness as unhuman in its agency. Like Negarestani’s ethics of 
decay it “ungrounds the very ground upon which power is conducted, distributed 
and established” (187) and within dance, it degenerates as a body that also 
exceeds ‘the body,’ and enacts a becoming-dis)embodied.    

Trigg argues for the unhuman body, taking the “un” as a ghosting of the uncanny. 
Responding to Meillassoux, he makes an important case for the alien aspects of 
the body – the vanishing point of matter and experience that does not presuppose 
personhood. This speculative realm appears indifferent to, and yet reliant upon a 
human experience that can only find realisation alongside conceptions of horrØr. 
Rethinking the darkness of the flesh, Trigg (2014) interrogates an unhuman aspect 
of humanity that might both precede and exceed the body, drawing us to the edge 
of horrØr’s abyss.  

With the unhuman, something comes back to haunt the human 
without it being fully integrated into humanity. In this respect, the 
unhuman is closely tied up with notions of alienation, anonymity, and 
the unconscious […] Second, the distinction of the unhuman is that it 
does not negate humanity, even though in experiential terms it may 
be felt as a force of opposition. As well we will see, it is precisely 
through the inclusion of the human that the nonhuman element 
becomes visible. This does not mean falling back into 
anthropomorphism. Rather, it means letting the unhumanity of the 
human speak for itself. (p. 6) 

 
As an under-theorised and fascinating area of research in dance, the unhuman 
forces presiding within the arc that choreography traverses is central to the theory 
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generated and examined in this thesis. There is a strike-and-release kinetic dyad 
implicit in Trigg’s proposal, insofar as it applies to horrØrChor: that the ‘strike’ of 
the human form in dance’s action releases a dark movement, a ricochet of force 
that is, in this concept, unhuman. This dark movement resounds with Raya 
Massie’s (2004) performative invocation of the hypercreature: 

'Movement' is not only inherent to the 'body' of the hypercreature: the 
hypercreature is movement, and it is not a hypercreature without that 
movement. I will be insistent on this point: the hypercreature is not a 'thing 
that is moved,’ but rather is movement that inspires the possibility for thing-

 ness. (p. 65) 

Under-examined perceptual thresholds materialise within speculative 
choreography, inviting glimpses into blackened, thingly worlds neglected by a field 
that has laboured through generations of anthropocentric narratives. While 
acknowledging decades of work undertaken in the study of dancing subjectivities, 
this study refocuses its intelligence toward other than human forces activated 
through dance, choreography, and performance. In their cryptic abstractions and 
unstable presences, speculative choreographies of darkness emerge as 
hyperspheres of delirium. Their dark movements, aesthetics, and materialities 
emerge through live performance while also resonating with text-based art forms 
(see Avanessian & Topfer, 2014). Dark movement performs as a liquidity amongst 
the more apparently substantial aspects of choreographic darkness. Dark 
movement also creates and points to the obscure relations and divisions among 
humans, nonhumans, and the choreosphere; it becomes deterritorialised identity 
and it intensifies the displacement of normative agency among non)humans and 
the spaces in which these bodies co-perform. 

International and locally produced performance works engaging spaces of 

encounter in which darknesses might emerge have provided compelling 

background work for the development of my performance analyses and 

conceptualisations on horrØrChor. Foremost is Natten (2016) by Stockholm based 

choreographer Mårten Spångberg, whose dance of horrØr I have accessed online 

in the form of video documentation, artist interviews, and a published performance 

text from the 2016 premiere season of his work. This thesis is evidently attracted to 



a twenty-first-century influx in philosophical thought and artistic production, 
interposed with live performances that characterise the precariously dark times in 
which we reside.  

Along with Natten, my proposition of horrØrChor develops in dialogue with the 

2018 performance of blackOut, which I choreographed for formal examination 

toward the fulfillment of this PhD in Dance Studies, and KARE; kind artificial real 

experience choreographed in 2016. These dances are particularly resonant in their 

incitement of speculative philosophies, concept horrØr, and experimentation with 

dark aesthetics for group format choreography - the former being a quartetx 

(including puppet), and the latter a septetx (including prosthetic humanoid). (While 

mindful of the UoA stipulations against artistic exegeses) a performative archiving 

from my corpus of choreographic works interwoven with other relevant theories 

and practices allows for another pertinent layer of darkness meaning to arise.  

Dark aesthetics characterise the world of blackOut, arousing asensuous bodily 
abysses and cosmic extrospection. The work filters Te Pō concepts and practices 
arising out of and theorised within this study (which will be further discussed in the 
following chapter). In the endarkened studio, I imagine how darknesses might 
infuse choreography as it collapses into states of bl ckout wānanga (philosophical 
searching, the dark unknowing). The lexical scoring of the absent presence 
necessarily, intently, ‘collapses’ precisely the fluidity of the vowels, leaving the 
architecture of consonants to hold, but not totally contain the denotative meaning. 
Here, I minorise the fullness of structure and draw attention to micro-voids. Within 
this textual emptying, the micro-void appears as a visual whitespace, while 
implicating its absence as darkness. In speculative performance, this voidal 
attention to the unseen presence is vital to how darkness is both generated and 
embodied.  

Within the material practices of dark productions, choreographic strategies can 

involve 'non-lighting' strategies, dimming techniques, shading, or bl ck spatial 

design constructed within an event (such as strategies employed within blackOut, 

KARE;, and Spångberg’s Natten). Incorporating dark strategies is part of the 

choreographic engineering of darkness, not so much as a theatrical state, but as a 

conversion chamber through whch assembled bodies and things might come-to-
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form. This project is undergirded by a performance philosophy that draws on 
darknesses potency and potentiality as an im)material substrate. A condition 
through which choreographies and performances might also awaken audiences. 
This practice of engineered darkness is informed by conceptual spheres negotiated 
across broad modalities of thinking, writing, studio-at-large research activities and 
performance-making. Thacker (2015b) offers a distinction between impressions of 
darkness and blackness, whereby "darkness implies a shrouding, a tenebrous 
obfuscation," and blackness a "blotting out, a nullification of every existent" (p. 50). 
Both characteristics infect various modalities of this research, including spaces 
where the two might cohere in performance or on the visual page. 

The night was black and the universe was black. You weren’t able to 
distinguish any forms in the night. A black band separated the black earth 
from the black sky. All over was just blackness, a layer of blackness.  

(Acker, 1989, p. 55) 

Spangberg’s Natten 

Spångberg’s dance of horrØr perceives the anonymous qualities of darkness 
through a work that secretes gradations of bl ckness - a speculative choreography 
of the night - not a rabid score of psycho-trauma or splatter. Produced in 
Stockholm in 2016, and premiering at Kunstenfestivaldesarts in Brussels, Natten 
(2016) crawls through the nebulae against greyscales of low to no visibility.§§ Within 
the black box theatre a monochromatic mirage projects in giant-scale against a 
wall, its mists 

§§ This night-long dance performance lasting for four, six, or seven hours (its

length was debated both before and after the show) left whoever survived its

entirety feeling awe and deep time-confusion. Beginning late Saturday evening

and ending right before dawn on Sunday, Natten complicated the notions of

time, performance, and the actor-spectator relationship. Above all, it

challenged the limits of theatrical encounter and brought attention to the

subject of community. (Tumilowicz-Mazur, 2018, n. p.)



ascending from a digital void. Gargantuan silver drapings and ropes trail into dark 
space - metallic stalactites. Bunches of bruise-red roses, a tripod of pagan sticks, 
piles of clothes, fruit, and things emplace upon a communal floor. Within this 
choreosphere, an audience resides on the periphery as Natten's large format, 7-
hour duration destratifies time-in-space.  

During the durational choreography, the night is offered as so many states of 
blackout, gloom, dark space, haze, resounding back to Woodard’s terrifying and 
limitless ‘darkness within darkness’. It becomes a non-differentiating, atmospheric 
substrate for the non(human to co-exist within. Non-differentiating in the sense that 
social and inter-special hierarchies are dissolved through the depersonalising 
phases of night. Choreographic darkness appears as dances’ recomposing of a 
cosmic pessimism, posited by Thacker (2015a, 2011) as “a strange mysticism of 
the world-without-us” (p. 17). He argues, “horror is not simply about fear, but 
instead about the enigmatic thought of the unknown” (p. 8) pushing choreographic 
inquiry to the edges of unreason, troubling rational comprehension or empirical 
knowledge. Speculative choreography opens our encounter with darkness to 
enstranged terrortories advancing concerns for a shadow side of life, unbearable 
recesses in a cracked world toward even more perplexing notions of a world 
without us. This dimension that “lies somewhere in between, in a nebulous zone 
that is at once impersonal and horrific” (p. 6), brings us to the horizon of experience 
toward the unhuman, inhuman and nonhuman. 

Attuned to a radical pessimism at work in the horrØr literature of Thomas Ligotti, 

Woodard (2010) perceives "a philosophical, ethical, and aesthetic probing into the 
non-place that humans occupy in an indifferent universe" (n. p.). This non-place 
that might be experienced through choreographic darkness could at any moment 
corrupt our non\sense of self. In this nebulous zone, we might experience darkness 
and its trajectory of bl ck-thought beyond the personal and psychological. In 
Natten, the choreographer relinquishes dances’ obsession with the ocular and 
illumined to layers of bl ckness, states of obscurity. The choreo-abyss encourages 
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its attendants to ponder a murky distinction between dances performed in 
darkness, and the darkness that this dance itself produces.***  
 
Nine performers transport Natten through densities of asynchronous dancing, 
horizontal somatics, intimate lingerings, ruptured unison. Sonic tremors underscore 
in hypnotic refrain: roaring winds through a black hole or the earth’s core grinding. 
Intervals of chiming bells, coital moanings, industrial clamour, immersive loopings 
of electronic and classical compositions. At times a retreating nonsilence. 
 

 The night is long. There are no corpses or blood, body parts or bones. It is 
 long; it is when horror opens its dark eyes and lets you experience its 
 endless void. Overwhelmingly tranquil, a motionless sleep from which there 
 is no escape. A reverie that entangles you in putrefaction.  
                                                                                            (Spångberg, 2016b, p. 10) 
 
Both pedestrian and formal in its choreographic movements, the dance captures 
the zeitgeist of our times; some body sips on a water bottle, fingers a laptop, 
removes a hoodie, casually dis)appears into a roiling fog.†††The unspecified 
performance allows a spacious, kin)aesthetic experience where late-hour 
attendees might leave the room, nap, eat, or sprawl into the night. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                

*** I am a little bit too afraid to let myself fall asleep; there are moments when 

unexpected sounds erupt or frightening creatures appear among the 

spectators.  

 
††† This is where it strikes me the most: we are just here to share a night 

together, a community of strangers, lost in darkness.  

      (Tumilowicz-Mazur, 2018, n. p.) 

 

 



what is a thing     ? 

   hat is a thing 
     at is a thing 
       t is a thing 
         is a thing 
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For dance and choreography, the speculative dimensions of the supernatural and 
unhuman can be differentiated from, and viewed as the shadow side to, the vibrant 
new materialisms emerging in artistic research. Choreographic studies present few 
precedents regarding a literature of things due to a historical penchant for dancing 
subjects, though there has been a strong imperative toward the object in 
experimental choreography for some time (Lepecki, 2012). These developments 
can also be seen in New Zealand interdisciplinary performance in what has been 
identified as “non-human inclusive collaboration” (Grbich, 2017, para. 17). Recent 
examples include Randerson’s video installation work Waiho, retreat, filmed on 
location at Kā Roimata a Hine Hukatere (Franz Josef Glacier), where I perform a 
slow attentive dance along its precarious cryosphere. Kā Roimata a Hine Hukatere 
is credited as a nonhuman performer in this interdisciplinary work, though its 
dangerous, lethal qualities remain unspoken. Performance theorist Rebecca 
Schneider (2015) notes that “the word “choreography” occurs very often in the new 
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materialism” (p. 8) with inferences drawn from the political sciences and science 
and technology studies. Similar sentiments are addressed within eco-political 
theory with claims that “A less verbose practice (performance art, photography, 
painting, music, dance) is probably better suited to the task of acknowledging the 
call of things” (Bennett, 2012, p. 242).  

These feminist strains of materialism have implications for arts research within 
fields of cultural theory (Jane Bennett’s “Encounter with an Art-Thing”), 
contemporary arts research (Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt’s “Carnal 
knowledge”) and performance studies (Schneider’s “New materialisms and 
performance studies”). So, while there appears to be a burgeoning interest in 
nonhuman, vibrant materialities across disciplines, like dance and choreographic 
research, its contribution is predominantly an optimistic vitalism that rarely 
accounts for more ominous ecologies. Harman’s argument for a darker materiality 
encourages the interests of this research including my ideas around thingness as a 
performative state enabled by choreographic darkness. 

Woodard (2011) aligns his ‘mad speculations’ with Harman and others in the claim 
that philosophical endeavors have “lost the very weirdness of the non-human” (p. 
8). There is a kind of consensus developing amongst some speculative 
philosophers and choreographers toward an acknowledgment of dark things, dark 
matter, dark movement. Philosopher Ian Bogost (2012) perturbs matters further on 
the subject of things with his treatise toward an alien phenomenology. He insists 
that while we can never know what it is to be a thing, we require a much broader 
notion of the nonhuman that does not presuppose a concrete materiality. For 
Bogost, the term “unit becomes helpful as a name for objects or things. It is an 
ambivalent term, indifferent to the nature of what it names” (p. 25). Bogost accords 
particular attention to experimental writer Ben Marcus (1997) and his literary fiction 
The age of wire and string, demonstrayting how units and word-things are 
unhinged and rendered delirious within a logic of terms and daisy chains of 
metaphorisms: 

RAIN Hard, shiny silver object, divided into knives and 
used for cutting procedures. Most rain dissolves 
within the member and applies a slow cutting pro- 



gram over a period of years. This is why when one 
dies, the rain is seen slicing upward from its body. 
When death is converted into language, it reads:  
“to empty the body of knives.” (p. 95) 

It is the metaphorism that Bogost suggests as a portal for approaching the 
unknowable lives of things without reduction to correlationism. He asserts 
however, contrary to the ideals of some of his contemporaries, that we will 
inevitably continue to pursue humanist trajectories.  

Navigating the dizzying orbit of theoretical strands within speculative philosophy, I 
observe this recrudescence of thinking toward thingness - and strange, creepy 
things in particular. As I have discussed, speculative philosophy and its dark breed 
of materialism brings these theoretical trajectories into contact with concept horrØr, 

advancing literary notions of the Thing along with an attention to the ineffable and 
enstranged aspects of the nonhuman in live performance contexts. These 
concepts are continuously absorbed within this research project as they arise out 
of, and entangle with, a corpus of independently produced choreographies. In 
practice, I attempt to excavate particular instances where darkness performs and 
where the non(visible, in)organic, synthetic, and fleshed conspire through 
encounters in the gloom.  

These mysterious forces inform my black premonition of a fright prom - 
conceptualised as a nomadic choreosphere where dancing bodies and things 
collude in the dark. What is revealed in practice, and on close reading, are 
evidences of a ruptured reality and a departure from the anthropocentric bodily 
subject toward the pre-personal and spectral.  

The ambiguity of the human body - the sense of it as both possessor 
and possessed - forces us to reconsider our ideas of what is living 
and what is nonliving, human and non-human, alien and non-alien in 
subjectivity. (Trigg, 2014, p. 76) 

Finding such emphases intriguingly absent from post dance practices and 
choreographic studies, I draw on Trigg’s notion of the unhuman to further explore 
how performers might de)compose in darkness, while also generating potentialities 
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for becoming. Toward an unpacking of dark things in choreographic performance, I 
re-encounter Lepecki’s (2012, 2014, 2016a) analyses of “the event of thingness” 
(2016a, p. 7) in experimental choreography, which include several essays of note 
on the subject. The choreographic drives of this section are informed by his 
acuities, which are intimately connected with his commitment to the attendance of 
live performance works: “By daring to approach the movement of things, by 
heeding their call, choreography rematters materiality itself” (p. 52). What this claim 
implies for speculative choreography is exciting insofar as one can apply it to the 
materiality of dancing bodies. It presupposes that choreography as a system for 
working with bodies in space has the potential to rematter those bodies and 
spaces into unrecognisable forms. What then might choreographic darkness add 
to this transformative context?  
 
I draw on Perniola (2004) who pressures the edges of bodily (dis)comfort with his 
declaration that “to give oneself as a thing and to take a thing that feels is a radical 
experience that asserts itself on contemporary thinking” (p. 1). The perplexity of 
this experience, of giving oneself as thing – or as this study suggests, as dark thing 
- goes against much of dance’s anthropocentric conditioning. Dark things take on 
manifold forms and cannot be defined by the demographics of identity that would 
negate our bodies or our Selves as multiple. Massie’s (2004) text invites us to 
consider this plurality: 
 

I am not restricted to one hypercreature, but exist within multiple 
hypercreatures. I am moved between hypercreatures in a kind of 
passageway: a doorway, perhaps, or a bridge that is filled with monstrous 
multiplicity. In this passageway are bodies that threaten to expose our 
multiplicities: bodies that are ourselves, but are bodies that are our 

grotesque imperfections, our non-human and inhuman components. (p. 71) 
 

This invocation toward multiple nonhuman, inhuman, and unhuman bodies has 
import for speculative choreography. 
 
fright prom 

 
As an artistic research project with critical interests in the multiplicities of bodies, I 
posit horrØrChor to be a valid trajectory for choreographic performance and dance 



research because a) it has so few cohorts and is therefore replete with new 

theoretical and artistic research possibilities, and b) it offers truly bizarre and 

generative riches to immerse in and play with toward choreographic performances. 

Consequently, the group piece KARE; kind artificial real experience was developed 

and premiered during the Undisciplining Dance Symposium convened in Auckland 

from June 30th – July 2nd, 2016. International key-note speakers included Efva 

Lilja (Sweden), Moana Nepia (Aotearoa), and Lepecki (United States of America). 

KARE; kind artificial real experience was presented within a triple-bill of 

performance works alongside New Zealand dance artists Charles Koroneho and 

val smith.  

The name KARE; has multiple meanings in te reo Māori and is presented as an 

acronym that, in turn, forecasts an uncanny encounter. Furthermore, it has 

reverberations with Stephen King’s 1974 horror novel Carrie from which an iconic 

movie (and that movie’s less potent remake) derives its inspiration. For horror fans, 

a glitched pronunciation of KARE; can lead you down a bloody and raw memory 

lane. Curiously, Carrie also appears to have been referenced in Spångberg’s 

Natten in the form of a female dancer featuring within the performance in a blood-

stained dress. The ideational power of horror to inspire different forms across 

mediums (and nations) while retaining fragments of its former lives seems 

significant for somatic intertextuality. KARE;, in an entirely different ritual, involved 

a blood-dripped dancer guided out of the gloom and into the thick of the dispersed 

audience. This kind, artificial, real experience also strategised its inception as a 

reversal of the famous prom scene in which Carrie becomes unexpectedly and 

cruelly sloshed over the head with pig’s blood. 

The methodological and metonymic implications of KARE; focus on open critical 

interplay between dissensual authors and artists drawing on horror’s affect. Taking 

on Perniola’s argument along with Lepecki’s (2014) suggestion of “a deep link 

between performativity and thingliness” (p. 295) I retrace the ark hives of 

performance‡‡‡ to a movement where a human duo activates a kiss with a kumara. 

‡‡‡ kis(sing scene 
#kare ā-roto 
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While some audience respondents recalled this piece as a “sensual,” “passionate 
encounter” (Personal communications, July 1-2, 2016), further conceptualisation 
lends itself toward a more neutral, inorganic exchange that posits desire as 
wholly autonomous from sexuality and human embodiment. Perniola (2004) 
proposes that “The body experienced by neutral sexuality is not a machine, but 
clothing, a thing” (p. 5), compelling us to revise our choreographic intercourses 
with others within performance as so many foldings, undressings, suckings and 
seams. This proposition of a non-sensuous, non-subjective experience is 
challenging to both performers and audience alike. 

Instead of the turbid viscosity of life, neuter sexuality opens up the 
timeless horizon of a thing. It is as if the bodies removed from the 
confused and  contradictory vicissitudes of life were given the serene 
and eternal simplicity  of an inorganic world, which nonetheless feels, 
beats and is caught in endless astonishment. (p. 11) 

A pūrerehua is swung high into the choreosphere like a lasso. Its sound is likened 
to a bullroarer and its aerial movements to that of a butterfly. This high spatial 
orbiting that is at once a visually discernible performance ritual, as well as dark 
sound-movement, summons the energies, bodies, and unseen forces of the 
gathering to assemble. The apparent danger of the whirling object above the tapu 
heads of the performer and witnesses is not overlooked, causing the audience to 
stray toward safety. In this instance, the edges of the space that dissolve into the 
penumbra become a place of refuge. Deadgrl lies in state, cosseted in a brown 
sleeping bag. She will remain there for the duration of the performance. Kumara 
is emplaced in her mouth, but eventually deadgrl will utter unknowables in her 

enter the penumbra / cave / tenebrous ore / sonic fluttering of bats / anxiety 

/ amplify / recede / here is deadgrl / horizontal / cocooned in body bag / 

eyelids open / bl ck-thought / kumara settles in gaping maw /emplaced apart 

– pyre of horrible swabs / retro bar-heater vertically mounted / faux sun firing

/ above a lone carcass / away / &over there / wooden pūrerehua / wooden

floor / barren shore / a middle-earth



mother’s Malaysian tongue, de-cocoon itself, and transition out of the 
choreosphere. There appears to be no necessity or purpose to her being, and her 
dance is shrouded. 

Sometime, well into the piece, the man matter-of-factly crosses the communal 
floor, removes kumara from deadgrl’s orifice, & places it inside his mouth. A love 
song pierces the gloom (“Stay” by Rihanna, covered by Jared Leto’s 30 Seconds 
From Mars). A flood of light simultaneously drenches us. The man turns on his 
axis, arms extend in a not-quite reaching, a supplication. So light it might float 
away. i weave through huddled bodies, syncing hers with his. i gain proximity, 
merging like a zip. my hands seek out his turning, framed flesh. Mouth bites the 
other side of kumara, forming a grotesque lip seal. Eyelids close. Shoulders, ribs, 
pelvis, feet, follow in a revolving slow-dance.  

round & around & around & around we go 

now tell me now tell me now tell me now 

To embody this duet as extraneous clothing, wearing the other as layer upon layer 
“in which everything is surface, skin, fabric” (Perniola, 2004, p. 12) poses 
something unhuman and haunting for the one who dances. It equally invokes 
gendered assumptions of heterocentric sexuality that have dominated 
interpretations of the public performance of this piece. Having tested kare-ā-roto 
or kis(sing scene with alternative soundtracks and partner variations certain 
responses remain consistent - feelings of either kinaesthetic empathy or 
inexplicable discomfort. They are also consistently different - how the same 
ingredients engender differential response. I recall succumbing to discomfort when 
observing two of our crew working this scene in a performance lab. Something of 
the charge in the room - the cling of human bodies, real feeling spilling out of a 
vegetable, the epic corral of music - moved me to kill it in its tracks. At floor level 
gazing upwards, it can entrance and unnerve. 

Consider the pervasive images of cinematic love scenes, often arriving in the dark 
and distance of one’s viewing room. Or the mnemonics of visual art such as 
Augustus Rodin’s sculpture “The Kiss”, or Gustav Klimt’s painting “The Kiss” 
(danced through a morphing embrace in choreographer Tino Sehgal’s Kiss). There 
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are several premises through which kis(sing scene might be implicated. Blood 
memories of our personal love scenes and aesthetic productions of couplings can 
be duly acknowledged and left wanting. This tension that assaults the senses and 
fleshes arrives as an erotic dread. A deep discomfort experienced when publicly 
witnessing human intimacy turned thingly or alien. It seeps into untended spaces, a 
tiny horrØr, dissolving into the folds of bodies performing as clo(thing).  

Arms, legs, torsos, co-join as prostheses in an asexual, ménage à trois with a 

sweet potato. Kumara performs an intrusion and extrusion out of these cavernous 

mouths. Faces are artificially enraptured, ruptured, wrapping. We coil and re)turn - 

tentacled planets circumnavigating a manacled sun. In the enclosed proximity of 

this dark movement, heightened (or diminished) states can be intuited by any body 

in attendance. Alterations of frequency, transferences of weight, becoming-

hyperaware, or what Perniola (2004) posits as the “facticity of performance” (p. 

143). A distracted curiosity for the evental zone ensues - kumara-lipskins, tender 

fingerings, head of exterior hairs, animaljacket, air that suckles, surround sound, 

light exposure here, draped bl cknesses there, each person (man, woman, child) 

engaged in private viewings.  

In this spatiotemporal vortex (that ungrounds in reverberated empathy with 

pūrerehua) the assembled community persists through the length of a pop song. 

For the performers, the slow-mo ritual duration feels endless. One observer 

mentions a disconcerting sense of “perving,” a feeling that one shouldn’t be 

watching (Personal communications, July 2, 2016). For the performers, the scene 

is gravid with unease. We negotiate a technical task where the sheer mechanics of 

a Siamese rotation come into awkward play - how might this body stay vertical, 

there de)centered, we three continuing in futility without climax. And what could be 

so sweet about a potato in its hour of death, penetrated by and penetrating into 

multiple monstrous mouths? Our piercings kind yet vampiric in their gnawings, 

bleedings, and drainings. Through this vampire kiss we three enter into an alternate 

state:  

This state which is not life or death is precisely the sex appeal of the 
inorganic, the neutral and impersonal experience of the thing that 
feels. Now collective imagination, from Romantic noir to horror, has 



been literally obsessed with a non-subjective feeling, not referable to 
an identity, personal, catalectic and lethargic, anonymous and 
opaque, inorganic, post-vital, posthuman, pre-mortuary, and pre-

 funerary. (Perniola, 2004, p. 76) 

Kumara absorbs and in turn is absorbed and sucked of its post-vital powers, each 
of us transfusing, feeding, impaling. As a staple food of cultural import, kumara’s 
ancestors were transported to Aotearoa by tangata whenua. In its thingness, 
kumara becomes un-nutritious yet reanimated in this movement. Harvested to 
sustain the human body, through choreography’s remattering and darkness’s echo 
it enables another kind of life. As food-potential without utility, kumara’s agency 
changes qualitatively when transported from deadgrl hole, to man hand, to his & 
her oral openings, and eventually to some unknown destination (as performance 
archive, compost, trash?). The salivating qualities of this choreographic chain of 
custody is a forensic nightmare. It becomes a nexus of relation, of use-desire, of 
using-up horrØr as it is engaged. Kumara nullifies the human mouth as an opening 
into speech, forming a hideous tongue that secretes what horrØrs can’t yet be 
uttered. 

Kumara’s performativity is its relationality as a thing that connects and separates 
its human counterparts. It can be seen to express autonomy and multiplicity as 
performance matter that defies its station as vegetable for human consumption, 
posing an unintentional threat in duration with other entities: audience, interplace 
of song and dance, gradations of performed lovemaking or the possibility of. Cull 
(2013) reminds us:  

Human and non-human bodies have their own powers of 

differentiation, their own powers to differ from themselves within a 
whole range of encounters –  not just with theorizing subjects, 
interpreting audiences, conscious intentions. (p. 151)  

The constitutive differentiations between bodies enact within kis(sing scene, an oral 
fixated portal toward an alien outer-world. There is a disconcerting process in this 
kind of performance in so far as 1 can’t be sure where one stands, where plant-
thing and dancer-things take on a macabre life that also bears traces of ‘real life’. 
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Being so, “Horror becomes us. That is to say, we are most afraid of the things that 
force us to look at ourselves in uncomfortable ways” (Stommel, 2014, p. 333). If the 
remains of this event have any kind of future it may not just be with this theorising 
subject or interpreting audiences, but surely within the occluded realm of dark 
things.  

In her Encounters with an Art-Thing, Bennett (2015) probes humanist endeavours 
that would diminish perceivable, material things as simply inanimate, inert or 
subsumed beneath the political power of controlling subjects asking: 

Could we not understand the encounter with them more horizontally 
as, that is, engagements between bodies, some human and some 
not, each of which would re-form the others and be re-formed as a 
result of the exposure? (p. 94) 

kare ā-roto interrogates ways that one might be horizontally reformed within a 
human-nonhuman attentive choreography. Along these trajectories, Lepecki (2014) 
observes a prolific investment in things in experimental dance as “co-partners in a 
sheer, co-determinant, co-presence – as co-extensive entities in the field of 
matter” (p. 302). This co- of correlationism critiqued by Meillassoux is hard to resist 
within the facticity of performance. A performance that de)forms through 
entanglements and dark relations between bodies. Such strategies present a 
welcome departure from the “functional-utilitarian boredom” or “aesthetic-formal 
tedium” (p. 144) identified by Perniola (2004) as embedded within traditional 
performance and its use of objects.  

Dance has held a long history with objects, particularly in its engagement with 
visual arts since the 1960’s. The centrality of material objects as part of a refined 
scenography is still explicitly evident in much contemporary dance along with the 
use of object-as-art. The employment of specially designed costumes and 
properties or ‘props’ as they are more commonly known features often, as does 
their utility as surrogate performer. These surrogates may be given agency, yet 
generally toward human ends. Lepecki (2012) recounts a historical association 
between the employment of objects in dance to the traditional relationship 
between the dancer and choreographer, where “the dancer becomes merely a tool 



used by the choreographer” (p. 77), subservient to the choreographer’s will. In the 
same way, the prop is commonly manipulated as a tool by the will of a dancer. 
This systemic and largely hidden hegemony within choreography fashions a 
tyrannical chain of hierarchy amongst human subjects of dance. 

Could the choreographer be relieved of their objectifying gaze toward something 
more opaque, more anonymous? Western theatrical dance and its contemporary 
heirs have survived and even thrived within this hostile and striated terrortory. What 
becomes significant are Lepecki’s observations of recent choreography where the 
object ceases being a tool, a prop, an art piece, or useful. These futile things - no 
longer objects - appear to lack familiar utility, human subjugation, or even artistic 
value. Lepecki (2012) forwards a new trajectory for the human performer in such 
encounters, proposing an ethical subjectivity that is also decolonising.  

Once an object becomes no longer an object but a thing—then what 
does a subject become? Specifically, what does the subject who 
dances become? In the co-constitutive symmetry obtained between 
objects and subjects, the subject follows the path of the object: the 
subject involutes, becomes-thing. (p. 78)  

This action of becoming-thing is not perceived as a regression but follows 
Deleuze’s reading of Bergson’s creative involution distinguished as the minoritarian 
vector of becoming. A minoritarian slant toward thingness opens speculative 
thought for choreographers, performers, and dancers who would acknowledge the 
troubling, alien, or dark experiences inherent within performance - whether 
intended or not. Yet, our perception of what ‘matters’ or what becomes privileged 
within performance requires ongoing reflection. I also consider how things, bodies, 

darknesses, and the movements amongst them have their own vectors that do not 
necessarily signify thingness per se. Again, my stance of uncertainty casts 
shadows of doubt even as it tests its assurances. 

KARE; found its first public iteration within the hold of a dedicated sound and 
music venue, fronting as a black box studio, situated within an institutional 
building, located on a Māori ancestral site (Kenneth Myers Centre, Auckland). The 
work was attended by an international dance delegation and created in an alternate 
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venue (OFA Hall). It was later transplanted during an allocated hour and a half 
technical production schedule. This institutional organisation of time and space - 
quite opposed to a choreographic one - fuels an erroneous assumption that the 
time-consuming machinations and unpredictable things of production are less 
important than dancing bodies or choreographed sequences – aspects that are 
presumably “performance ready” before entering an established venue. 
Consequently, this choreography and its crew managed with great difficulty to 
adapt to the peculiarities of the host body and cultural contexts in which it found 
itself.  

There are significant challenges in producing this work within an institutional venue 
due to a highly conservative culture of access and discriminatory attitudes against 
certain things; enforcement of order that would deem some materials as entirely 
undesirable in their lethal or porous qualities. There was much concern from 
production management regarding our intention to include copious amounts of 
synthetic blood (the colour red potentially staining, infecting, ruining), a machete 
(its deadly blade enough to incite dread), and dirt (a supposed threat of 
Legionnaires’ disease and other life-threatening bacteria). Already the dread of 
horrØr had entered the hallowed venue before technical rehearsals had 
commenced - before bodies had entered the building or stakes been claimed. 
Here, the dark aesthetics of performance and its criminal alchemy of dirty 
technologies encountered real human objection. Consequently, the dirt idea was 
scrapped altogether to avoid the time wasting associated with health and safety 
permissions, a 10-minute blood test was administered with actual amounts used in 
performance decreased to 3 vials, and assurances were given that on a scale of 
1-10 the risk of injury by machete was barely a 3. Such factors, while banal, are 
relayed here as critical evidence of the environmental and socio-political conditions 
encountered by choreographers seeking to work in unconventional ways, and with 
things that defy norms of acceptability in dance. 

The performance reconstructs the studio as an immersive non-place, §§§ a nomadic 
campsite where one might assemble in heterogeneity, to borrow from Deleuze. 

§§§ hum@n-puppet
#karetao 



Designed through a reconstructing of blackout wānanga embedded within my 
cultural and artistic genealogy, the endarkened environ summons a convergence of 
bodies. Bodies in this sense are to be taken broadly for “Bodies may be physical, 
biological, psychic, social, verbal: they are always bodies or corpora” (Deleuze & 
Parnet, 1987, p. 52). The performance is conceptually designed with consideration 
of Aotearoa marae architecture, alluding to both the open courtyard area in front of 
the wharenui, as well as the un)specified movement of bodies inside the whare. 
Multiple entities collude or antagonise in these delineated spaces of encounter. 
The event is precariously multifocal, activated by witness-dancer, choreographer-
sound operator, lighting designer-performer, photographer-videographer, venue 
assistant, production unit, architectural feature, or sentient thing.  

As an ensemble work, KARE; pursues a pointless conspiracy of performers where 
shadow, the spectral, and choreographic darknesses materialise alongside and in-
between enfleshed bodies or dancers. Darkness acts as a portal for the imagining 
of worlds beyond our physical and temporal locale. In other words, while we are 
here, we are also elsewhere. Physical space is but one realm where performance 
can be realised. Speculative imagination and memory denote a psychical 
investment, a cosmic attention released by dark presences. As g) hosts we open 
doors, usher guests with vague gestures, stimulate pōhiri rituals of encounter. In 
this micro-ceremony, one can access a Pō consciousness that is immediate yet 
unreachable. Visitors negotiate how to be, compelled by logics of indiscernibility to 
“act so that there is no use in a centre” (Stein, 1914/1997, p. 43). This 
decentralisation is indicative of the reorienting practices and uncertain 

It sheds its casual attire / unpeeling into under skins / it grabs plastic scrap / 

out of cardboard box / plugs it into Its mouth / It lowers to its haunches / live, 

amplified breathing / reverberates through sonic space / exhales / in 

synchronicity with plastic It-breath / floor heater ignites / bars of amber light 

pulse over It / surroundings glow – islands of redeyes / It inflates & fills to the 

ends of its boy-parts / It travels, sags, crawls, traces, deflates, floats / It takes 

its breath away / It sucks & blows / going nowhere slowly / breeding 

shadows / 
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behaviours that dark aesthetics induce during performance. Being held within a 
dark noncentre steers attendees to re-move themselves from the hidden 
peripheries of the round. In a symbolic sense, the people are displaced, echoing 
the diasporic exile and displacement of over sixty-five million of the world’s 
inhabitants. In performance, the dark noncentre unmoors its attending bodies into 
the choreosphere, away from the safety and familiarity of what is already known or 
expected. The noncentre then, is not simply a strategy for disorientation, but a 
space from which performance can be experienced on its own terms. 

Visibility is diminished as helpful g)host-dancers disperse a layered pyre of swabs 
for sitting on, extras torn from cardboard boxes reminiscent of homelessness. A 
few obligatory fold-out chairs are provided for the ailing. Gradually, we entrench 
together in the dark continent - not as one, but as many - islands distanced by a 
luminous blackening. Beginning with inhalation we extend it into a restless void. 
The hā is both enlivening and virtually lifeless in the work that follows. It is 
materially insistent, keeping one alive,**** another inflated, some body is illumined, 

**** Meanwhile: 

i have a korero with iPhone6 virtual assistant Siri. i occasionally press Siri’s 

buttons & ask deep life questions. Speech is amplified by a microphone attached 

to an independent cable, connected to a dimmer pack. It has a relationship with a 

special (light) that responds to my voice. In the same vein, Sean’s real-time breath 

resounds through a handheld microphone that operates a bar heater on the floor. 

This causes It to light up like a neon Realdoll in doggy-style. my Shadow casts 

monstrous against the back wall when i stand in my special and say something. 

Another cable attaches to iPhone6, which i carefully finger. Bluetooth connection 

allows iPhone6 to act as a portal to Siri who responds to my questions through 

the PA with an Australian female vocal intonation.  

Things happen. i sense that It has had enough bad breath or has run out of 

moves. Maybe i flail with the pressure of doing several tasks at once. Sometimes 

the audience observes Shadow and sometimes they track It across the floor with 

their animal eyes. Man-breathing machine drones like radioactive fog till the room 



 

or barely moving. Reo (voice, language) becomes striated and text a kind of 
speech impediment. Invoking the real, artificial, plastic and fleshy, the following 
movement rouses choreographic impressions of a dark thing.  
 
 
 
 

 i:  ko wai taku matua?  
 Siri:  I don’t understand.  
 
 i:  who is my father? 
 Siri:  What is your father’s name?  
 i:  Dad  
 
 
 Siri:  I’m sorry, I don’t understand 

                                                
is thick. Siri & i eventually hit a kind of conversational dead end. Siri gets the 

occasional snigger for an odd response that she can’t help. If it wasn’t for the 

special (light) i would probably be no-Body. Would i even exist? 
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i: ka mate ka mate ka ora ka ora? 
Siri: I don’t know what you mean by 

‘Come Martika Martika order car order.’ 
i: will I live or will I die? 
Siri: I’m afraid I don’t know the answer to that, Tru  
i: who is the fairest of them all? 
Siri: Snow White is that you? 



As performers within karetao or hum@n-puppet, our motley attempts at a merger 
with dirty technologies enact a series of augmentations while continually collapsing 
in on itself. These collapsed states could be considered as choreographic voids, a 
recession of dissonant potencies, an emptying into darkness. Familiar, mundane 
objects going by the moniker of – microphone, cable, inflatable toy, mobile phone, 
light, body, heater, or speaker (human and other) - exceed themselves by simply 
working (later, in documentary images, audiences appear as kindly or cruel stalkers 
in an unnatural forest. Their red eyes are now)here, they appear moved yet 
unmoving as if dying inside their own skins). Bodies, shadows, and sounds lure us 
into the spectral flesh of performance where “The horror has two faces. The first 
face is that of the subject becoming unhuman. The second face is the gap that 
gestures beyond appearances” (Trigg, 2014, p. 57). And what becomes of us 
(unknown suspects) - a human crew of three - within this fragmented field of co-
operations? A man’s invisible breath and light-activating aural presence; my 
authorial voice and human figure outshone by the omnipresence of Siri and larger 
than i-sized Shadow; the dancing particles and plastic fleshes of the she-thing we 
call It? Ligotti (2010) warns,  

They are only objects, like a corpse in a casket. If they ever came to 
life, our world would be a paradox and a horror in which everything 
was uncertain, including whether or not we were just human 
puppets. (p. 18) 

The tangata whenua concept of ira performs as “a metaphor for a mysterious, 
existential comportment towards things-as-unknowable” (Mika, 2015a, p. 103), 
invoking “a playful kind of thinking that is not reliant on essentialist notions of 
Maoriness but instead attempts to look beneath those rigid surfaces to come into 
contact with the hidden but persistent possibilities of a thing” (p. 104). To regard 
things in this manner, and as mysterious matter, renders a thinking toward dark 
things as thingness made possible by darkness. A notion also finding expression in 
Negarestani’s (2008) concept of holey space: “Although the void devours the solid, 
the solid feasts on the void” (p. 66).  

Mika (2015a) elaborates on these variant notions of solid thingliness and voidal 
uncertainties: 
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The uncertain thing indicates, at the same time, that the self is in a 
state of uncertainty. In that participation with mystery lies a particular 
engagement with counter-colonial thinking because it resists the 
hegemonic understanding of a thing as being entirely constructed by 
the self as an idea. (p. 104) 

The uncertain thing, no longer the choreographer’s object, or docile tool, moves 

toward a middle zone, extinguishing polarities. If the uncertain thing is an idea not 

entirely constructed by a self, then the dance re-turns (with pre-recorded sound 

loops) to that of the uncertain self-becoming-?. In the horrØr that is 

choreographic, there exists a creeping compulsion toward these ever-

differentiated and non)existent selves.  



With the darkness I saw the darkness. 
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And it was immensity without end around me- 
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unbroken expansion, 
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dark horizon meeting dark horizon. 



 

 
  

 

 

And there were also things within the darkness, 
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and I believe within my own form, 
 
 



 

so that if I reached out to touch them across a universe of darkness,  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
I also reached deep inside of myself, 
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such as I was. 

 
 



 

KARE; kind artificial real experience 
choreographic fiction #1 

 

 

event:     Undisciplining Dance Symposium, June 30, 2016 

     Kenneth Myers Centre Black Box, Auckland 

choreography/design /sound:   Tru Paraha 

performers:     Mary Kettle, Sean Curham, val smith, Tru Paraha  

     Sarah Campus, Geoff Gilson  

lighting design:    Sean Curham 

original extract:    Thomas Ligotti, from “Flowers of the abyss” 
 
 

: (Paraha, 2018b, pp. 129 -137) 
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P. 2 Po-xero
tangata whenua concepts of Darkness Perpetual

iwi archives 

Exploring tangata whenua concepts of Te Pō in relation to choreographic darkness 
feels timely given the burgeoning influx of Aotearoan, Moanan, and transcultural 
theory-practices continuing their flow into and out of academic inquiry. In this chapter, 
I draw on hakapapa, kōrero, and New Zealand historiographies as analysed by a range 
of iwi and tauiwi researchers. Conventionally translated as both to place in layers and 
genealogy, hakapapa reveals the significance of pō concepts as they consistently arise 
out of differing genealogies and customary narratives. Of import to this research is the 
testimony within these hakapapa of how Māori have encountered and theorised Te Pō 
from ancient Hawaiiki to present-day Aotearoa. It is worth mentioning that hakapapa, 
while concerned with humanity, is not limited to the archiving and analysis of human 
lineages. It is expressly employed within this study to unpack notions of Darkness 
Perpetual and the Unknown as critically relevant to Aotearoan speculative 
choreography. These cosmo-genealogies offer a culturally-specific way of attending to 
conceptions of darkness that will largely remain - despite this interrogation - 
unknowable. They will remain unknowable because I am engaging with an 
epistemology of unknowing from a tangata whenua consciousness and not grounding 
this study in the centuries of recorded European and/or Asian philosophies of 
unknowing.  

Pūkenga Ngāpuhi Hone Sadler (2007) concedes that in contemporary Aotearoa, “all 
phenomena whether or not they stem from a Māori or non-Māori base can be 
explained, interpreted and given theoretical understanding” through hakapapa (p. 36). 
This argument will be met by some with contention or a degree of intellectual 
distancing. Two main reasons are identified from the outset: firstly, the apparent 
audacity of the statement, and secondly, colonialist assumptions held within the 
academy that would negate the rigor and/or relevance of indigenous epistemologies 
beyond Māori-specific concerns. Sadler’s claim is audacious because it presumes that 
there is nothing in Aotearoa that is outside the purview of hakapapa. In light of 
Aotearoa's multiculturalism and multilingualisms such audacity can be seen to assert 
historical and political priority. This assertion can be crucial to indigenous articulations 



and decolonial discourses. The main barrier to considering hakapapa as a generic tool 
of analysis, however, is well surmised by Dame Anne Salmond (2019): 

Eminent New Zealanders assure their fellows that Māori were "lucky" to be 
colonised by Europeans, that te reo Māori is worthless, that tikanga Māori have 
nothing to teach us. Others simply assume ancestral legacies from Europe are 
superior to those from the Pacific — in the law, science, social and cultural 
life. (n. p.)  

I attempt to further a theory-practice of Pō consciousness in artistic research despite 
such historical prejudices held in this country regarding mātauranga Māori. I employ 
hakapapa as a legitimate measure toward unravelling these tangata whenua concepts 
within the appropriate frameworks. Part of the challenge of my choreographic research 
is to extend interpretations and speculations on Te Pō through artistic research 
strategies and performance practices. While doing so, it is stimulating to discover a 
range of literature contributing to an emerging performance philosophy of darkness, 
and to attempt a comparative study drawing on regional and international documents 
of the past hundred or so years. Neither a historian nor a dance ethnographer, my 
synthesizing of these collated materials privileges modes and aesthetics peculiar to 
dark choreologics. 

Advanced by our Polynesian forebears who voyaged across Te Moana Nui ā Kiwa to 
Aotearoa, hakapapa has been continuously applied as a way of examining phenomena 
and incorporating and adapting to new experiences encountered on this whenua. Mika 
(2015a) examines some of the intricacies of hakapapa beyond English-language 
definitions of human pedigree or physical layering upon papa “in terms of its focus on 
fixed strata, their interstices, and the potential for thinking both of the layers 
themselves and the dark, mysterious spaces between them” (p. 104). Considering the 
numerous designations for darkness recounted from oral sources, there is much to be 
gleaned from such dark interstices along with their influence on the speculative 
choreographies developed within this project.  
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: Paraha, 2018c,  p. 50



 

maatauranga 

 
The preceding graphic scores reconstruct architectures of Te Pō, invoking 
ancestral realms (pre-terrestrial) located within mātauranga Māori. Unlike traditional 
compositions in music or dance, these scores are not intended to be danced, 
sung, or performed as a vocal or embodied transference of mediums. They hover 
in the visual page-space as residues of the coming-to-form, the not-yet-uttered. 
This too, is an expression of mātauranga Māori put through the critical lens of 
choreographic bl ckening. Though the term itself is non-traditional, mātauranga 
Māori is commonly applied to describe tangata whenua ways of being, knowing, 
learning, or educating, and has continued to evolve since its arrival in Aotearoa 
(Mika, 2017). This contested period of iwi occupation has been affirmed by 
scholars such as Sadler (2007), and through personal communications with iwi 
sources, as around a thousand years ago. It is of note that up until the 19th century 
mātauranga Māori was the dominant human knowledge tradition in the country and 
can be differentiated from kaupapa Māori theories that have developed over the 
last twenty-odd years. Since Linda Tuhiwai-Smith’s seminal text of 1999, 
Decolonising methodologies, Kaupapa Māori has been distinguished within the 
academy as a Māori-responsive approach to theoretical inquiry and research. It 
privileges the aspirations of tangata whenua while remaining entirely accessible to 
non-Māori, tauiwi researchers.  
 
Mātauranga Māori and its broad application across disciplines continues to be 
incorporated within current arts practice taking account of both “inherited Māori 
knowledge and contemporary Māori knowledge of the world, †††† including research 
methods” (Nepia, 2012, p. 127). These general and specialist knowledges also 
exist outside of academic studies and have informed practitioners of diverse 

                                                
†††† ‘I think of a myth – a male god / whose sperm is the 

        stars in the sky / (of an ever expanding universe!) / 

        and then of another – the female who gathers / one from 

        the many, the many on one, / back to the blackness of  

        a beginning… 

        (Karena-Homes, 2002, p. 72) 
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nationalities since early settler collaboration. They are no longer exclusive to 
tangata whenua or even te reo Māori speakers. Oddly, many practitioner-
academics working within Aotearoa dance and those who would identify as New 
Zealand choreographers still fail to effectively incorporate tangata whenua 
concepts, practices, and/or people into their projects. My research, while allaying 
some of the imbalances in dance discourse where Aotearoan knowledge is 
concerned, is primarily driven by a genuine fascination with the dark subject matter 
at hand. One need not be of tangata whenua descent to pursue such interests, as 
tauiwi scholars cited within this discussion clearly evidence.  

Written accounts of Te Pō reviewed within this chapter attend to a time preceding 
Te Ao Mārama. This would be a period of cosmological animation conceived as 
anterior to terrestrial life. Art theorist Robert Jahnke (2006) addresses the realm of 
Te Pō within his doctoral investigations on whakairo (carving arts) in a section 
entitled, Nga Tataitanga Po: the interface of darkness and enlightenment:  

In most cosmo-genealogical narratives, Te Pó (the realm of deity - 
darkness) and Te Kore (the realm of psychic manifestation – void of primal 
negation) are located as primary evolutionary states that precede the 
emergence of humankind in Te Aomarama (the world of human existence). 

(p. 59) 

Intriguingly, these narratives announce a series of astrophysical events of darkness 
for which there can be no human witness or authoritative corroborator. This is key 
to my stance of uncertainty - an attitude adopted throughout this project - and why 
a speculative philosophical approach to choreography seems pertinent at this time. 
I can only ruminate on how my ancestors came to analyse, name, experience, and 
give interpretation to the phenomena of Darkness Perpetual. ‡‡‡‡Te Pō philosophies 

‡‡‡‡ What was Dancer 2 doing when Dancer 1 was violently trembling? Was it 

then that Dancer 2 was crumping elsewhere on the dark field of the floor-

space? Dancer 2 jerked and held-tense energy flailed in the dark. 

              (Samuels, 2018, n. p.) 



 

are comprised of iwi sourced or tohunga-specific sequences of the deep 
darknesses emerging out of (or in some contested accounts preceding) Te Kore - 
commonly translated in English as the Void, nothingness, absolute potential.  
 
As a choreographer working with the movements of multiple bodies in the hovering 
gloom, it is stimulating to ruminate on the pervasiveness of this ‘interface of 
darkness and enlightenment’ - Te Pō and Te Ao - and its significance to all aspects 
of pre-colonial life in Aotearoa. Anthropologist Christia Bausch (1978) elucidates: 
 

In everyday life po was used to denote dark, black, obscurity, night, 
darkness, to set (sun), have a rotten smell, decayed. The esoteric meanings 

were night-realm, netherworld, place of departed spirits, spirit world, spirit- 
land, the unknown, eternity, the beginning of things, the cosmic darkness out 

of which all forms of life were afterwards evolved or procreated, the "spirit 
world" in contrast to “the world of living men” with whom “the world of 

reason” began. In numerous religious terms po indicated a special sacred 

quality of something, e.g. popoa was a sacred food in New Zealand eaten in 
ceremonies or in honor of the dead. (p. 170) 

 
Having endured European imperialism and systemic colonial violence such as the 
Tohunga Suppression Act 1907, little remains of the sacred doctrine surrounding 
these primordial darknesses other than salvaged accounts of the evocative aliases 
of Te Pō________. Similar sentiments echo within Bausch’s essay, where she 
bemoans “The po-concepts had dimensions which to my great regret cannot be 
fully reconstructed because of a lack of adequate material” (p. 174). Furthermore, 
by nature of their esoteric location within mātauranga Māori and the limited public 
access accorded to what were traditionally tohunga eruditions, Te Pō cosmo-
genealogies are best analysed through a mixture of close reading (by licensed 
translators or dedicated experts of te reo Māori) and wild speculation.  
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 1.   Io   (The Supreme Being)  

 2.   Io-nui   (Infinite)  

 3.   Io-roa   (Eternal)  

 4.   Io-matua-atua   (Omnipresent)  

 5.   Io-tumu-a-take   (Self existent)  

 6.   Io-taketake   (Root cause)  

 7.   Io-matua-kore   (Parentless)  

 8.   Io-matua   (Father of all)  

 9.   Io-matua-pūtahi   (Source of unity)  

 10.   Io-waiora   (Font of life)  

 11.   Io-mataaho   (Transparent)  

 12.   Io-mata-kakā   (Radiant Glorious)  

 13.   Io-mata-ngaro   (Hidden face)  

 14.   Io-i-te-wānanga   (Wisdom, omnipresent)  

 15.   Io-i-te-whiwhia   (Unchanging, immutable)  

 16.   Io-te-rawea   (Cannot be cherished)  

 17.   Io-rangi   (Of Heaven)  

 18.   Io-te-toi-o-ngā-rangi   (Uppermost heaven)  

 19.   Io-nuku   (Of all earth)  

 20.   Io-pae   (Omnipresent)  

 
 Nā Io ko:  (Io begat:)  

21.  Te Kore  (The Void)  

22.  Te Kore-nui  (The Great Void)  

23.  Te Kore-roa  (The Long Void)  

24.  Te Kore-para  (The Fragmented Void)  

25.  Te Kore-te-whiwhia  (The Entangled Void)  

26.  Te Kore-te-rawea  (The Closed Void)  

27.  Te Kore-oti-atu-ki-te-Pō  (The Void consigned to darkness)  

 Nā Te Kore ko:  (The Void begat:)  

28.  Te Kōwhao  (The Abyss)  

29.  Te Kōwhao-nui  (The Great Abyss)  

30. Te Kōwhao-roa  (The Elongated Abyss)  

31.  Te Kōwhao-hōhonu  (The Profound Abyss)  

32.  Te Kōwhao-tiketike  (The Lofty Abyss)  

33.  Te Kōwhao-te-whiwhia  (The Entangled Abyss)  

34.  Te Kōwhao-te-rawea  (The Closed Abyss)  

35.  Te Kōwhao-oti-atu ki-te-Pō  (The Abyss consigned to darkness)  

 Nā Te Kōwhao ko:  (The Abyss begat:)  

36.  Te Anu  (The Cold)  



 

37.  Te Anu-nui  (The Great Cold)  

38.  Te Anu-roa  (The Long Cold)  

39.  Te Anu-huka  (The Frothing Cold)  

40.  Te Anu-mātaotao  (The Extreme Cold)  

41.  Te Anu-para  (The Fragmented Cold)  

42.  Te Anu-te-whiwhia  (The Entangled Cold)  

43.  Te Anu-te-rawea  (The Closed Cold)  

44.  Te Anu-oti-atu-ki-te-Pō  (The Cold consigned to the darkness)  

 
 Nā Te Anu ko:  (The Cold begat:) 

45.  Te Pō  (The Darkness)  

46.  Te Pō-nui  (The Great Darkness)  

47.  Te Pō-roa  (The Long Darkness)  

48.  Te Pō-papakina  (The Striking Darkness)  

49.  Te Pō-ki-tua  (The Darkness Beyond)  

50.  Te Pō-ki-roto  (The Internal Darkness)  

51.  Te Pō-tawhito  (The Aged Darkness)  

52.  Te Pō-ruru  (The Inclement Darkness)  

53.  Te Pō-aio  (The Peaceful Darkness)  

54.  Te Pō-mä  (The White Darkness)  

55.  Te Pō-mangu  (The Black Darkness)  

56.  Te Pō-whakaruru  (The Sheltered Darkness)  

57.  Te Pō-kumea  (The Pulling Darkness)  

58.  Te Pō-hakarite  (The Arranged Darkness)  

59.  Te Pō-punga  (The Hindering Darkness)  

60.  Te Pō-raro  (The Darkness Below)  

61.  Te Pō-matau  (The Right-handed Darkness)  

62.  Te Pō-maui  (The Left-handed Darkness)  

63.  Te Pō-kerekere  (The Dark Darkness)  

64.  Te Pō-uriuri  (The Gloomy Darkness)  

65.  Te Pō-i-pepeke  (The Jumping Darkness)  

66.  Te Pō-i-tuturi  (The Kneeling Darkness)  

67.  Te Pō-whāwhā  (The Groping Darkness)  

68.  Te Pō-tangotango  (The Intense Darkness)  

69.  Te Pō-tahuri-atu  (The Turning Away Darkness)  

70.  Te Pō-tahuri-mai  (The Turning Toward Darkness)  

71.  Te Pō-tiwhatiwha  (The Dismal Darkness)  

72.  Te Pō-namunamu-ki-te wheiao  (The Diminutive Darkness-to-the confusion)  

          
        (Sadler, 2007, pp. 37 – 38) 
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The preceding translingual hakapapa was given by tohunga Maori Marsden to 
Sadler and offers one of the more comprehensive renderings of Te Pō cosmology 
available to interested researchers of this century. In this tātai, I observe how Te Pō 
does not philosophically pre-exist in isolation, but morphs into becoming through 
unfathomable eons of Kore | Void, Kōwhao | Abyss, Anu | Cold (and ultimately 
heralds the world of light). One is confounded by the attributes accorded to these 
darknesses along with their inspired interpretations in English. This chart aligns 
with post-positivist organisations of knowledge extending a cryptic logic. The 
obscure classification system and huna whakaaro expressed is both enigmatic and 
exact. I posit the designations for certain attributes of Te Pō as peculiar to this 
northern hakapapa (Ngāpuhi), while also noting some commonalities across 
various other tribal accounts such as the introductory phases: Te Pō (The 
Darkness), Te Pō-nui (The Great Darkness), and Te Pō-roa (The Long Darkness). 

Hakapapa charts such as the foregrounded are, despite appearances, nonbinary, 
and compel a reading that does not guarantee instant comprehension or familiarity 
irrespective of which language/s one is fluent in. A textual analysis alone will not 
suffice in penetrating the profundity of these darknesses and while there is no 
exclusive authority on the complex origins of each Pō state, the primary sources 
remain protected within iwi archives. Iwi has a common meaning as tribe, yet also 

translates as bones, evoking spaces of innate preservation within one of the oldest 
structural systems of the body. But outside of the storing of knowledge within 
collective skeletal or cellular body memories, choreography permits the residing 
intelligences held within one’s ‘bones’ an eerie afterlife. The somatic archives of the 
dancer can only perform in and as real-time negation - the unknowing that is part 
of these cultural archives’ treasures.§§§§  Embodied knowledge differs from both 
literate and oral archives, and the strategies enacted through choreography while 
seemingly temporal, can transmit a future ‘reading’ through the dark movements of 
its performers.  

§§§§ Dancer 2 by now inverted, slowly entirely on the neck, head, and

shoulders while the torso and legs and arms floated in the dark air. The feeling

was of pod persons, of floating as in dark liquid air. (Samuels, 2018, n. p.)



Like audiences gathered in darkness, the reader is invited to sit with these 
hakapapa and deepen into strata of kupu Māori and English translations, allowing 
for states of ambiguity. This uncertainty may appear counterintuitive to conventions 
of academic scholarship and the relentless imperative for individuals to grasp, 
define, and concretise what constitutes knowledge (Mika, 2017). Uncertainty, as 
mentioned previously, is a state that the threshold of darkness enables, even 
insists upon, and a method of practice within this research that I would also invite 
to its readership. 

Through a close reading of Te Pō hakapapa recounted within Percy Smith’s early 
twentieth-century text Lore of the Whare Wananga, Jahnke (2006) remarks: 

The sequence of Po and Kore are realigned under the cosmological 
construction of Io as the Supreme Being. Thus, Te Pō is re-configured as 
the dilemma faced by the offspring of Ranginui (the sky father) and 
Papatuanuku (the earth mother). Should their parents be killed, separated 
and by whom? Hence, the various pō are quantified with adjectives that 
describe the intensity of the dilemma faced by the children of the primal 
parents. (p. 59) 

Jahnke goes on to unravel the ambiguous adjectives accorded to Te Pō. He notes 
the unusual inclusion of terms not commonly associated with this realm that attune 
to the exertions and struggles of the entrapped ātua within a dark, primeval 
embrace. Throughout his thesis he employs a tātaitanga reo analysis, which is a 
culturally distinctive linguistic method:  

This linguistic method concurs with Kaupapa Maori as research strategy 

where language is perceived as a site of struggle, not only for the Maori 
language, but also for Maori as a people. Ideologically, tataitanga reo is 
employed to cover form, content, style, language and cultural relativity 
within a framework of Maori consciousness. (p. 8) 

In analysing these cosmo-genealogical narratives of Te Pō Jahnke suggests, “The 
darkness, the debate, the quarrel are not black and white but fluctuate in intensity 
as the dispute between the children wavers between death, separation and revolt” 
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(p. 60). Alternatively, these darknesses of Te Pō are considered more likely to 
construe a primal search for, and origins of, consciousness.  

Ka noho te whanau nei, koia tera ta ratou noho i kii ake nei. Ko te ingoa o 
nga Pó i noho ai ratou koia enei:- 
1. Te Pó-kauru 2. Te Pó-uriuri 3. Te Pó-kakarauri
4. Te Pó-aoao-nui  5. Te Pó-kerekere  6. Te Pó-tamaku
7. Te Pó- tiwhatiwha

 (Smith, 1913, p. 20, as cited in Jahnke, 2006, p. 59) 

The frames of dark choreography that I am creating and examining in this research 

are akin to the frames of the articles affixed to Te Pō and the mysterious, 

nonhuman genealogies that these evoke. The choreographic frames that elicit and 

make space for Pō consciousness are a crucial part of the choreographic work 

under consideration – and being made – for this thesis. In performance, two 

estranged dancers hover in synchronicity, perched on the bare edges of scapula, 

cervical vertebrae and skull base. Feet, legs, arms, torsos, and pelvises ascend, 

oscillating between pō-states until gravitational forces or exhaustion compel their 

release.  

Anthropologist and historian Te Rangi Hiroa (1950) questions some of the accounts 
of Te Pō within both Smith and Elsdon Best’s versions. He limns significant terms 
within Best’s account however, evincing “the period when the progeny of Papa 
were groping in the dark for some way out of their confinement.”  

Te Po-whawha—the night of feeling [with the hands]  

Te Po-namunamu-ki-taiao—the night of the narrow passage to the outer 
world  
Te Po-tahuri-atu—the night of turning away  

Te Po-tahuri-mai-ki-taiao—the night of turning towards the outer world 

The above terms are not divisions of the Po, but they describe what was 
happening. Thoughts of the outer world of light (taiao) had begun to stir in 

the minds of those confined in utter darkness. (p. 437)

Mn an opening sequence of blackOut glsviskvetl}, a dancer cocooned in 
synthetic blue seeks through breath, handfeeler, and re-turning movements an 



expansion into worlds beyond its enfleshed confinement. Assuming a decidedly 
Sci-fi aesthetic and spatiality, this sequence of breathing, turning, feeling into 
nothingness reimagines ‘groping in the dark’ as a recurring pō-state of transition. 

pō concepts 

Philosophies of Te Pō underpin this project in its choreographic compulsion to 
unearth both layers of movement and language. Te reo Māori is the written 
language of these cosmo-genealogies, but what about the body’s hidden 
language/s? Amongst the strata of darkness, I explore embodied interstices of bl 
ckness that might activate "the deep rift in thinking that occurs when one realizes 
the extent and mystery of other worlds in which one is not located" (Mika, 2014, p. 
57). Drawing on Heidegger's Fourfold of Earth, Sky, Divinities, and Mortals, Mika 
extends his whakaaro toward the nonhuman (or divinities such as ātua) and 
realms of entities that are not directly accessible to humans. This would also 
include the hidden elements of those realities that can be perceived. Unlike 
Meillassoux who, in his critique of correlationism, would call attention to noumena 
or the primary characteristics of things in themselves, Mika posits the unknowable, 
concealed nature of the universe as equally enmeshed with indigenous notions of 
self-hood. Te Pō, in this sense, can be conceived as a cosmic force that also, 
through relations of hakapapa and whanaungatanga, can directly affect human 
consciousness.  

And what was time anyway? Black intensities 
of black on black on black feeding on itself? 
Immense? Immeasureless? 

 (Tuwhare, 1993, p. 158) 

The above excerpt from Hone Tuwhare’s seminal poem “We who live in darkness,” 
offers one example of how artistic composition in Aotearoa has found an explicit 
entanglement with primeval notions of Te Pō. Tūwhare’s poem references a 
tangata whenua narrative as examined by Smith, Jahnke, and others, where the 
offspring of Ranginui and Papatuānuku are trapped within a perpetual embrace. 
Considering contemporary human events, such narratives are most notably 
enacted within the customary practice of pōhiri that has been retained across 
centuries of volatile and amicable interactions between hapū, iwi, and tauiwi. The 
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term pōhiri, in translation, denotes a gathering in and through darkness. This 
communal activity ushers people through ceremonial states of encounter and is 
commonly understood as a socially improvised or formal welcome ceremony 
involving two parties. A symbolic journeying across tā-vā enacts a tangata whenua 
creation concept whereby Darkness Perpetual or the Unknown must be traversed 
before entering the knowing world of humanity. Analogously, the gestational period 
from the spark of human conception to birth is perceived as a passage through 
stages of embryonic dark space in symbiosis with the gestational darknesses of Te 
Pō.  

In performance work that draws on the customary practices and origins of pōhiri, 
an audience is invited into an endarkened studio reconstructed as an indeterminate 
choreosphere. With little more than spills of light from the foyer to assist their 
micro-rituals of arrival, the audience enter in drabs. An illumined, embryonic thread 
hung near the entrance-way descends from the vastness and there is a 
demonstrated invitation by the lighting designer to grasp and pull. When actioned, 
hyper-bright light saturates the space, then slowly recedes to bl ck. The attendees 
observe with a degree of caution, some braving interaction with the inviting-
ominous thread at random intervals. They each eventually walk the dark traverse of 
the choreosphere to find a settling place in the round. The journey is short but 
disconcerting for some who either find themselves exposed within a light-flooded 
theatre, or, swamped in a bl ckening enclave. 

Nuances of interpretation feature within the records that I have surveyed regarding 

Te Pō, which conjures images of an inexplicable, infinite expanse. Te Pō is 

described by historian David Simmons (1986) as the “Second State or mode of 

becoming” and a “state of duality” between the parent-less Ranginui and 

Papatuānuku. Shadowing Best, Simmons reiterates these pō states as “the nights 

of pregnancy.”  

Te Ponui (the great night) 
Te Poroa (the long night) 
Te Pouriuri  (the black night) 
Te Pokarekare  (the dark night) 



Then the following nights of labour 

Te Po te kitea  (the unseen night) 
Te Po tangotango  (the very dark night) 
Te Po whawha (the night of feeling) 
Te Po namunamu ki taiao (the night leading to the world) 
Te Po tahuri atu (the night of turning)***** 
Te Po tahuri mai ki taiao (the night of turning to this world) 

(p. 10) 

Hiroa (1950), similarly describes Te Pō as “The second phase” but his whakaaro 
attends to more psychic connotations of obfuscation and ignorance.  

Qualifying terms were added to express various attributes of Te Po. The 

extent (nui) in space was expressed by Te Po-nui and its length (roa) in time 
by Te Po-roa. The negative use of te appears in the name Te Po-te-kitea 
(The Night-in-which-nothing-could-be-seen), which applied to both visual 
and mental darkness. The intensity of the darkness was expressed by such 
classical terms as Te Po-uriuri, Te Po-kerekere, and Te Po-tango-tango, 
each with fine shades of meaning for which there are no satisfactory 
equivalents in English. The length of Te Po was also stressed by a 
numerical sequence of ten Po from Te Po-tuatahi (Po-the-first) to Te Po-
tuangahuru (Po-the-tenth). (p. 434) 

The numerical sequence totaling in ten Pō in this account, differs between iwi and 
whichever genus is being emphasised. Referring to Marsden’s hakapapa charts 
reiterated by Sadler (2007), the propensity for Te Pō to appear in diverse 
manifestations of nonhuman phenomena becomes apparent. 

***** The dancing shifted into higher energy and concern. They began to move 

into the frenetic. they rolled at speed on the hard floor and panted, panting with 

performed effort, and illuminated the tight crescendo of each roll sequence with a 

flung arm and a cigarette lighter flicked on. So a flame became a new light, 

unique to the roll effort. Roll, hard roll, fast, fling out arm, flick lighter. This kept 

happening. (Samuels, 2018, n. p.) 
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 1. 

 Nā Io ko Te Kore  (From Io To The Void) 

 Nā Te Kore ko Te Kōwhao  (From The Void To The Abyss) 

 Nā Te Köwhao ko Te Anu  (From The Abyss To The Cold) 

 Nā Te Anu ko Te Pō  (From The Cold To The Darkness) 

 Nā Te Pō ko Te Mauri  (From The Darkness To The Life Force) 

 2. 

 Nā Te Mauri ko Te Pū  (From the Life Force to the Source, (origin) 

 Nā Te Pū ko Te Weu  (From the Source to the Strand [of hair]) 

 Nā Te Weu ko Te More  (From the strand of hair to the Tap root) 

 Nā Te More ko Te Aka  (From the Tap root to the Vine) 

 Nā Te Aka ko Te Rea ( From the Vine To the Springing forth, to grow, to multiply) 

 (p. 39) 

In this cosmo-genealogy, Darkness begets The Life Force, which denotes the 
beginnings of exponential growth toward the not-yet-human world. In a dark 
movement that is responsive to Te Pō enumeration/exponentiality, when a dancer 
moves the joints of their fingers, elbows, and shoulder blades in an imperceptible 
movement choreographed to be unseen in darkness, they ‘count’ on each joint an 
arising-descending Te Pō configuration that is both demonstrated and kept tapu in 
the context of the dance. This hiddenness attends to the unseen as a force that is 
active, searching, productive, with potentiality for further growth through the 
somatic receptivity of its attending bodies. 

Te Pō can be dimensionally conceptualised in this way, as a portal of dark 
vitality††††† that need not be simply reduced in its contemporary representation to 
negative impressions of sorrow or psychological confusion. Its implications for 

††††† Dancer 3 now visible as human. Dancer 3 also with a mostly bare body 

announcing and performing the availability of the darkness: that it's entirely 

naked and entirely inhabitable in the sequences of its action, I mean darkness 

action that co-happens in relation to the actions of the moving elements of 

blackOut: the moving air, moving soundwaves, moving black curtains, moving 

dancer bodies. (Samuels, 2018, n. p.) 



choreographic speculation are considerably more complex when drawing on 
tātaitanga reo interpretations across texts. Jahnke (2006) concludes: 

Te Po as a concept is alternatively applied to an epochal period of evolution 
preceding the primeval parents, Ranginui and Papatuanuku, a period when 
Ranginui and Papatuanuku mated and produced deity, a period of debate 
between the offspring of the primal pair, the underworld and night. With the 
exception of po as night what is common to all these dimensions of po is 
their location in a realm beyond the material world. They are synonymous 
with the realm in which deity evolve and exist in contradistinction to the 
realm in which humankind is manifest in material form. (p. 60) 

The multiple and confounding ways in which Te Pō can be conceived corresponds 
with the dark aesthetics and movements that choreography expounds. Dwelling 
upon the dimension of pō as ‘night,’ I am reminded that this darkness can be 
perceived within the material world and is a ubiquitous phenomenon. Nocturnal 
darkness (pō) as experienced on earth can be differentiated from, even while it 
remains intrinsic to, those supernatural realms designated as Te Pō and existing 
beyond human access.  

There is cause here to reiterate: this study suggests the supernatural and the realm 
of deity is not removed from supposed ‘real life,’ but becomes a weird realism, that 
is, an intensification of the nonhuman into amplified realms of correlative attention. 
This intensification of corresponding realms - from pō to Te Pō is explained by 
Hiroa (1950) through a semantic analysis: 

It appears certain that the genealogical method was followed in creating a 

list of proper names by converting common names, such as kore (nothing) 
and po (night, darkness), into proper names by prefixing the definite 

article te (the) and so creating Te Kore (The Void) and Te Po (The 
Unknown). (p. 434) 

Te Pō, intensified in both meaning and semantic form, is characterised by Hiroa, 

Bausch, and others as The Unknown. It orients this research and its 

choreographic thinking toward a dark unknowing experienced both during the 

night (te pō), and in contemplation of atua dimensions (Te Pō). This delineation 

expressed through the definite article “te” is significant to my thesis engagement 
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because it emphasises both nocturnal performance practices and my speculations 
on Darkness Perpetual or the Unknown. In comparison with concept horrØr, we 
can see how notions of the Thing, or of the extremities of non)human borders can 
be distinguished from the mysterious, hakapapa based ancestrality of Te Pō-

namunamu-ki-te-wheiao (for example).  

In saying this, a shared sense of foreboding can be discerned regarding the 
ominous sphere of Te Pō known as reinga or Rarohenga. Te Pō, in this context, is 
comparable with Hades or what Bausch has referred to as ’netherworld’, or 
Jahnke as ‘underworld.’ It deals with the tapu realm of death,‡‡‡‡‡which as 
Salmond (1978) reminds us, “in the Maori cosmos is an ultimate defeat, expressed 
in images of crashing trees and shattered canoes” (p. 7). While intrigued and 
quietly terrified by the narratives of pō reinga and its associated kōrero around 
calamity and death, the concepts that I address within this study lean more 
towards an experience of bewilderment connected with Darkness Perpetual, the 
Unknown, and ngā atua o te pō. Conversely, Koroneho dedicates extensive 
periods of research to his ongoing performance project Tua o Te Arai, which 

‡‡‡‡‡ t^sks 

rolling trolling unfolding moulding turning burning corpsing posing exposing 

enclosing opening unravelling travelling twisting unwrapping revolving dissolving 

disintegrating tumbling circling hurling melting displaying decaying shedding 

spreading embedding beheading departing reeling peeling feeling unspooling 

distending surrendering putrefying dying 

organise meat across surface with integrity of parts / dead eyes live insides 

increase speed to full accelerate 

[image: strangulation by tsunami with full submergence, the night of restless 

turning 

stay alert to other meatbodies &obslacles whilst drowning / develop techniques 

for fast rolls with protective strategies (for bones) maybe synth pads etc / initiate 

from skin-grid in increments / avoid gross movements en masse / find the 

deadliness / explore yearning for something or somewhere ewe have never 

known / treat bruises with arnica  



gestures toward those pō states that serve as a threshold between life, death, 
and afterlife: 

For pre-European Māori the boundary between the living and the body of 
the deceased were more complex than in the contemporary Western model 
of funeral rites. The body of the dead went through a process, overseen by 
Tohunga, that involved not just decomposition, but also recomposition. In 
his Tua o Te Arai performance research, Koroneho returns to the  

remembered space of the atamira, where the body of the deceased was 
part of a ritual recomposition through practices of hahunga (exhuming and 
cleansing bones). Koroneho’s research seeks to re-affirm, not so much 
these now disappeared practices of exhuming bodies and recomposing 
their remains, but the sense of a common shared space that they activated. 
He summons the distant dead through vocalisations, the use of artefacts 
(performance objects), design, a dense soundscape and movement.  

          (Koroneho & Brown, 2018, p. 94) 

The performance rituals of recomposition are aspects of Te Pō theorisation that 
hold interest for this research. It connects with one of the key provocations 
outlined in the introduction to this thesis that asks, ‘how might performance be 
de)composed with speculative imagination toward cosmic darkness, dark space, bl 
ckness, & bl ckspace’? It is interesting to note that rather than attempting to re-
present customary death practices associated with pō reinga, Koroneho’s live art 
speculates upon and probes the implications of such practices, many of which are 
extinct. Contemporary aesthetics and performance processes are applied with 
attention to pō realms that the artist has only experienced in fragments. My project 
takes a similar course of action in how it absorbs and interprets hakapapa and 
customary narratives of Te Pō. What cannot be comprehended through human, 
lived experience, is artistically probed and reconstructed in the dark unknowing.  

The activation of ‘common shared space’ perceived in Koroneho’s Tua o Te Arai 
project is similarly brought to attention in speculative choreographies of darkness, 
which in turn, encourages notions of whanaungatanga. If we view te pō as a 
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common space shared at night, or choreographic darkness as a collective interim 
for performance, then whanaungatanga becomes implicit. This ubiquitous tangata 
whenua concept of interrelatedness-with-all-things denotes a cosmo-genealogy 
that extends across eons of tā-vā. The Moana concept of timespace summons the 
broader conceptual territory of whanaungatanga, questioning where one body 
begins and darkness ends. It exposes the precariousness of relationships across 
species and how each might interact with the other in a given context. So, 
whanaungatanga as an expression of extended human whānau and interpersonal 
kinship is not all that is at stake here. Whanaungatanga suggests that Te Pō is not 
only ancestral in Meillassoux’s sense, by way of its location within a time anterior 
to human consciousness – thus, confounding speculative thought - but is also 
nonhuman ancestor (one of many predecessors). Hence, the omnipresence of Te 
Pō in tangata whenua speculative thought, and within the acuities of this project, 
cannot be underestimated. 

Darkness is always present! Darkness is constant! Darkness is where we all 
came from and we should never forget that! (Reihana-Wilson, 2018, p. 13) 

If one assumes descent from Te Pō or would claim that darkness is where we all 

came from in a hakapapa sense, then it can be reasoned that I correspondingly 

constitute, or at least might comport toward, the living embodiment of this same 
dark matter today. In Bausch’s description of this esoteric realm, she includes ‘the

cosmic darkness out of which all forms of life were afterwards evolved or 
procreated’, which can be assumed to have psychic, physical, cultural, and artistic 

ramifications for this research. My art project attempts to further such a notion, 
albeit through vast stretches of the imagination and with a view toward horrØrChor. 
Rather than professing the quantifiable proof of a Pō-tangata ontology and 
explicitly claiming direct lineage from Darkness Perpetual, I ruminate upon Te 
Pō§§§§§ as a relevant provocation for developing speculative performance in 
Aotearoa.  

§§§§§ Dancer 2 whirled the pūrerehua slowly and then higher and tighter over

and around their head and the pūrerehua whoosh-roared over and over. Now



I have not attended to the darknesses of Te Pō through a linguistic interpretation of 

ngā kupu, which has already been addressed by generations of theorists such as 

those cited herein. I work through the choreographic, poetic, and performative 

strategies developed during my training in the xpanded field and through this 

singular study. This volatile exchange of artistic, embodied, and conceptual 

materials suggests that the parameters of the project and its theories and ideas 

around Te Pō, are invariably limited, unconventional, and idiosyncratic. 

I reflect on the disquiet that a placing of pō concepts in contrast with speculative 
materialism (Harman, 2008), horror philosophy (Thacker, 2015a, 2015b), dark 
vitalism (Woodard, 2009), alien phenomenology (Trigg, 2014), or Middle Eastern 
horror-theory (Negarestani, 2008) might induce within this project and the broader 
research community. Yet, such contrary nuances of thinking toward darkness are 
the very provocations that energise this study. I nod to these other contexts of 
considering darkness so that their conceptual traces might remain live to the 
project’s unfolding. Considering their depth of intrigue, pō concepts and 

choreographic practices of darkness are interchanged as the scope of this 
research necessitates, but it does not advocate for one in contention with another 
nor seek to excavate for common ground.  

Speculating on pō concepts, I can become bewildered by Te Pō-mā and puzzle
over its becoming-movement. A Body Weather approach to such image-work 

charges the body through a series of experiments in the dark, felt incrementally at 

the cellular, skeletal, or muscular level. Having previously proposed the liquidity of 

dark movement as nonhuman in its agency, I hold the space and let the ambivalent 

and contradictory expanse of The White Darkness shift beyond cultural concept into 

bodily abyss. The work within the performance laboratory is not a theoretical labour; 

it is intuitive, live to its environment, and intensely imaginative. These 

choreographic research practices are not limited to, or for the sole purposes of, 

studio-based research and they creep into performance at unscheduled times. I 

present the work and its underpinning pō philosophies in the expectation that 

the electronic sound clashed with the rhythmic sound of the pūrerehua. The 

whole room was breathing that darkness. (Samuels, 2018, n. p.) 
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interested practitioners might engage their intelligences, strategies, and politics, 

concerning the materials forwarded. 

xero dark waananga 

In the naming of blackOut, I draw on former times living in Te Tai Tokerau and 

attending nocturnal wānanga dedicated to the perpetuation of te reo, ngā tikanga, 

me ngā mōteatea o Ngāpuhi-nui-tonu. These contemporary wānanga echo the 

‘blackout wānanga’ conducted in Te Tai Tokerau in the early 20th century and 

verbally recounted to me by kaiako of the region. Some of these gatherings were 

the last recorded instances of whare wānanga in Northland, and were attended by 

tohunga Ngāpuhi. The term wānanga can be translated as knowledge and is often 

used interchangeably with mātauranga, though historically wānanga of the 

‘blackout’ variety were highly restricted and associated with ātua and the 

supernatural. Within these blackout wānanga selected participants immersed in an 

esoteric, hakapapa based education under the guise of te pō, which as discussed 

earlier, is the familiar phenomenon of night. Accordingly, these events are 

conducted under conditions of tapu that preclude the actual activities and 

philosophies imparted from becoming common knowledge. 

The nocturnal periods referred to within this study as xero dark or the neologism pō-

xero can be loosely categorised as the unspecified hours after midnight and 

preceding dawn. These pō states have traditionally been activated within Māori 

customary practice for all manner of occasion. Activities that are of spiritual 

importance or attract high degrees of tapu - such as those engaged within the 

blackout wānanga of Ngāpuhi-nui-tonu - are typically set aside for these times. This 

happens less often in contemporary urban society due to colonisation, as well as an 

increasing inaccessibility of public spaces that allow for overnight gatherings. The 

tangata whenua predilection toward pō - aō delineation that directly influence 

blackout wānanga and speculative choreographies of darkness is examined by 

Bausch (1978): 

Po and ao … gave all natural and supernatural phenomena a temporal and 

spatial dual order and guidelines for human behavior. They served as 
conceptual basis for mortuary customs, trance, sexuality, and counting time. 

The night was the sacred half of the day in which the world returned to 



primeval conditions and the occasion for rites, sacrifices, prayers, miracles 

and visits from gods, deceased kin and rulers. (p. 185)  

She further distinguishes between divisions of people within iwi society, who 
through hakapapa, were deemed to dwell in close relation to ngā ātua o te pō. This 

would include ‘high born’ such as ariki and rangatira: 

The divine rulers of Polynesia were believed to originate from po, and 
complicated etiquette surrounded them. They were born in a dark hut, and 

birth-rituals were a re-enactment of the cosmogony and theogony and an 
initiation into the world of light. Puberty rites, travels and audiences were 

also scheduled during night only. (p. 185) 

Carrying the resonances of these genealogies into the contemporary wānanga, we 

collectively learn and perform traditional waiata during pō states of utter darkness - 

usually focused on one per night-cycle. The blackout is easily achieved within these 

marae-based wānanga due to their rural locations and the absence of external 

(street and house) lighting. To contextualise the obscure compositions we study 

their associated kōrero, pepehā, hakataukī, tūpuna. The durational process 

continues throughout the night until the blackout ceases at dawn. Aside from an 

exposure to intensive acquisitions of mātauranga Ngāpuhi, wānanga in the dark 

with a community of kaiwaiata is one of the singular aspects of these gatherings. 

Communing, invoking, listening, and chanting throughout the night is commonplace 

at hui, but co-learning in darkness from dusk till dawn imparts a rare way of being 

with such knowledges.    

the enduring night  

the aching night 

the night of annihilation 
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the caesarean night 

the night without entry 

the deadly night  

the yearning night 

the night of death-sexing 

the intensely held night                     

the night of utterance 

the night where nothing is  

the blackening night  

the night of intimate terror 

the drowning nigh 
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The research documented within this artistic research project outlines the unique, 

nocturnal learning environments which are not promoted within conventional New 
Zealand pedagogies of creative practice, nor enabled within the academy (aside 

from the possibility of an institutionally sanctioned all-nighter on the marae). It is 
anticipated that this project might contribute toward recognition of the value of the 

reconstruction of xero dark waananga within choreographic and live art contexts, 
utilising spaces that allow for unspecified, overnight performances. Within 

contemporary practices of bl ckout waananga, te pō allows an opening toward 
alternate dimensions. The threshold states that nocturnal choreographies enable 

likewise, increase or shift, our ordinary perceptions toward “another kind of vision” 
(Lepecki, 2016b, p. 54).  

Spångberg’s Natten and its excursion into darkness is an exemplar of such an 

experience according to audience reviews and critical responses of various seasons 

of this work. The choreography is hailed as one which “left whoever survived its 

entirety feeling awe and deep time-confusion” (Tumilowicz-Mazur, 2018, n. p.) due 
to its prolonged duration across phases of night. In reflection of her experience of 
both the nocturnal performance and its audience format, theatre critic Agata 
Tumilowicz-Mazur (2018) recounts: 

Natten complicated the notions of time, performance, and the actor-
 spectator relationship. Above all, it challenged the limits of theatrical 

encounter and brought attention to the subject of community. 

This is where it strikes me the most: we are just here to share a night 
together, a community of strangers, lost in darkness. (n. p.) 

The difference then, between audience, performer, and community becomes 
increasingly blurry, a singularity that is enhanced by speculative choreographies 
formatted in the round. It is characteristic of such works to engage a spatial design 
where attendees are part of, not separate from, the worlding of the performance. 
This arrangement of audience bodies, either in the round or within an unspecified 
spatial design, was evident in KARE;, blackOut, and both iterations of 5th Body, 
echoing marae-style waananga within the endarkened wharenui. With the 
development of Pō consciousness as an artistic practice, and pō-xero as a dark 
aesthetic, a culturally accented speculative choreography arises. 
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The theatrical blackout and its contemporary resurgence within choreography can 
be seen to be merged with tangata whenua customs of bl ckout waananga where 
bodies co-perform in a collective darkness. 

During performances on the marae, a cosmic vibration toward ngā atua, ngā tūpuna 

can be attained. The trance-like state assails (also induced by fatigue) as sounds 

recede and echo, slinking in and out of memory like dark fish. The nonhuman 

materialises through an alternate relationality. Bodies hover elsewhere, alien yet 

intimate. A friend turns faceless. Bl ckout wānanga expose the artist to potent 

spaces for atua intelligences and dark attention. Aesthetically, I crave the 

darknesses and inscribe a speculative choreography where Te Pō becomes portal 

to a shifting consciousness within, without. 

Pō consciousness, particularly applied during the phases of xero dark, can be 

cosmically affective on a practitioners’ artistic acuity in the same way that the sun - 

in mindful doses - is proven to be healthful and invigorating. As a kind of vibrant 

insomnia, Pō consciousness leads this research into conceptual-creative spaces 

that extend outside of the bounds of an academic thesis, sometimes taking form as 

poetry, graphic score, or indistinct traces within the body. These pō methodologies 

can be influential toward material, choreographic practices that both enhance and 

trouble traditional scholarly inquiry.  

1/11/15 
 AllBLACK



P. 3 minor light
dark aesthetics & choreographic gloom

Black space, dark space, darkness, and blackness 
must all be approached in their full positivity. 

(Lepecki, 2017, p. 165) 

Black-light 

Pō consciousness meets an emerging recognition of choreographic darkness 
within the international field, a recognition particularly acute, for this thesis, in the 
dance theories of Lepecki (2016a, 2017). Choreographic darkness also shares 
mutual concerns with theorists engaging engineered darknesses within the theatre 
and contemporary performance such as Martin Welton (2017a, 2017b) and Liam 
Jarvis (2017). Lepecki’s ‘choreo-political’ analyses and conceptions of darkness in 
experimental dance are informed by a keynote lecture delivered at the 
Undisciplining Dance Symposium in Auckland (Lepecki, 2016b), and several 
writings addressing the subject. These analyses are particularly salient considering 
how few theorists of dance or choreography have explored the burgeoning realm 
of darkness. His research indicates that recent experimentation in choreography 
implicates darkness as a minoritarian force arising out of neoliberal colonialism, its 
perpetuation of white enlightenment and hyper-vigilant codes of illumination. 
International dances in the dark relinquish an analogous obsession with the 
illumined and identifiable, invoking curiosity towards the unseen, unknown, and 
alien.  

As this project investigates and produces speculative choreographies, it imagines 
voidal bodies entangled within corrupt and obscure expanses. An engagement 
with black-light or minor light as proposed by Lepecki (2016a) "reenchants 
experience through darkness" (p. 79), not as novel seduction but as anonymity, 
mystery, potentiality. In its media-specific ways of being with darkness, this 
research finds that choreography enables live encounters that can expand 
speculative imagination toward uncanny experience and dance’s re-enchantment. 
Through experimenting within xero dark, penumbra, or bl ck space, choreography 
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persists as a unique medium for harnessing what Lepecki (2016a) describes as a 
"depersonalized, collective blackness" (78). As I have already articulated, this 
blackness has been positioned within this thesis as a space for considering the 
unhuman and for anonymous encounters with an *ther. Choreographic darkness 
also proposes a surrendering of the reinforced dogma of self-subjectivity 
associated with performing, creating, and attending dance.  

Choreography&darkness entangle as a force of critical resistance for Lepecki 
(2016a), who limns events of experimental dance produced in various modes of 
dark space. Choreographic art and its contingent materials reveal a singularity, 
something to be experienced in the dark. In a chapter forecasting the implications 

of darkness in dance performance, he vividly recounts Marcelo Evelin’s group 
choreography De repente fica tudo preto de gente (Suddenly everywhere is black 
with people): 

Everywhere they go, the black floor becomes blacker, as the black 
paint, which is like black blood or black rain or black sweat, oozes 
from the dancers’ bodies. Black on black in the penumbra. (p. 74) 

The black box theatre is swamped with pitch blackness, a conglomerate of oil 
blackened bodies made barely perceptible. Darkness compresses the performance 
space, evoking for the writer the hold of the slave ship and his ensuing deluge of bl 
ck-thought: 

births, deaths, sex, defecation, vomit, touch, love, blood, whispers, 

cries, poetry, song, nausea, fevers, semen, babel of languages, 
hands on throats, feet on arms, sexes on sexes, backs on heads, the 
living and the dead, rats, fleas, and seasalted lips [….] in another 
kind of night, another kind of darkness, and all these fleshes piling 
up in the hold. (p. 75) 

Darkness& dance deports a visceral and ethical thinking toward black fleshes of 
past, present and potential futures, for indeed the black-light that Lepecki 
proposes, following Deleuze, is one of potentiality and freedom. This counter-
movement toward a ‘freedom beyond the possible’ accessed through and with 



darkness troubles the ongoing project of Western colonialism. Calling into 
question the function of choreography in contemporary Aotearoa, I ask what 
darkness can do situated within artistic praxes of embraining-inscribing-voicing-
dreaming-embodying. What is to befall our meticulously crafted dances now 
cast into a plethora of barely seen movements?  

Dances in the dark affirm alternative modalities for living and experiencing 

collective moments that make the world alien to itself, for acknowledging 
those zones of black life that persist within the racist and colonialist present, 

and to find ways to reenchant experience through darkness. (Lepecki, 
2016a, p. 79) 
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In addition to the mediums and presentation formats of dance and choreography, 
the question of dark space has implications for other spheres of contemporary 
performance presented within the theatre, as Welton (2017a) elucidates: 
 
 The ubiquity of light in contemporary social life outside the theatre affords 

 this darkness a particular significance [….] The relentlessness of social and 
 political drives towards ever-increasing conditions of clarity or transparency 
 gives one pause to revalue darkness. (p. 245) 



How might we value darkness for darkness sake within the contemporary 
performance environment, studio, or theatre, where much of dance’s performances 
occur, and certainly the ones advanced in this study? And what happens to an 
audience’s perception of and within these dark performances? Welton discusses 
how a state of ‘befuddlement’ enabled by darknesses serves to positively position 
the spectator. Rather than merely invisibilising aspects of performance production 
or concealing performers, the endarkened theatre prepares its attending witnesses 
for “seeing - and also feeling – differently.” Welton thus queries, “might there be 
something productive in the facelessness that darkness provides, and for which 
gloom provides a threshold state” (p. 247)? In Welton’s kin)aesthetic experience of 
endarkened performances and in his theorisations on the visual culture that it 
attends to, gloom, gloaming, penumbra, blackout, shadow, shade, dimming, each 
become darkness’s many agents. Aptly described as threshold states, 
choreographic darknesses enable performers, audiences, and theatres to (however 
momentarily) lose face. 

reviewing the gloom 

The affective-sensuous recollections of audience, witness, and art critic provide 

germane insights into these bl ckening chasms of live art and choreography within 

international contexts. Adrian Searle (2012) reviews Tino Seghal's This Variation, 

performed at the dOCUMENTA (13) art festival in Kassel, Germany. The title of his 

review "A piece of performance art set in darkness made me see the light," has 

been critiqued by Lepecki with regard to its focus on perceptual epiphany, yet 

Searle gives a lucid testimony of occlusions and exigencies arising during the 

event. Opening with "Utter dark," (n. p.) he recalls a disquieting and cautious 

beginning where audience members and performers are entirely effaced: "the 

blackness had swallowed us whole [....] each of us surrounded, shadows within 
shadows" (n. p.). Throughout the work sensory perception, bodily orientation, and 
aural recognition becomes acutely disrupted within a bizarre blackout, replete with 
random bystanders and unintended encounters. There is a palpable sense of 
exhilaration as the witness deepens into "a darkness without dimension" (n. p.) 
heightened by sonic apparitions, utterances, music, and choreographed bodies 
glimpsed through stratums of dark space.  
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Alternatively, Welton (2017b) comments on his experience of the same work taking 
note of how his presence within This Variation felt as instrumental to the piece as 
the performance itself. This serves as a reminder of the role that darkness might 
play irrespective of the intentions or constructions of its artistic engineers:  

In the darkness my own sensing and movement became as significant a 
part of the overall aesthetic of the work as the singing and movement of the 
performers [….] Although the light permitted some basic dimensions of the 
room and the bodies occupying it to become visible, they were rarely so for 

long, and were so as little more than shadows and silhouettes. Their 
movement in and out of darkness and light, and my own sensory 
awareness of it, was at least  as significant as the revelation or occlusion of 
forms. (pp. 511 - 512) 

Returning to Searle’s commentary, one suspects that the light that darkness 
causes him to see, that makes him want to "grab strangers on the street by their 
lapels and shove them through that doorway into the dark," (n. p.) could be, as 
Lepecki has shown us, that of utterly blinding freedom - or darkness in its full 
positivity. For deep in the blackout one is given license to inhabit atypical ways of 
being, away from striated social orders and increasingly oppressive codes of self-
illumination, profiling, and surveillance. Here, we may discover what is it to 
encounter our selves in the gloom of choreographic darkness, within a Western 
neoliberal context that continues to privilege the visual incarceration of identifiable 
bodies. 

The aesthetics of darkness and the visual sensibility they afford provide a 
sense of the potential presence and movement of others that paradoxically 
risk being lost or obscured in a cultural milieu of ubiquitous illumination.  

(Welton, 2017b, p. 497) 

I propose that the visual sensibility that can be perceived, theorised, or felt by a 
performer-audience-witness-critic is also key to understanding the distinct palate 
of experience that horrØrChoreography might contribute to aesthetics of darkness. 
Choreographic darkness is not a mode of encounter made exceptional because of 
the absence or diminishment of light, as Welton keenly observes during Seghal’s 



This Variation: “My immediate desire was to reach out in front of me, partly out of a 
defensive instinct, but also because, in its apparent totality, the darkness itself 
verged on the tangible” (p. 509). It makes tangible a black rainbow of darkest 
gradients compelling limitless potentialities for thinking, embodying, questioning, 
dreaming, unravelling, and as Welton notes - sensing the potential presence and 
movement of others. This conceptually aligns with Jarvis (2017), who arrives at the 
conclusion that while darkness envelops its performers, it equally performs: 

’Dark aesthetics’ then, in the context of performances that deploy 

engineered darkness or low level lighting as a primary state throughout a 
performance, invites us to attempt to understand what can only be known 
by being enveloped in different darknesses. (p. 93) 

Giving names to the different darknesses might congruently enable performers and 
witnesses to better recognise or articulate our nuanced experiences in and with 
that darkness. In the middle of blackOut, audiences are interrupted by a plotted 
blackout and ‘2 minutes of silence.’ The trembling absence of dance action in 
darkness’s presence was received with restlessness on one night (impatience, 
nervous tension), and what felt like a communal deepening on another (reverence, 
connection). Neither was expected nor preferable and there remains a limit to what 
we can know of an attendee’s encounter within darkness. For, as Jarvis (2017) 
notes, “It is only immersion inside the engineered darkness of the performance that 
brings to bear the ineffable knowledge that arises from being in an alien 
environment” (p. 100). The alien environment need not be of another world entirely, 
but comprises of a bl cker version of the one we already inhabit. Speculative 
choreographies plunge the predictable into unsettling states of unfamiliarity. 

Bl ck-light can be oriented and perceived as a hovering abyss that when peered 
into refracts one’s own acute darknesses. While encouraging quietude, meditation, 
or cosmic reflection within some works, black-light can bring forth that which might 
preferably remain suppressed. Despite a pervasive tendency to avoid such realities 
within contemporary dance, violent desires, disturbing memories, and lurking 
neuroses also thrive in the deepest dark. Considering the tendency for audiences 
to project their prejudices, assumptions, or disquieted readings onto dance 
performance, bl ck-light may be experienced as visually disturbing or emotionally 
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alluring depending on one’s sensibilities. These responses are, in my estimation, 
entirely contingent whilst also influenced by the choreographic strategies, 
movements, durations, and performances underway. 

So, while dark aesthetics in dance do not always equate to horrØrChor, they 
may edge upon the occult if conceptualised as such, if experienced as such or 
given a work’s choreographic conditions, materials, and design (including the 
title and program). Bl ck-light, during the most intense movements, can 
reverberate with dark matters operating at a personal, local, global, or socio-
political level. It can, for the witness, mirror the deeply troubling times in which 
we reside. This was apparent in Wynne-Jone’s (2019) response to the final 
choreography of my trilogy of works entitled 5th Body: xorcsm, where the art 
critic associates choreographed iterations of darkness and frenetic embodiments 
with destructive human behaviours: 

Anguish was frequently communicated as they held their faces in their 
hands, moved on all fours, and repeatedly thrashed the ground with a belt. 
An atmosphere of militaristic machismo was enacted, one filled with 
violence, torture and despair. As Macdonald roughly hooded himself with 
his own t-shirt I couldn’t help but think of kidnappings, disappearances, 
beheadings and the events that took place in the Abu Ghraib prison. 
Eventually the darkness was alleviated by healing acts of sticking 
kawakawa leaves on bodies, triumphant grands jetés and the haunting 
pirouettes Bogoievski performed whilst wearing the tent like a shroud.  

(n. p.) 

This vivid excerpt recounts the writer’s reflections on contemporary violence. A 
violence that I would associate with what Adriana Cavarero (2009) has termed 
horrorism, and which can be differentiated from this study’s proposition of 
horrØrChor. References within Wynne-Jone’s review to Abu Ghraib, torture, and 
terror acts, whilst bringing crucial attention to appalling human events and 
uncommon subject matter evoked by dancing bodies, are not reflective of the 
interests driving this study. These references show alternate interpretability - an 
individual viewer’s experience. As I have mapped out during the introductory 
chapter of this thesis, horrØrChoreography suggests a performative entanglement 



of speculative choreographic practices and conceptions of horrØr that edge toward 
the unhuman. With the trio work in question, when movement becomes so dark in 
intensity, speed, and form, and its male-bodied performers connect with 
uncommon impact, it can be mis)interpreted as violence-aggression. For, as 
attendees to the darkness we scramble for comprehension, to find our bearings, 
that we might reinterpret it later to ourselves and others. Contrarily, dark 
performance asks that we surrender our subjectivities and give and feel ourselves 
as thing. It also asks that we permit ourselves to unknow. 

Movements flow through 5th Body: xorcsm and other works within this 
choreographic project as hidden force existing beneath the apparent forms that 
anonymous bodies construct. horrØrChor is to be felt more than seen, to be 
absorbed and de)composed beyond signification. For if speculation involves 
thinking beyond experience toward the pre-terrestrial, the non-existent, the 
unlived, then more work is to be done in dance’s thinking, writing and making. 
Wynne-Jone’s salient response reveals how darkness in its sensed atmospheres 
and perceptible movements allows us to experience being a body, not just a 
decoding brain. It acts upon its attendants as a state of alterity to be negotiated, at 
times endured, or moved through in(differently: “The self-transformation of the 
spectator in darkness helps to facilitate a dispensation with our own materiality in 
order that we might better imagine being the other body” (Jarvis, 2017, p. 101). 

A stylistically variant response to 5th Body: xorcsm expresses how the remains of 
darkness can become otherwise embrained or archived in the recesses of 
attendant bodies. While lacking in choreographic or critical context, this review 
presents an attempt at the poetic to describe a subjective experience that is not 
easily translated into language. If we are to choreograph, perform, and gather in, 
with, and through darkness, then we might also consider its pluralistic possibilities 
for reception, along with the handful of published reviews that bear its residues 
after the endarkened event has all but dissolved. 

Simplicity of a physical body builds up to battle the support and challenge itself. 

Exhausting the insides to be able to be / human / 
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/ exorcising journey to oneself. 

Electrifying insides are exploding in rage of an evolution of a man. 

Heavenly dramatic form of what is wanted and expected is brought to an edge – 

exhausted physicality, repetition, deconstruction, pushing and pulling - building towards 

satisfying aesthetics. 

Absurdity and beauty of male physicality, perception of periphery. 

How much a body can take and surrender - theirs and mine? 

Extremely disturbing, yet mesmerizing, throwing and shaking of the head until the only 

thing I can see is a blurred moment of struggle. 

An army bride is cautiously sliding through space. 

A bat of my unconscious - 

you don't need to convince me to look INTO you. 

(Neža Jamnikar, 2019, n. p.) 
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5th Body: xorcsm, February 4, 2019, Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa, Basement Theatre, 
Auckland. Performers: Kosta Bogoievski, Sean MacDonald, David Yates. Photograph: Sara Cowdell. 



 

darknotes 
 
When unpacking choreographic darkness, seldom do we have the opportunity to 
reconstruct the gloom through the writings of dancers post-production. Taken from 

a review by dancer Jesse Quaid, an account of the murky imaginary of dark 
performance surfaces after dancing in the premiere season of blackOut. Here, bl 
ckness assumes a positive presence, following Thacker’s dialectics of darkness 
where positivity equates to an absence that also ‘is.’ The dancer tussles with the 
mildly amusing or challenging physical requirements of her role, and a becoming-
dark thing that haunts and encroaches. Quaid revives this experience through the 
gauze of insider/outside her, soloist/collaborator, suspended between the 
complexities of movement-writing. The text shifts from speculative image to the 
sting of bodily injury, foibles of the live encounter, and probing questions for those 
who witness. 
 

Memories of a blackout (a dance from the inside) 

I lie, curled at the edges of this fabric station. Mouth pressed against the floor and eyes 
closed against the flashes of bright, bright, fading lights. The murmur of people entering 
is my last tie to normal, to the everyday world before the blackout enfolds us all. 

Blue is meant to be a peaceful colour and it is. Mostly. The soft crackle, the inner orbit 
spiralling out through my shoulders, the feel of my breath caught behind fabric, behind 
plastic, behind the watery reflection of the light I am carrying. Phone a familiar weight, 
joy rising within my throat. (don’t fall. don’t let that arm get stuck again, is that fast 
enough? long enough? fuck, where is the edge now? don’t lose it) 

We create islands, worlds, moving through portals, becoming portals. It feels like some 
moments I can inhale the dark. 

We become. Animals. Aliens. The dread of what this feels like mixed with the exaltation 
of what it feels like. The fullness of image-sensation balanced by the constant fear that 
the damn thing will not stay on. The slap of flesh, the fire of breath that can’t keep up. 

Do you feel this, all you shadowy faces at the edge of this darkness? 

Most of my images have stars in them. I lie again, not sure if I can move. Knowing I will 
move soon and break this bubble for a moment. Right before I stuff a kumara in my face. 

It’s absurd the things we do, but right now it feels like the most beautiful thing. Spinning, 
looking at the ceiling as if my lover had dissolved into stars and hoping like hell I won’t 
fall over when the black rainbow dips me back. Waiting to lie and stare at a small flame 
that feels like hope. (like calcifer… how long before my thumb burns? ouch. that long. is 
that Anja tumbling yet? fuck it, it’s been long enough). Somehow I’ve managed to catch 
the right timing, my sister-deadgirl rolling away from me in the dark. 

Trying to hold loss, yearning, the feel of a dead body rolled by hands. (shit, where am I?) 
The darkness is a comfort, and a hindrance, the music as solid as the floor; just another 
thing to push in to. (oh, that one hurt. another bruise for tomorrow) I can feel the space 
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being tussled by our bodies. I can feel the energy thrown into space when my sisterbody 
breaks from the floor. Hold the tumble. Keep my eyes dead. Find my mark. I worry that I 
will set some flying thread of hair alight. 

Sitting, I eat energy. I float my spine up and feel the pull of Anja’s movement. For brief 
moments I ride along with her before we are left panting in the dark. 

Are you still with us everyone? This is where you breathe. This is where we all breathe 
each other. 

Silver. Time to muster my limbs again. I inhale the scattering stars, watching, waiting for 
the right time. Just one more step…. one more… 

And we sink together. Deceptively soft this movement, hanging myself into the air with a 
sense of satisfaction every time. Small movements, soft energy as my neck screams, the 
bruises on my shoulders flare and my back starts to cramp. Floating. Catching glimpses 
and sounds from across the room. (are we together still? how long can I hold this? is 
Vicky out yet? crap, that hand was a bit manky, soft remember… soft) 

Sleepwalking. Lava walking. Body like a tesla coil in water… (ah shit. again? why the hell 
did the damn thing stay on in rehearsal and not now?) Heat. Light. Tight muscles trying 
to shake. There is a black sun in my mind, but it sits over a clinical, physical attempt to 
create a nicely graduated shake, from calves to thighs, to hips, to chest, ricocheting 
through the arms and head before it builds into a bounce, into a wild surge that threatens 
to shift me off my feet. The gasp. The repeat. Revelling in the image I am creating. 

The ripping off of clothing like I want to free myself from my skin. 

Finally a break. A purely practical application of blood and a chance for a quick shoulder 
stretch. I have become far too attached to this puppet; he waits with me patiently, 
absently gnawing on my leg. 

This is all timing and applied physicality. All of my performance, the characters and 
images and feelings, are concentrated in my hands and in the puppets. I just get dragged 
along for the ride and a cameo or two. (pretty sure this looks like I’m kissing him. too 
slow? was that gasp a bit weird? was it loud enough? I swear this girl gets slipperier 
every time…) 

Do his death-throes amuse you, my shadowy friends? They certainly amuse me. 

And then... (how are these things so heavy?) I leave. Feeling a room of slight confusion. 
Yes, that was the end. I have other worlds to be in now. 

This strewn floor, these memories of small worlds, this air saturated with energies... we 
have left them for you. This is all yours now.  

(Quaid, 2018, n. p.) 

 
This unabbreviated passage of dance reviewing that arises out of the darknesses 
of blackOut sheds a bl ck light on multiple dimensions existing between bodies in 
live performance. It also suggests that the dancer need not be entrenched in 
theory, nor validated by a choreographer, to give voice to their criticality, 
knowledge, and ways of processing that knowledge. The agency of dancer as 



maker and responsive art-critic destabilises hierarchies that would posit them as a 

hired body that moves, the choreographer as a creator and director of movement, 

and audiences as people who watch and assess dancing bodies and are also 

(possibly) moved. In Quaid’s oscillating review of dancing in the dark, these roles 

are not so much reversed as casually obliterated. Moreover, darkness assumes an 

intoxicating, morphological liquidity that can be inhaled as air, or sensed upon the 

skin as a sun, immolating personhood. In Quaid’s observations, we glean a 

spectrum of sensate activity that refutes a binary position or romanticism, instead 

finding states of alienation amongst the sometimes-dreaded chore of 

choreography.  

Technically, for the dancer, darkness becomes ‘both a comfort and a hindrance.’ 
She is hidden to a certain extent and less exposed under the cloak of darkness, 
but there is also a loss of orientation and proprioception for the moving body that 
can be terrifying. Working in the round, and in the endarkened black box is quite 
another thing to contend with than the mechanisms of performing within the 
proscenium arch. There are no wings to hide behind and seek respite - in fact, no 
exiting or re-entering at all during the hour-long performance. The reenchantment 
of experience proposed by Lepecki appears tenuous within these embodied 
archives as Quaid negotiates physical enstrangements and bl ck-thought amidst 
the ever-present scrutiny of audiences at close quarters. Witnesses become 
‘shadowy friends,’ complicit within the choreosphere and sensed through a hazy 
plethora of sounds, energies, apparitions, proximities. While written in the manner 
of a confessional-style memoir, the lurking presence of darkness-as-performer is 
sometimes palpable. There are hints of something intently shoving at the 
thresholds of Quaid’s darknotes.  
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world before the blackout 

fuck, where is the edge now? 
    inhale the dark 

 

edge of this darkness? 

the black rainbow dips      
         panting in the dark 
 

a black sun in my mind 

The gasp. The repeat.      
    death throes 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
: from lines in “Memories of a blackout (a dance from the inside)”  
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Published examples of insidereviewing written by dancers as well as 
choreographers who perform within their own works, are decidedly uncommon, 
though they surface more recently within post-dance practices. Choreographer 
Olive Bieringa (2019) traces her somatic insights and those of other dancers 
performing within an endarkened, three-hour performance entitled, Felt Room.  

In the darkness, viewers are offered an escape from a world of constant 
illumination in which to practice other ways of knowing [….] In the intimacy 
created by darkness, audience and performer are both hidden and 

vulnerable. Together we share fluid time, a space for napping, lucid 
dreaming, visioning, and collective imagining. (p. 160)  

Dance writing can sometimes make for tedious reading because of its stylistic 
tendency toward optimistic, first-person accounts. Texts that spawn directly from 
within a culture of collective imagining in the dark, however, offer this research 
something more searchingly opaque. Placed alongside word-of-mouth and 
documented accounts from witness-critic, audience-theorist, photographer-
videographer, the dancer’s darknotes disrupt expectations within performance 
communities. It gives voice to dance’s obscurity from the dancer’s customarily 
unheeded perspective, beyond the temporality of live performance and 
spectatorship. 

Reflections on felt room: 
“My blood is awake” 
performer Josie Archer 
a container / space / room 
made / constructed / imagined 
for lostness / vastness / feltness 
it is so fucking dark 
(only two points of constellation and a faint horizon line) 

in darkness my immensity moves, stills, listens, collides 
in this white-flanked galaxy I am becoming the song that was always there - 
waiting 
in such white(ness/time/clothing) my blackness is 



(the song that is always here) 
(Bieringa, 2019, p. 161) 

Darknotes seep into the public sphere despite the narrow territorialism of 
producers, artistic directors, or market-producing machines - machines notorious 
for silencing the dancer’s experience within a company directed performance (not 
to mention a choreographic process). Those experimenting in dance have yet to 
collectively enunciate the extent of their occultist movement-writing practices. I 
perceive the development of darknotes as critical for choreographic research 
because they derive from conditions of darkness itself, and extract a horizontal, 
kin)aesthetic experience encountered in co-presence with the nonhuman.  

“How radical, in this time, to ask people to walk into a room where they 
cannot see anything and don’t know how big it is or where the walls are or 
how many people are in it. How incredible to “hold them” in that space […] 
so that they have to continually live in the gap. They are experiencing what 
we are experiencing…we are all together in the dark.” 

- Performer Arwen Wilder
(Bieringa, 2019, p. 162) 

Bieringa’s darknotes, which in this iteration also integrate the reflections of other 

dancers who perform in Felt Room, offer readers a glimpse into the nascent 

spectrum of texts addressing the minor light of choreographic darkness. I 

emphasise this idea of a dark spectrum because, like Felt Room, my singular 

approach to choreographic darkness proposes a nomadic and speculative space 

of encounter. It differs within the spectrum, however, through its more ominous 

conceptual drives and horrØrfied aesthetics.  

Also at stake in these darknotes is the question of whether being together in the 

dark necessarily presupposes a unified encounter with that darkness. When Felt 

Room dancer Wilder (as gleaned by Bieringa) claims ‘they are experiencing what 

we are experiencing,’ I can assume it is the event of collective darkness that they 

are being subjected to, not a mutual interpretation or feltness of that same 

darkness. Being together in proximity in the gloom cannot presume a oneness of 
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experience, sensation, or speculative imagination, however utopian or desirable 
such notions may seem. Similarly, we can surmise that multiple theorists and 
critics such as Lepecki, Welton, Jarvis, Wynne-Jones, and Searle, whilst 
forwarding concerns and observations pertaining to darkness (whether in the 
context of live art, dance, and/or theatre), are at no time saying the same thing 
about that darkness and their embodied engagement with it. In fact, their 
nuanced perspectives and critical foci offer texture and shade to how darkness 
might be revalued within choreographic performance, as well as its significance to 
the spatiality, historical constructions, and future of contemporary performance. 

fleshes in darkness 

I think things eaten in the dark taste good. Even now I eat sweets in 
bed in the dark. I can't see what they look like but I know they taste 
twice as good. Light, in general, sometimes seems indecent to me. 

(Hijikata, 2000b, p. 52) 

And now it is the past… 

A dissimilar access to dark intelligence was initiated during a six-week outdoor 
residency attended in a Japanese forest in 2007, where I trained under veteran 
choreographer, actor, and dancer Min Tanaka. Tanaka is a former student of 
Hijikata Tatsumi and founder of the international performance research laboratory 
known in the West as Body Weather. Tanaka’s influence on Aotearoa dance 
training and performance practice is significant (see, http://www.min-tanaka.com) 
and most evident in the training practices of MAU Dance and the proliferation of 
Western adapted Muscle and Bone (or Mind and Body) classes included in tertiary 
dance training and professional community classes. Unfortunately, much of the 
ethos and coextensive exercises developed within Body Weather laboratory (such 
as image-work, manipulation, wind and tree etc) have fallen into disuse within 
institutional environments. M & B (updated verbally by Tanaka in 2007 to ‘Jump the 
Space’) is often reduced to a kind of aerobics class designed exclusively within 
dance studios. 



Body Weather Farm is based in Hakushu, a mountain village where I communally 
lived, danced, and worked the land with over twenty other international participants 
hosted by Tanaka's company Tokason. The Body and The Environment workshop 
was mainly conducted on an open-air stage hand-built under thousand-year-old 
pine trees. Our task within a given day might be to crawl down a waterfall as it 
pummeled our body, hug a tree, create a solo from observations of various farm 
animals or - on one particular occasion - to dig out a suitable site where we would 
be buried alive for an indefinite time. As participants, we remained underground for 
various durations, sometimes naked, or semi-clothed. There were pragmatic 
decisions to be made, like how to position the body - standing, crouching, lying 
face down, face-up, or foetal - and how best to stay alive. A desire to be unearthed 
was indicated through an exposed limb or movable part. Assistants waited on-site 
to help disinter bodies at the point of exhaustion.  

One of the remarkable features of this t^sk was its givenness to dark interior-
exterior bodily states without really ‘moving.’ There is always movement, however, 
especially in stillness. The gurgling of blood, the kicking of inner limbs, the 
shedding of surfaces into foreign matter, the trickle of bl ck-thought. Buried 
beneath are the clashing onto-mythologies of bodies. Face in the dirt, I taste the 
fecal matter of critters, become thing, and crawl to a near-death. I cup a hand over 
nostrils - a provisional oxygen mask. The heart beats incessant with panic, then 
slowly adapts to the dank darkness - a compression of earth-immersion. 
Eventually, I arise back out into the light as a friend scrapes frantically at the dirt. 
Later my dreams are of smothering cocoons and incubus. 

I locate these embedded residues - layers of recomposed dance scraps, while 
attending to the exteriority of choreographic darkness. In this singular workshop, I 
enter the dark corpse tomb and find it to be a living/decaying organism amongst 
other living/decaying organisms. These are some of the fragments that settle onto 
the skin of this project during an evolving re-search process. A mining of body-
memory can occur outside of performance labs and other choreographic research 
activities. It engages tā-vā practices particular to peoples of Te Moana Nui ā Kiwa. 
From this indigenous-based perspective, it can be said that I concurrently think 
forward into the past and backward into the future as a way of assembling relevant 
research materials. Reflecting on Japanese traditional narratives, when the 
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storyteller announces by way of introduction ‘and now it is the past,’ we are faced 
with a similar cultural enigma. 

In paradoxical ways, it is, in the Moana, symbolically thought that 
people walk forward into the past and, contemporaneously, walk 
back-ward into the future, both in the present, where the elusive, 
already-taken-place past and illusive, yet-to-take-place future are, 
and in the social process, constantly mediated in the ever-changing 
present. (Ka'ili, Mahina & Addo, 2017, p. 1)  

An intense exploration of darkness dominated the entire corpus of the late Hijikata 
Tatsumi. Along with Kazuo Ohno, Tatsumi founded the post-world war two 
Japanese dance, Ankuko Butoh (translated in the West as the dance of utter 
darkness). Hijikata (2000a) declared “I would like to have a person, who has 
already died, die over and over inside my body” (p. 77) and expressed such desires 
in numerous performances including his seminal solo Revolt of the body. Within 
this two-hour performance he adorned himself in a golden phallus protruding 
above an emaciated groin. Performed in 1968, this is recorded as Hijikata’s final 
public, solo work originally titled, Hijikata Tatsumi to Nihonjin: Nikutai no hanran, 
(Hijikata Tatsumi and the Japanese: Rebellion of the body). Hijikata’s transgressive 
approach to dance has been interpreted as “a multiple excavation of death” 
(Barber, 2010, p. 9) that “probed the possibility of a dance solely and uniquely 
constituted from gestures of death” (p. 10). Hijikata’s (2000b) minoritarian 
intervention into Western theatre and Japanese dance traditions is best grasped by 
his own assertions within published interviews and rare recordings of his 
performances.  

A dancer must be able to relate to, for example, a frozen bone that 
transcends gender. Getting to that point, however, demands exhaustive 
examination, and without it the work will lapse into a trendy pseudo-dark- 

 ness. In part, such a failure is doubtless a result of the times in which we 
live, but it’s also because people have superficial perceptions of their own 
particular landscapes. Underground art turns into mere trendiness not 
because of external factors but because of the people who practice it. 
They create a desert around themselves, then complain there is no water. 
Why don’t they try drinking from the wells within their own bodies? They 



should instead drop a ladder deep into their own bodies and climb down it. 
Let them pluck the darkness from within their own bodies and eat it. 

(pp. 51-52) 

Though Hijikata is said to have never left Japan during his lifetime, his influential 

performances and radical dance ethos remain evident worldwide. His image-based 

Butoh exercises, inherited and imparted by Tanaka, continue to manifest in 

adapted forms of Body Weather practiced throughout the world. One of a handful 

of practitioners trained by Tanaka and continuing this genealogy of Body Weather 

applied practices in Aotearoa is Koroneho, who has crafted a roguish vision of the 

dancer ‘eating in the dark.’ The work becomes reminiscent of Hijikata, whose revolt 

of the body is said to have emanated “yang qualities of phallic male eroticism, 

countering this with a vulnerable liquid yin essence on the inside” (Fraleigh & 

Nakamura, 2006, p. 20).  

Koroneho’s (2006) solo work Cultistic Misfit, performed in Aotearoa between 2003 
and 2008, negotiates a murky interstice of indigenous mysticism, Māori 
cosmology, and global consumerism. Echoing the performance ethics of Guillermo 
Gomez-Pena and the tā-vā****** acuities of MAU Dance, along with mongrel 
genealogies of visual design, kapahaka, and contemporary dance, the performer 
composes a coercion of dissonant dances and performed rituals. In the horrØrfied 
commodification of indigeneity that his post-colonial critique unveils, the sacred 

******        t
ta   /va

(Paraha, 2018d, n. p.) 
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and profane diverge and collapse. This occurs through a meticulously revealed 
tailoring of shamanic headdress, red facial ochre, wood horns, faux-fur cloak, 
Samurai waistband, black kimono, tinorangtiratanga flag†††††† (wryly revealed 
across the buttocks) and a trail of white paint inscribed from edges of forehead to 
foreskin. 

When Koroneho dances there is no mistaking the show of his 
genitals – a nervousness passes through you, through the entire 
audience – and there is a sense that a line of decency or respect 
could be being tampered with. (Buck et al. 2010, p. 92) 

Indecency, lurking in the gloom of Cultistic Misfit “disrupts our notion of order” (p. 

92) and contaminates majoritarian cultural spaces constructed within Western
theatrical dance. Troubling for one critic, was not simply the sighting of genitals
amidst all the noble savage livery, but the work’s dark alterity, perpetuated by
Koroneho’s protean embodiments and intercultural politics.

Charles Koroneho, the other solo maker, entered in shaman style 
with bells and playing a skulled recorder, used a range of poorly 
executed ballet vocabulary and a series of objects to tell us 
something about his take on the world.  

He seemed very confused about what he wanted us to hear and 
quoted copiously from The Lord of the Rings (Tolkien was a 
considerably better writer), vented cultural ire about a stolen treaty - 
Gollum stole the ring in the first place? The much laboured literary 
connection seemed to miss Koroneho's intercultural point.  

       (Tarrant, 2006, n. p.) 

Discomforting also for some audiences, was Cultistic Misfit’s incongruent pairing 
with another solo performance by choreographer Carol Brown for the New Zealand 

††††††



 

international arts festival premiere of Aarero Stone in 2006. Cultural expectations 
and dance’s disciplinary borders were breached within this double-bill event, 
disrupting the sensibilities of some audience members, whom as I have noted, 
remain unaccustomed or blatantly hostile to experimental approaches to dance.  
 

In the foyer afterwards it becomes apparent that opinions are very 
divided. One who expected dance feels disappointed (limited 
palette, no elevations, no change in tempo). Another notes Brown 
has interacted with the "performance landscape" but Koroneho has 

not. Some feel the verbal content is out of place while others 
welcomed it as offering some hint, at least, as to what it is all about, 
really, beyond the physical display of stylish performance skill and 
imagery. (Smythe, 2006, n. p.) 

 
Monocultural conservatism and bafflement is typical of New Zealand contemporary 
dance and mainstream theatregoers. Having witnessed a performance of this work 
at MAUForum in 2006, its dark aesthetics return in murky clots as I reconsider 
works where, like Cultistic Misfit, “there is a suggestion of the grotesque and the 
deviant” (Buck et al, 2010, p. 92) discerned within a thickening dark space.  
 
Calling attention to such roguish qualities in the works of theatre auteur Antonin 
Artaud, Laura Cull (2012) observes a process of “destratification” (p. 57) in his 
vocal performances. She describes how a minor usage of voice includes 
bifurcations that would allow an inhuman force to be perceived as well as its 
communicative properties. Destratifying practices could include whispers, 
screams, howls or breath-notes. Cull suggests that this differentiation between an 
informative voice and an affective one highlights “what is normally neglected” (p. 
94) without implying a duality. Deleuze & Guattari (1986) insist, “Since the language 
is arid, make it vibrate with a new intensity” (p. 19), challenging the one who utters 
to consider the inhuman qualities of speech, sound, breath.  
 
In his 2014 solo work Pure, Koroneho’s chant-utterings in te reo Māori transmit a 

lengthy range of modulated frequencies, distorting the cadence, flow, and pitch of 
oratory. Other perforations are observed within Pure: “Chains of words spilled over 
the audience in a torrent [….] thickening his speech until he was visibly choking in 
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an outpouring cry” (Brown & Nepia, 2016, p. 203), rupturing architectural cavities 
and those resounding within its witnessing bodies. Aural bl ck space and dark 
movements infect spaces within much of Koroneho’s work. It exposes within New 
Zealand dance – its audiences and community of critics - what has been posited 
by Lepecki (2016a), as “an aesthetic-racist unconscious sustaining a whole political 
formation that abhors (racial) blackness as (civilizational) darkness and (reason’s) 
derangement” (p. 59). 

While racial blackness is not a key focus within my research on darkness and 

something that I differentiate through the neologism of bl ckness, this claim rings 

with truth. This seems most apparent in the public reception of choreographic 

works where dark skin is prejudiced in association with dark aesthetics, dark 

themes, and undesirable notions of darkness itself. I emphasise however, that 

choreographic darknesses need not be interpreted within a field of racial, 

gendered, or political representation in order to have import or to be experienced in 

their own isness, as Welton (2017b) notes: 

I do not seek to take issue with Lepecki’s thoughtful and necessary 
consideration of the “political–critical–aesthetic” alignment with blackness 
that the endarkened performances he discusses have enabled. I note it here 
as an example of how, despite its unavoidable presence in both the biology 
and culture of optics, “darkness as such” rarely seems allowed to remain 
so, before it is whisked away to stand in for something else. (p. 500) 

While darkness of skin often sets-up a racially-profiled reading of my dark 

choreographic work as an assumed commentary on identity (racial darkness) and 

its associated psychological disturbance (depression-darkness) these are in fact 

misplaced assumptions and reductive understandings. I mention it here to 

underscore such assumptions as part of what I as a choreographic artist have 

continuously pushed up against in the production of public performances in 

Aotearoa. This observation is solely in the context of majoritarian, New Zealand 

contemporary dance and as a visible practitioner of tangata whenua ancestry.  

It is of note that the vast majority of commentators on the works of tangata whenua 
choreographers are non-Māori or tauiwi. It seems incumbent upon dance 
organisations to accord more time and investment into tangata whenua writers 



and researchers in the field to redress this startling imbalance, which is the case for 
all dance writing and criticism in Aotearoa. The imbalance is not simply one of 
ethnic demographics, which numerically will always under-represent tangata 
whenua, but of culturally informed theories, perceptions, and expressions 
regarding choreography as an art-form and critical practice. With the increasing 
enrolment of tangata whenua PhD candidates at UoA Dance Studies (and with 
careful attention to their institutional obligations under Te Tiriti o Waitangi) I would 
expect to see radical improvements in the voicing, visibility, and validating of 
tangata whenua artistic research in dance beyond identity-based politics. 
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Speculations 
implications of practice 

what we found in the shadows 

This choreographic research project has enjoyed a journey into mātauranga Māori 
in the sourcing of cosmo-genealogies relating specifically to Te Pō. What this 

comparative study of iwi-Māori sourced archives has revealed is the ubiquitous 
phenomena of pō concepts active within Aotearoan thought and customary practice. 

Far from being mired in antiquity, and despite numerous impositions to prevent its 
esoteric teachings such as The Tohunga Suppression Act 1907, Te Pō has 

implications for contemporary performance practice that this research has theorised 
and publicly expressed. While Pō consciousness draws on singular experiences of 

bl ckout waananga and nocturnal, marae-based environments, it manifests in the 

practice of this thesis through the choreographic trilogy series: KARE; kind artificial 
real experience, blackOut, and 5th Body. As outlined within this thesis, Pō 

consciousness has been advanced in relation to specific interests in speculative 
choreographies, where I propose it as a method of research that might penetrate a 

wider discourse on dark aesthetics, movements, and bl cknesses in performance. 
While other researchers may seek to blur the realms of Te Kore and Te Pō, viewing 

them as part of the same dark phenomena, I have angled my attention toward Te 
Pō specifically. As the thesis reveals, this complex cosmo-genealogical realm 

flowing out of Aotearoa is already replete with names, obscurities, and perpetual 
mystery. 

I have not extended my analyses of Te Pō or cosmic darkness toward other 
pertinent art forms such as the visual arts, for example, in which the extensive 

oeuvre of black paintings by Ralph Hōtere come powerfully to mind. Much has been 
written on these voidal canvases of dark space, mostly through a Western lens, 

although, Māori art and dance theorist Moana Nepia (2012) offers a cogent analysis 
of Hotere’s ‘black works’ in relation to tangata whenua concepts of Te Kore 

(Absolute Potential, Utter Nothingness). The gothic imaginary within New Zealand 
sub-culture and cinema (often featuring our dark native forests), the obsession with 

national sports teams cryptically named the ‘All Blacks,’ ‘Tall Blacks,’ ‘Black Caps’ 
etc, all encourage commentary on whether dark aesthetics, in multiple ways, might 



already characterise, define, or trace the sensibilities of this whenua and its 

peoples. Within the wider Moana and transpacific diaspora Aotearoa can be 
conceptually and historically identified as both land of the long white cloud and 

island of dark continent. I recall the recent exhibition of Loom by New Zealand film-
maker Vincent Ward. Featured within the CORE programme of The Auckland 

Festival of Photography, Loom premiered at the Trish Clark Gallery on June 4, 
2019.  

On arrival, I am visually guided by instructions to duck beneath a thick curtain that 

separates the outside of the building from the interior gallery. This movement of 
lowering and rising into darkness transports the attendee into an immersive gloom. 

On entry, there are no lights save that of four moving image works emplaced upon 

the gallery walls. I peer through the g)loom attempting to discern a gathering of 
bodies, the written exhibition notes, or the space itself. The exhibition of works 

presents mesmerising re)appearances of ambiguous bodies enthreaded within 
Ward’s self-described “paintings” (personal communications, June 4, 2019); Butoh-

like dancers re-emerge as spectres. Within the public event of Loom, the 
proposition of darkness as a context for seeing and moving in unspecified ways 

amongst, and as bodies, becomes palpable. 

This local art event correlates with this research’s performance analyses of 
international works that engage inexplicable darknesses within their productions. 

Nocturnal dances of darkness such as Spangberg’s Natten echo my choreographic 

vision toward pō-xero performances designed in the round or with unspecified 
audience formats. To date, this choreographic work offers the most conceptually, 

aesthetically, and artistically relevant exemplar that resonates with this project. My 
positioning continues to privilege the field of choreographic performance, where I 

argue, due to its marginalized practices and/or minoritarian status within academic 
and artistic discourses, the attention is greatly needed. The decision not to venture 

into more dominant visual, digital, literary, or cinematic art practices where 
darknesses are more likely to present themselves is not because these media are 

not relevant (Hotere’s black paintings and Ward’s Loom exhibition offer salient 

examples); they simply investigate other artistic directions. I propose that an 
implication of this study - to be conducted by prospective artistic researchers - 
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would be a dedicated exploration of speculative darknesses within contemporary 

New Zealand and Moanan arts across disciplines.  

5th body, Votive Poetics Workshop, August 29, 2018. Performers: Kosta Bogoievski, Forest Kapo, 
Anja Packham, Jesse Quaid, Nancy Jo Wijohn. 

Several approaches to studio-at-large performance making are limned within this 

study. These methodologies, choreographic strategies, dirty technologies, spatial 

design approaches, and nonhuman collaborations are teachable - for the most part 

- toward ensemble works. They have been developed through close work with 

trained performers across a three-year studio investigation and are aimed 

specifically toward live performance events. Group choreographies and ensemble 

formats are the sole interest of this project’s corpus of works, whereby I consciously 

work with dancers of assorted age, gender, and ancestry. The aesthetic power of 

group performances with and in darkness, beyond the enrichment of the 



choreographic process, could be crucial for the field. One of the reasons why I 

arrive at this conclusion is because amongst the gathered bodies of the ensemble, 

difference can be explicitly demonstrated, observed, and felt (and implicitly 

celebrated). As a choreographer with a culturally accented practice that is not 

identity obsessed, but rather, engages difference, a distinction can be made: 

“Difference in general is distinguished from diversity and otherness” (Deleuze, 1994, 

p. 30, emphasis mine) and is posited as the propensity of bodies to continuously

vary in and of themselves. 

A preoccupation with bodily variation (as opposed to otherness or ethnic diversity) 

led me to continuously seek performers whom I had not previously worked with, and 

who were not physically or energetically like other dancers I was working with. For 

these performers, working with dark aesthetics, concept horrØr, or with the kinds of 

movements that developed in the studio, was uncommon practice and beyond the 

comfort zones of most involved. This is partly because the concepts, practices, 

and/or movement strategies being employed do not necessarily originate from, or 

feature within, Western art values, dance vocabularies, or performance training. 

Despite the physical and psychic demands experienced by dancers within p. labs, 

and certainly during live events, the committed work of these cited practitioners 

enabled the corpus of art productions with which this thesis launches its 

hypotheses. Furthermore, the notable contrast amongst the shifting ensemble was 

key to the reception of the works by audience members.  

The more anonymous and indiscernible the dancers became during performance, 

the more alien and visceral the audience experience was. This was apparent 

through word of mouth responses from witnesses who claimed not to have 

recognised certain dancers until half-way through or the end of a performance. 

Persons no longer seemed like ‘themselves’ having entered states and 

embodiments that altered not simply appearances, but witness perceptions of both 

the given environment and the dancing bodies within it. Audience rediscovery of the 

unknowable aspects of a known entity, or the endarkening of the familiar, is of 

import to this research even though spectator studies was not a primary theoretical 

drive.  
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While iterated to a degree and in various performative modes within my 

performance analyses, future research could critically and performatively expand on 
this aspect of speculative choreographies of darkness: the distinct vantage and 

implications of witness, attendee, spectator. Archived responses and embodied 
encounters of readers, audiences, and witnesses are contingent to this research 

and its potential as “new” knowledge within post dance practices and the expanded 
field. This also means that the work is never confined to the studio or conducted for 

its own sake as an exploratory measure. Performances and audiences are 
necessary aspects of its process as a generative force for imagining and 

transforming. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 



Invitations to facilitate groups of arts students and dance practitioners during the 

span of this research have fostered connections between the research project,

pedagogical environments, and the professional dance community. Teaching 

tertiary (Auckland University of Technology, Unitec School of Performing Arts) and 

company based (Footnote NZ Dance) performance practitioners, while not an 

intended aim of the project, has implications for this performance-oriented research. 

In this respect, the project can be considered as a body of choreographic 

knowledge that might be engaged by current and future practitioners. It does not 

provide a series of written formal exercises or advisory anecdotes as several artists 

have done with great flair (such as Johnathan Burrow’s A choreographer’s 

handbook, Meg Stuart and Jeroen Peeters’ Are we here yet? or Stephen Ellis’s 

Some things about dance). I have, however, tested and adapted choreographic 

practices and strategies of performance-making within several professional teaching 

contexts. This has provided space to consider the viability of speculative 

choreography within the formal ethos that exists within microcosms of dance and 

performance training.  

tena koe 

tenei au

 tena koutou (x3) katoa 
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& the rotten shall move 

In Auckland, I observe a burgeoning interest in events where locals gather on 

allocated weeknights to enjoy an hour of engineered blackout. Within these blackout 

zones, people can lose themselves to uninhibited movement made possible through 

the endarkening of community halls or civic spaces redesigned for “dancing 

freedom in total darkness” (see https://www.facebook.com/events/263278314374814/). This 

phenomenon is also evident at the University of Auckland Recreation Centre, for 

example, where one of the most popular group fitness events is the annual “Black 

Light Night” - a communal work-out session dedicated to the dark. From this new 

trend in body culture, it would appear that collective darkness as a context for 

extreme embodiment, hidden movement, or ‘free dance’ is becoming an 

increasingly sought after aesthetic experience. Part of the appeal of such 

community events is not merely the novelty of killing the lights and letting loose, but 

the anonymity and uncommon behaviours that it accords its participants in relation 

with others. Furthermore, this body culture implies, in terms of this research project, 

an inherent desire for darkness and dark space embedded within the moving body. 

To follow this desire-line is to speculate upon a ‘second life’ in dance, where 

darknesses and bl ckn ss s in their manifold expressions become part of the 

pedagogical, theoretical, physical, cultural, and artistic training of future 

practitioners. If we consider this proposition in terms of Pō - Ao delineation, it is not 

an edgy alternative but a crucial balancing. Speculative choreographies as 

forwarded by this study are, in part, the organic and organised outcomes of dark 

performance strategies, ecologies, and intuitions. Such practices may thrive if they 

are systemically enabled and institutionally facilitated alongside their re)dis/covery 

through independent experimentation. Choreographic bl ckn ss is not a withdrawal 

into alienation, but a push toward an alien encounter; it provokes enstrangement 

without seeking to estrange. Speculative chØreographies of darkness might 

continue, in unforeseen ways, to encroach upon the hierarchies and hegemonies 

that would seek to ‘enlighten’ and isolate us. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 





ĀPITIHANGA 1 

Programme for blackOut: February 15 - 16, 2018 
Kenneth Myers Centre, Black Box Studio, Auckland 
PhD examination performance in partial fulfilment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

blackOut 
Choreographed & produced by Tru Paraha 

Part 2 of a choreographic trilogy on darkness 

Performance:  Anja Packham, Jesse Quaid 
Vicky Kapo 

Lighting Design: Sean Curham 
Sound Design / Styling: Tru Paraha 
Costume Making (silver): Jesse Quaid 
Production Assistance: Paul Bennett, Caitlin Davey 

Ngā mihi nui: University of Auckland Dance Studies, Lizzie Luamanu, John Kim, 
Sean Curham & Auckland Old Folks Association.  

sound sample credits: 
Alx Beats, Phantom 
Mica Levi, Lipstick to Void 
Intelligent Noise Art, Bloodthirsty 
Birchville Cat Motel, White Alpha Matte
NASA

* turn off recording devices & mobile phones during performance, kia ora!
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ĀPITIHANGA 2 

CHOREOGRAPHIC PRODUCTIONS (2016 - 2019) 

Paraha, T. (June 30, 2016). KARE; kind artificial real experience [Performance]. In 
Undisciplining Dance Symposium, Black Box Studio, Kenneth Myers Centre, 
Auckland, New Zealand.  

________ (March 22, 2017). Writing with darkness & other poems [Choreo-poetic 
lecture]. In Performance Writing Symposium, Owen G. Glenn Building, Auckland, 
New Zealand. 

________ (February 15-16, 2018). blackOut [Performance]. Black Box Studio, 
Kenneth Myers Centre, Auckland, New Zealand. 

________ (August 29, 2018). 5th Body [Performance]. In Votive Poetics Workshop, 
University of Auckland Dance Studios, New Zealand.  

________ (February 4, 2019). 5th Body: xorcsm [Performance]. In Experimental 
Dance Week Aotearoa, Basement Theatre, New Zealand. 

PUBLICATIONS (2017 - 2019) 

Paraha, T. (2017) Selected poems. Blackmail Press, (42). 
http://www.blackmailpress.com/TP42.html 

________ (2018a). Darknyss. In M. Rakuraku & V. Manasiadis (Eds.), Tātai whetū: 
Seven Māori women poets in translation (pp. 12 - 20). Wellington, New Zealand: 
Seraph Press. 

________ (2018b). & darkness. In C. Brown & A. Longley (Eds.), Undisciplining 
dance in nine movements and eight stumbles (pp. 119 - 137). Newcastle, England: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 

________ (2018c). Colluding with darkness. Performance Research: A Journal of the 
Performing Arts, 23(2), 49-54. 

________ (2018d). A moanan theory of reality television. In S. Tusitala Marsh (Ed.), 
Best New Zealand Poems 2017: International Institute of Modern Letters. 
http://www.bestnewzealandpoems.org.nz/2017-contents/tru-paraha/     

________ (2019). 21 Movements. In A. Wilson (Ed.), Te ao live. Experimental dance 
Aotearoa in the early 21st century (pp. 80 - 83). San Francisco: Blurb Press. 



TERTIARY / PROFESSIONAL TEACHING (2011 – 2019) 

Professional Teaching Fellow (2019) TFC Academic Literacy, Faculty of Arts, 

University of Auckland · Facilitator (2019) Anonymous Bodies Choreographic 

Darkness, Footnote New Zealand Dance Intensive, Wellington · Teaching Assistant 
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